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ABSTRACT 

My dissertation, “The Princess Production: Locating Pocahontas in Time and 

Place,” critically evaluates the succession of representations of Pocahontas since her 

death in 1617.  Pocahontas has become the prototypical “Indian Princess,” through which 

the indigenous “other” is mapped onto Eurocentric constructions of gender and race, and 

subsequently transformed into the object of desire to be colonized.  Chapter One begins 

with an introduction to the Pocahontas myth, and continues with an overview of the 

representation of Native Americans in cinema.  Given that Native Americans have been 

the subject of the romanticization of the passing frontier, then the image of Pocahontas, 

standing in for the gendered “virgin” frontier, has been problematically used to represent 

American nationhood.  In the second chapter, I investigate the commodification of the 

image of Pocahontas, by way of a critical assessment of Disney’s Pocahontas (1995).  

Due to its extreme popularity and plethora of commercial tie-ins, this animated film was 

able to cement mainstream attitudes of Native Americans and especially of indigenous 

women.  Critical discussion, however, was ameliorated through “politically correct” 

associations of Indians with ecological balance and moral purity versus European 

decadence. 

 I analyze the symbolic association of Pocahontas with nature in Chapter Three, 

particularly in Terence Malick’s recent film The New World (2005), where this 

association is most blatant.  Malick has been heavily influenced by such philosophers as 

Martin Heidegger, and his resulting romantic and pantheistic vision clouds gender 

difference and racial antagonism.  The image of Pocahontas in The New World, therefore, 
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simply becomes a signifier for the grand impersonal workings of Nature.  Finally, in 

Chapter Four, I discuss attempts by indigenous writers and groups to reappropriate 

Pocahontas for Native Americans, and I conclude that this is of strategic importance for 

transforming Indian identity.  Since the image of Pocahontas has played such a large role 

in the shaping of mainstream attitudes and government policy toward Native Americans, 

then retrieving it from its colonial legacy will go a long way toward preserving Indian 

culture and identity in the future.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Very little is known about the life of Pocahontas.  Only one likeness of her was 

produced in her lifetime, a 1616 engraving made by Simon van de Passe during her stay 

in London.  Subsequent visual recreations of Pocahontas found her with increasingly 

anglicized features, moving her image farther from the life of an indigenous woman and 

closer to a Euroamerican fantasy construct.  Furthermore, Pocahontas herself left no 

written record.  Of the other people who wrote about her during her lifetime, very little 

exists.  John Smith is the primary source of information about her, and some scholars find 

his writings potentially self-serving and therefore suspect.  His Generall Historie, the only 

work in which he discusses Pocahontas in detail, was published several years after she 

allegedly saved him, and also seven years after Pocahontas’ death.  Because of the dearth 

of accounts written during her lifetime, Pocahontas, easily romanticized because she was 

the first Native American to accept Christianity and to marry a white man, and because of 

Smith’s rescue narrative, became an empty vessel to be filled with cultural currency. 

Pocahontas’ fame arose and persists primarily because, in what might be termed 

an Indian Princess maneuver, she allegedly saved a white man (in this instance, John 

Smith) from death at the hands of her fellow tribe members.  However, the story of this 

alleged rescue is suspect in that its sole English witness was John Smith.  Built into the 

rescue narrative is a historiographical perspective that relies on a set of dichotomies that 

legitimize and render invisible the project of colonialism – English/Indian, 

civilized/savage – as well as assumptions about gender that overlap and intertwine with 

these two dichotomies.  Philip J. Deloria delineates four distinct movements in 
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historiography with regard to Native Americans: “Frontier History,” “Racial 

Development Hierarchy,” “Modernist History,” and “Postmodern/Postcolonial” 

historiography (Deloria, 7-8).  Acceptance of Smith’s account of his saving by 

Pocahontas (the only written account that exists) at face value constitutes “frontier 

history” (defined by Deloria as a claim that manifest destiny demands that Native 

Americans will inevitably be displaced by whites), and also elicits a covert theory of 

racial development.  Deloria defines modernist history as, “a post-frontier paradigm in 

which people imagine social boundaries to be fixed, while simultaneously retaining the 

possibility of their transcendence” (8).  The Pocahontas/Smith rescue story and fictitious 

romance between Smith and Pocahontas that developed around it assumes that fixed 

boundaries can be traversed, by both the class-transcending Smith and the 

culture/ethnicity-transcending Pocahontas.  Theories that call the saving into question 

could generally be classified as “postmodernist,” in that they read the saving of Smith as 

a text that can be read against and with other historical and ethnographic narratives. 

 There are four theses regarding the saving of Smith by Pocahontas.  The first is 

the historically-accepted narrative that Pocahontas was, in fact, a Native American royal 

who rescued Smith out of compassion, pity or even love.  This is advanced by such 

authors as David Price, a journalist who defends the traditional Smith-Pocahontas 

narrative in his 2003 work Love and Hate in Jamestown.  Price’s historiographical 

assumptions straddle both the frontier and modernist narratives, while containing covert 

assumptions about race.  The second thesis is radically opposed to the traditionally-

conceived American founding narrative/love story: that the rescue, in fact, did not 
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happen.  This thesis goes back to the 19th century, but finds its current incarnation in the 

writings of anthropologist and scholar of Powhatan culture, Helen Rountree, who argues 

that the rescue could not have happened because it is contradicted by what we know 

about Powhatan culture from that time, and the events surrounding Smith’s capture by 

Opechancanough run counter to any motivation on the part of one of Powhatan’s children 

to try to “save” Smith.  The third thesis, offered primarily by Frederic W. Gleach, is that 

the rescue happened, but not in the literal sense: it was part of a ritual that Pocahontas 

knowingly participated in, inducting Smith into the Powhatan community.  The fourth 

thesis, advanced by William M.S. Rasmussen and Robert S. Tilton, is that the saving 

happened, and it was during a ceremony, but that it was a test of manhood that 

Pocahontas inadvertently disrupted.  This fourth thesis is thoroughly rooted in Western 

assumptions about agency, in that Rasmussen and Tilton are self-consciously aware of 

Smith’s propensity toward self-aggrandizement, but nonetheless defend the notion that 

Pocahontas was fundamentally different from her fellow Powhatans, and therefore more 

receptive to Anglicization.   

 The Jamestown colony was not the first English presence on the present-day U.S. 

eastern seaboard; first there was the unsuccessful Roanoke colony during the 1580s.  

Jamestown, however, would be the first permanent presence, though it came close to 

being wiped out many times before the introduction of the tobacco trade, and the 

dissipation of the power of Opechancanough, Chief Powhatan’s brother and successor, 

was to bring prosperity to the English in the region (Price 164).  The Susan Constant, 

Godspeed, and Discovery left England in winter of 1606 and arrived at Chesapeake Bay 
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in April of 1607.  There were 105 colonists, including Smith.  Though he was listed as 

one of the governing council by the charter, as a result of his supposed lack of deference 

to social rank, he was imprisoned for most of the voyage over and was initially not given 

any authority (30-31).   

Because of its strategic position as a peninsula, the site for Jamestown was 

decided upon by the council members.  The council members, who were all from the 

English upper class, included Newport, Wingfield, Gosnold, Archer, and Ratcliffe (Price 

36).  The latter two would figure into Smith’s accounts as being especially ineffectual 

leaders.  After having landed ashore, the colonists quickly constructed a fort, though run-

ins with local tribes would not transpire until later in the year.  Through indolence on the 

part of the colonists, most of whom were attracted to the expedition by the promise of 

easy riches, food supplies were running out quickly as the summer wore on.  Newport 

had left for England to organize a re-supply trip (46).  When supplies failed to show up in 

the fall, however, Smith volunteered to explore the river inlets and trade with neighboring 

tribes to obtain food.  During one of these trips, according to his own account in 1609’s A 

True Relation, Smith was captured by a hunting party of two to three hundred men led by 

Opechancanough, Powhatan’s brother (Southern 67).  Though Smith’s contingent of two 

other Englishmen had been killed, he was spared.  Opechancanough was a werowance, 

which was the title for chief or governor.   

Opechancanough was in fact one of Powhatan’s district chiefs.  Smith was 

ultimately led to the Powhatan capital, Werawocomoco, only 12 miles from Jamestown.  

It is at this point where the story becomes conflicted.  In A True Relation, Smith 
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describes Powhatan: “Arriving at Werawocomoco, their emperor proudly lying upon a 

bedstead a foot high, upon ten or twelve mats, richly hung with many chains of great 

pearls about his neck, and covered with a great covering...” (qtd. in Southern 69).  He 

continues, “He kindly welcomed me with such good words, and great platters of sundry 

victuals, assuring me his friendship, and my liberty within four days.  He much delighted 

in Opechancanough’s relation of what I had described to him, and oft examined me upon 

the same” (69).  Smith continues to describe how he and Powhatan talked at length about 

their respective lives and their systems of government, and how Spain was the enemy of 

Smith’s people.  Smith intimated that Newport was his “father,” believing that relating 

the hierarchical structure of the expedition in terms of kinship would make sense to 

Powhatan (70).  The next morning, Smith made his way back to Jamestown, “within an 

hour” (72), and from that point onward Smith had established a tenuous trade relationship 

with Chief Powhatan. 

 This differs from the account given of that night in the Generall Historie some 17 

years later in both tone and content.  Here, Smith, referring to himself in the third person, 

relates the incident once again:  

At last they brought him to Werowocomoco, where was Powhatan their emperor.  

Here more than two hundred of those grim courtiers stood wondering at him, as if 

he had been a monster…Having seated him after their best barbarous manner they 

could, a long consultation was held, but the conclusion was two great stones were 

brought before Powhatan; then as many as could laid hands on him, dragged him 

to them, thereon laid his head, and being ready with their clubs to beat out his 
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brains, Pocahontas, the King’s dearest daughter, when no entreaty could prevail, 

got his head in her arms, and laid her own upon his to save him from death (qtd. 

in Southern 91). 

 In Relation, Smith’s description of what transpired between himself and Powhatan 

closely resembles that of a business meeting.  Nowhere was Pocahontas mentioned, and 

save a mention of a great deal of food, none of the details of the evening’s proceedings 

were discussed, other than Smith’s own conversation with Powhatan.  In the Historie, 

however, Smith’s narrative takes on a more dramatic and confrontational tone, and his 

descriptions of the people present are much more value laden.  The “barbarous” 

Powhatan people look at him as if he were a “monster,” and Pocahontas is the “king’s 

dearest daughter” (91).   

Some scholars utilize Pocahontas’ appearance in Relation as evidence of her 

elevated status both within her tribe and in Smith’s mind.  In a passage from the Relation 

in which Smith describes Powhatan’s attempt to strike a bargain with the Jamestown 

colony after some of the werowance’s warriors had been detained by Smith, he writes: 

“Powhatan, understanding that we detained certain savages, sent his daughter, a child of 

ten years old; which, not only for feature, countenance, and proportion, much exceedeth 

any of the rest of his people, but for wit and spirit, the only Nonpareil of his country” 

(qtd. in Southern 87).  In this passage, Smith describes Pocahontas as being different 

from the rest of her people in terms of her appearance and demeanor, but she was a trade 

emissary, and nothing more. 
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 The controversy in contemporary historiography over whether Pocahontas 

actually saved Smith’s life in 1607, and further whether or not she was any more than a 

casual acquaintance he only saw on subsequent trade missions, has much to do with the 

investment of mainstream American culture in the Pocahontas-saving-Smith story as one 

of the nation’s founding narratives.  Complicating this issue is the fact that the only first-

hand narrative chronicling the alleged event was written by Smith himself, and much of 

what is known about Powhatan culture at the time of his capture is only available through 

his descriptions in A True Relation and subsequent treatises. 

 Pocahontas, which translates literally into “little wanton” (“little feisty one”), was 

also known by the personal name Matoake and the public name Amonute.  Powhatan was 

the public name of Pocahontas’s father, a chief who matrilineally inherited his leadership.  

The name “Powhatan,” his public or throne name, was also the name of his town.  His 

personal name was Wahunsonacock.  Powhatan had consolidated an empire that spanned 

all of Virginia, through both diplomacy and warfare (Rountree “Pocahontas” 15).  He 

was not particularly known for leniency, as, acting on a prophecy made by his priests, he 

exterminated the Chesapeake tribe (Rountree Pocahontas’s People 21).  Pocahontas’s 

mother was one of Powhatan’s temporary wives.  After giving birth to Pocahontas in the 

town of Powhatan, she returned with her child to live with her family, as was customary.  

Pocahontas spent her early childhood with her mother, and then returned to Powhatan the 

capital town to join some of her half-brothers and sisters as part of Powhatan’s retinue 

(Rountree “Pocahontas” 15).   
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What little we know of Pocahontas’s life has been detailed extensively by Helen 

Rountree, an anthropologist who brings a refreshing gender focus to Pocahontas 

scholarship about Pocahontas.  Rountree reminds us that Pocahontas was not a princess in 

the way Europeans conceived of the term.  Since power was matrilineal for the 

Powhatans, the royal bloodline would have passed from Chief Powhatan’s sisters on to 

their sons, and not directly on through to Pocahontas.  Furthermore, contrary to what 

Europeans thought of how a princess should spend her time, Pocahontas, like other young 

women in her tribe, would be cultivating, gathering, and cooking food, making pottery 

and clothing, building houses, and caring for younger children.  Rountree emphasizes, 

“Men’s and women’s spheres were separate and complementary in the Powhatan Indian 

world” (Rountree “Pocahontas” 16).  Therefore, Rountree reasons, it was highly unlikely 

that Pocahontas would have attended a reception ceremony for Smith.   

Rountree also reminds us that Smith did not make any mention of Pocahontas 

saving him prior to 1624’s Generall Historie.  Furthermore, Rountree argues that Smith’s 

1624 account of his meeting with Powhatan contains characterizations of the chief’s 

culture that are inconsistent with what is historically documented about the tribe.  For 

instance, the Powhatans would not welcome Smith as a dignitary (which is how, in his 

earlier writings, he claims he was treated following his capture) and then decide to club 

him to death on the fly — instead, Rountree argues, foreign prisoners, if they were meant 

for execution, would have been slowly tortured to death as a tribute to their manliness 

(Rountree “Pocahontas” 18).  Secondly, Rountree notes that Powhatan was depicted as 

treacherous and capricious in Generall Historie, as opposed to the thoughtful head of state 
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in 1609’s A True Relation.  Furthermore, Rountree argues that Powhatan already wanted 

Smith as an ally; therefore, Smith did not need for Pocahontas to save him, because he 

was never in any real danger (18).  Further, Rountree states that following his meeting 

with Powhatan, Smith only saw Pocahontas on occasion, when she came with food and 

that he interacted with her as a “nearly middle-aged man to a little girl,” as he was in his 

late twenties and she only about eleven at the time (19).   

Rountree illustrates the problems inherent in reconstructing details from 

Pocahontas’s life when our primary sources for material are the writings of biased 

English colonists, who were not necessarily interested in recording details of Powhatan 

women’s lives.  For example, following Smith’s departure from the colony in 1609, 

Pocahontas was married to a Powhatan named Kocoum, about whom little is known save 

from a brief passage in the writings of colonist William Strachey.  Rountree writes, “The 

Englishmen in Virginia recorded nothing about Pocahontas’s young married life.  It is 

impossible to know where she lived, since Kocoum’s origins are hazy, if she bore him 

children, or how she got along with her new extended family” (21).  We do know, 

however, that the English kidnapped Pocahontas in 1613 when Samuel Argall, an English 

captain, bribed Japazaws, a local werowance, to bring her aboard his ship (21).   

During her captivity, Pocahontas converted to Christianity.  Regarding the 

English impetus to convert her, Rountree states, “Her captors wanted badly to make her 

into a voluntary convert to the Church of England as proof that their way of life was 

better for Native people” (22).  This seems a logical enough – even slightly obvious – 

argument.  And of course, that “proof” would help rationalize the theft of land and 
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disruption and destruction of Native communities.  However, what would be 

Pocahontas’s impetus for converting?  Rountree theorizes that it was a combination of 

several factors: her exemption from the physical labor demanded of both English women 

settlers and Powhatan women because her captors thought of her as a “princess,” 

Powhatans’ delay in paying the ransom the English demanded for her, and her growing 

attraction to John Rolfe, “a deeply religious man whose interest in converting a ‘heathen’ 

woman for the salvation of her soul was undoubtedly sincere” (23).  Although we cannot 

know Pocahontas’s motivation for converting to Christianity, Rountree’s theories do 

positively endow her with agency – a trait so often missing in the lore of her conversion. 

In April of 1614, Pocahontas was baptized as Rebecca, and married to John Rolfe.  

The following year, she gave birth to her son Thomas.  Rountree stresses that the 

marriage between Rolfe and Pocahontas did not inspire the truce that ensued between the 

English and Powhatans during this era; instead, she emphasizes that the marriage, 

“created excellent propaganda for the Virginia Company of London” (Rountree 

“Pocahontas” 24).  In fact, the Virginia Company paid the way for Pocahontas and 

Rolfe’s visit to London in 1616.  On a related note, Rountree argues that Smith’s 

motivation for including his alleged saving by Pocahontas in the Generall Historie was to 

capitalize on her unexpected celebrity in London, for the sake of his own self-

aggrandizement (25).  In 1617, during the beginning of her journey back home from 

London, Pocahontas was taken ill and died at the young age of twenty-one.  Smith’s 

account of the saving was written in 1624; by this time, Rountree reminds us that his 

“revisionist account of the colony … was written seven years after her death, two years 
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after her husband’s death, and after most of the other early eyewitnesses to the 

Jamestown Colony were deceased” (Rountree “Pocahontas” 14).  Rountree’s healthy 

dose of suspicion regarding the economic motives of the Englishmen Pocahontas 

encountered during her brief life seems quite reasonable, given the lengthy record of 

Europeans and Euroamericans stealing land and resources from all Native Americans, 

reneging on treaties and rationalizing theft. 

Rountree’s fellow anthropologist Frederic W. Gleach offers a different 

perspective on Smith’s account of being saved; namely, that the saving was part of an 

adoption ritual.  He cites Rountree, noting that she “is certainly right in questioning the 

literal nature of the rescue, but her dismissal of it ‘from an anthropological viewpoint’ is 

mistaken; lacking a larger framework as developed here, she dismisses the entire event as 

ritual” (Powhatan’s World 118).  The framework Gleach refers to is a comparative 

cultural analysis.  Gleach introduces the concept of “controlled speculation,” in which 

comparisons are made between the speculative saving ritual and like rituals found in 

other cultures (“Controlled” 22).  He lists four operative criteria guiding the controlled 

speculation: first, that there must be reason to believe the existence of the ritual, often 

based on contextual evidence; second, there must be other groups, preferably within 

geographic and cultural proximity, that have the same practice; third, a similar 

phenomenon must be documented; and fourth, there must be no contradictory evidence 

(25-26).   

With these criteria, Gleach sets forth his argument for the possibility of the saving 

having been an adoption ritual.  The contextual evidence he provides is the Powhatan 
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hierarchical order — the kingdom, called Tsenacommacah, is split up into districts, each 

run by a district chief (Opechancanough being one among these at the time of the 

founding of Jamestown).  Other dignitaries include war-chiefs and priests.  These 

dignitaries act in dealing with those from outside Tsenacommacah (27-28).  In addition to 

A True Relation and the General Historie, Smith also wrote Proceedings and A Map of 

Virginia.  Gleach points out that though neither of these texts mentions the rescue, taking 

his works as a whole, Smith is not trying to be deceitful in his relating of the rescue.  

Instead, Gleach argues that Smith was, despite the ethnographic and linguistic knowledge 

of the Powhatans he managed to acquire, incredibly naïve as to the nuances of their 

culture (28). 

Gleach analyzes the passage in the Generall Historie in which Smith introduces 

the rescue, and notes the occurrence of “threes” in Smith’s reception by Chief Powhatan, 

such as the appearance of groups of three warriors taunting him soon after his capture by 

Opechancanough.  According to Gleach, the repetition of threes has ritual significance, 

similar to the Big House Ceremony of the Delawares (34).  Gleach writes:   

 Repetition, in particular, is a way of making things true, of bringing things into  

being, although the significant number of repetitions varies.  Three seems to have  

been a ritual number for the Powhatans at this time, and as noted before, the  

number recurs throughout the events of Smith’s captivity.  Here the priests  

entered in three groups, first the head  priest, then two groups of three, and three  

circles were made around the fire.  There were also three repetitions of ritual, in  

three days (34-35).  
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This sort of repetition, according to Gleach, is not incidental, when combined with other 

trappings of ritual such as the outlining of cornmeal to represent the Powhatan world, and 

the washing and drying of hands.  The ritual of clubbing would then emerge into this 

context as marking the symbolic death of Smith, with his “saving” marking his rebirth 

into the Powhatan tribe (36). 

 Whereas Gleach advances the thesis that the saving of Smith was a ritual gesture, 

of which Pocahontas was a willing and fully comprehending participant, Virginia 

Historical Society curator William M. S. Rasmussen and American literature professor 

Robert S. Tilton claim that, yes, Smith was taking part in a ritual, but neither he nor 

Pocahontas was aware that the faux clubbing was a planned part of the night’s 

proceedings.  Therefore, Pocahontas made an attempt to save Smith, not knowing that a 

ritual was underway.  The argument they offer in support of this thesis, which assumes a 

middle-ground position between the traditional saving narrative and the hypothesis 

offered by Gleach, is that, “an unusual relationship clearly existed between Smith and 

Pocahontas immediately after his captivity” (Rasmussen and Tilton 18).  Unlike Rountree 

or Gleach, they assume that Smith and Pocahontas had a rapport beyond being 

acquaintances on the occasional trading mission — Rasmussen and Tilton do not go as 

far as to suggest an actual love relationship, but they do claim there was a bond there that 

transcended the conflict between the English and Powhatans. 

 As evidence that, on some level, Pocahontas “saved” Smith, Rasmussen and 

Tilton state that one of Smith’s contemporaries, Samuel Purchas, accepted Smith’s story.  

They argue that Purchas also published accounts of the early Virginia colony, and 
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interviewed Rolfe and Pocahontas in England, and therefore, by extrapolation, must have 

had some firsthand accounts of the experiences of both Smith and Pocahontas at his 

disposal to have supported the “saving” thesis (18).  Finally, Rasmussen and Tilton cite 

testimony given by Smith to an investigating committee in 1623, when he gave credit to 

the “King’s daughter as the means to returne me safe to James towne;” they state that it 

would be unlikely that Smith would have lied under such circumstances (18).  So they 

propose that “the incident at Werowocomoco was a test of Smith’s manliness and that the 

outcome of the incident was unresolved when Pocahontas intervened” (18).  In other 

words, the threatening of Smith with clubs was just one test amongst others in a culture 

where one’s masculinity was always under scrutiny, and that Pocahontas simply did not 

understand what was going on. 

 Both journalist David A. Price and Rasmussen and Tilton allege that the 

traditional saving narrative was politicized by historiographers around the time of the 

American Civil War.  Price writes, in a section tacked on to the end of Love and Hate in 

Jamestown entitled “Marginalia,” that the attempt by Civil War-era historian Henry 

Adams to discredit the saving story flounders because Smith would not have related the 

story as a sign of his own heroism, since being saved by a young girl is hardly heroic 

(Price 242). Further, Rasmussen and Tilton assert that New England historians such as 

Adams and Charles Dean were acting out of political motivation to cast the story into 

doubt in order to undercut one of the chief ideological myths underlying the power of the 

“Southern aristocracy” (Rasmussen and Tilton 17).  The New England historians’ 

discrediting of Smith’s account stuck, according to Rasmussen and Tilton, and the 
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authors imply further that modern anthropologists who question the saving story (such as 

Rountree, though they do not mention her directly) are likewise politically motivated by 

association with this intellectual heritage (17-18).   

 Although Price and Rasmussen and Tilton dismiss skepticism as to whether 

Pocahontas saved Smith as the residue of an antebellum culture war, and claim that there 

was no ethnological evidence of any actual adoption ritual amongst the Powhatans, there 

is abundant evidence, even in their own texts, that Smith’s account in the Generall 

History was politically motivated.  For example, in later chapters of Price’s book, when 

he describes Smith’s failed attempts to organize expeditions to New England, it is evident 

that his career as a soldier and adventurer was in decline, never to recover (Price 222-

223).  Couple this with the late Pocahontas’s celebrity as the poster child for the success 

at colonization by the Virginia Company, despite its inauspicious beginnings, and there is 

reason to believe that he could have formulated the account of his being saved, either as 

wholly fictitious, or radically inflated, in order to both cement his place in history and to 

tell a story about the legitimacy of the presence of the English in the “New World.”   

By coupling his image as a practical, rough-and-ready man-of-action with that of 

the Christianized and Anglicized Indian princess, Smith could keep his name current in 

the event that he may be needed for further expeditions.  Rountree notes that, after his 

meeting with Pocahontas in England, in which she initially tried to avoid him, “Whatever 

emotion she exhibited failed to register with Smith, whose contemporaries often found 

him insensitive to any negative effects that his self-absorbed behavior had on people.  He 

merely wondered what ailed the woman and waited for her to return” (Rountree 
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“Pocahontas” 25).  Given the degree of self-absorption attributed to Smith by his 

contemporaries, and cited by Rountree, it is not unreasonable to suggest that his inclusion 

of the “saving” in the Generall Historie could have accomplished two things: first, it 

would have reinforced the public image (in England) of Pocahontas as an essentially 

white, Christian woman of virtue who rose above the heathen savagery of her home 

culture to save a stranger.  Second, contrary to Price’s argument that his early reticence to 

relay the story grew out of Smith’s belief that it was not due to heroism on his part, he 

was saved because he was worthy of being saved by this princess, and therefore destined 

to run the Jamestown settlement – though eventually the Virginia Company chose to 

squander his efforts due to his low social rank and lack of appreciation on their part for 

his hard-nosed, pragmatic outlook. 

While Price defends wholeheartedly the received narrative about the saving of 

Smith, Rasmussen and Tilton believe the event also happened, but not as it has been 

traditionally retold.  Even if the circumstances were such that Smith did not need saving, 

as Rountree argues, Rasmussen and Tilton suggest that Pocahontas intended to save 

Smith, even if she did not understand what was going on.  If this were the case, however, 

Pocahontas would probably not have been astute enough for Powhatan to send her along 

trading contingents to Jamestown, since one would have to assume that a reasonably 

bright child would understand the significance of certain symbolic gestures in her own 

culture, including intimidating outsiders with clubs as a test of masculinity.  An analogy 

could be made to the practice of knighting in England—if Rasmussen and Tilton’s 

suggestion has any validity, then there would have had to have been a possibility of a 
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child acting to prevent the symbolic touching of a sword on the kneeling recipient of the 

knighting ceremony.  But given that the trappings of Smith’s reception were distinctly 

ceremonial, as Gleach suggests, and that the men’s and women’s worlds were distinct in 

the Powhatan world, as explained by Rountree, then if Pocahontas were present on the 

occasion, she would have been there for a reason, and she would have understood that 

reason. 

  Always present in the assumption that Pocahontas acted to save Smith by her 

own accord from a bludgeoning, not only out of defiance of her (presumably brutal) 

father, but in contradiction to the practices of her own culture, is the notion that 

Pocahontas was something special and different from the rest of the Powhatan world — a 

conscientious agent in the Christian sense, who was able to heroically write history 

through her force of will or the purity of her actions.  The traditional narrative of the 

saving of Smith, then, can only be but a projection of a Eurocentric worldview, rooted in 

Christianity, in that Pocahontas transcended her culture to become English, or that she 

was already European, and simply not aware of it yet.  Because of the mistaken 

classification of Pocahontas as a “princess” in the English sense, then in virtue of her 

being a class above her Powhatan brethren, she was an honorary white Englishwoman.   

This narrative, therefore, begins with the colonial confrontation between the 

civilized English and their savage other, i.e. as a frontier narrative.  Through being of a 

different class than other Powhatans, she was projected as being essentially English, and 

she transcended her background in distinctly modernist fashion.  What the traditional, 

frontier/racialist/modernist historiography ignores is precisely the textuality of the saving 
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of Smith by Pocahontas – that it says more about those upholding its truth than it does 

about the lived experience of Pocahontas, by betraying the residual colonial, white, Euro- 

and Christocentric assumptions behind it.  In this dissertation, I explore these sets of 

assumptions: what they say about Pocahontas, what they say about American culture, and 

the ideological work they perform in film and other media.  Further, I examine Native 

peoples’ discourses about Pocahontas, as she is reclaimed and spoken for by the people 

who have the most at stake in her representation. 
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1.  POCAHONTAS AS NATION 

 

Overview 

 

In this opening chapter, I argue that the dual motif of the “Indian Princess/squaw” 

has been instrumental in the construction of Native American “otherness” throughout the 

history of the United States.  Furthermore, narratives of Pocahontas, who is the most 

potent signifier of the “Indian Princess” trope, have done specific ideological work in the 

construction of the nation.  Anne Laura Stoler and Frederick Cooper write, “The 

otherness of colonized persons was neither inherent nor stable; his or her difference had 

to be defined and maintained” (7).  The dichotomy of “Indian princess/squaw,” does its 

ideological work precisely by defining standards of Whiteness to which Native 

Americans are to be held — those who do not measure up, so this racialist ideology goes, 

deserve to be displaced and to recede into the past.  This ideology in turn has had 

practical effects on Indian policy until well into the twentieth century.  Therefore, I first 

explore how the mythology of Pocahontas has been constructed in conjunction with the 

development of Indian Princess mythology, and as a symbol for the developing nation.  

Secondly, I trace the development of representations of Native Americans in cinema, and 

specifically analyze a filmic representation of Pocahontas from a classic Hollywood 

cinema-era film, relating it to the federal government’s policy of Termination of Native 

American tribes in the 1950’s.  
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Noble Savages, Indian Princesses, Squaws and White Heroes 

 

Pocahontas, the first documented Native American convert to Christianity, the 

first documented Native American woman to marry a white man, has symbolized the 

definitive Indian princess through the four centuries of her evolution as mythic figure 

precisely because her fame rests on the story of her saving colonizer John Smith from 

being killed by her fellow Powhatans.  Although the literal truth of this story, as with all 

Euroamerican stories about Pocahontas, is debatable, its symbolic truth is undeniably 

potent.  Pocahontas as myth is inextricably bound with Indian Princess mythology; 

however, Pocahontas the historical figure was not the originator of the myth.  In her 

groundbreaking 1975 essay “The Pocahontas Perplex,” Rayna Green argues that the 

“Pocahontas perplex” was present in the Euroamerican mythic imagination well before 

Pocahontas herself appeared in Smith’s captivity account.  Green traces the tale of the 

dark princess who saves the English traveler back through European popular culture, 

stating that a version of this myth appeared in print before 1300.  She also discusses early 

iconographic portrayals of the New World as a Native woman.  Utilizing evidence from 

literary works and popular songs and tales, as well as images from paintings and 

advertisements, Green demonstrates how the Native American woman as overdetermined 

image has saturated the U.S. popular imagination.   

Furthermore, the Native American woman as Euroamerican construct exists as a 

split image: the Princess and the squaw.  As Green notes, in visual representations, the 

princess is lean and has Caucasian features, unlike her opposite stereotypical evolution, 
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the savage, fat, Indian-looking squaw.  The ever-distant, noble, Caucasian-featured 

Princess, symbolizing civilization, defies her culture to save the white man; conversely, 

the drunken, fat, savage Squaw, sexual partner of the White man, represents a barrier to 

civilization’s progress.  Green argues that both stereotypes, embodying the polar ends of 

the virgin/whore paradox, are defined solely by their relationships with white men.  She 

further argues that as mythic figure, Pocahontas represents the consummate Indian 

princess by going against her own people and saving a white man. Green lists other 

elements of the Indian princess stereotype: she is noble, she is “civilized,” she is 

“converted,” and she usually dies.   

The Princess/squaw dichotomy is the feminine manifestation of the good 

Indian/bad Indian stereotype that has categorized Native Americans for centuries.  Robert 

F. Berkhofer, Jr. chronicles the good Indian/bad Indian stereotype, demonstrating how 

Native Americans were conceived of as a monolithic group by the Spanish and English 

conquerors, who then divided the group into “good” and “bad” natives.  Berkhofer argues 

that the binary symbolic opposition between civilization and savagery served as a 

justification for conquest, genocide and attempts at assimilation.  These stereotypes were 

worked into racist typologies, be they Christian views of monogenesis, or evolution-

based scientific racism.  Native Americans were not only objects for science, but for 

literature as well, which played into the popular (white) imagination as to who the Native 

Americans were.  The natives became the object for Romantic mourning, as “Noble 

Savages” existing in a pristine state.  Berkhofer demonstrates that Native Americans did 

not fit into the schema of “American values” that included acquisitive individualism and 
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property rights, and that the ways in which Native Americans were represented came to 

influence the ways in which they were treated legally.  

Robert Williams argues that, from a legal perspective, European colonialist 

discourse has its roots in the Middle Ages, with the crusades, the English incursions into 

Ireland, and with the Teutonic Knights’ incursions into still-pagan Lithuania. “Infidels,” 

or non-Christians, were worked into the Chain of Being as people to be conquered and 

converted.  This early papal discourse absorbed secular overtones, with the Chain of 

Being being replaced by Natural Law, which in turn justified European incursions into 

the Americas in terms of property rights (which, it was assumed, that Native Americans 

were incapable of recognizing because of their debased nature).  Williams argues that 

legal discourse, with regard to Native Americans, was but a mask for the European will 

to dominate. 

Native American women, as the “other” in Euroamerican mythohistorical nation 

building, were visually equated with the “New World,” categorized as either Princess or 

squaw, and conceptualized as beasts of burden under the oppression of Native American 

men.  This, of course, was a fantasy of the white man – a justification for taking land and 

lives.  Several scholars working with gender and race interrogate these European male 

fantasies.  Betty Bell points out that many agricultural-based tribes were matrilineal and 

chronicles the ways in which United States hegemonic forces have systematically worked 

to disempower Native American women.  Ella Shohat argues that gender was a necessary 

component of the colonial project, and further states that, ironically, indigenous women 

are sexualized within the discourses that claim to wish to protect them.  She explores 
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several filmic and literary texts that equate land with the female body and rationalize 

imperial projects by utilizing the trope of protecting indigenous women from their 

animalistic male counterparts.  Echoing Bell, Andrea Smith argues that pre-colonial 

Native American societies were for the most part not male-dominated; women were 

spiritual, political, and material leaders and many societies were matrilineal.  She 

acknowledges that there was a division of labor between women and men, but argues that 

the labor had similar cultural merit and that Native American women had power and 

status in tribes.  Furthermore, in an astute variation in reasoning regarding why these 

myths were propagated, Smith argues that the demonization of Native American men can 

be seen as a strategy utilized by white men to maintain control over white women.   

 

The Last of the Mohicans  

 

Any discussion of Noble Savage mythology necessarily includes a discussion of 

James Fenimore Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans.  Set in 1757 during the French and 

Indian War, The Last of the Mohicans was published in 1826.  The text is accurately 

credited with creating several tropes about Native Americans that are still in play today.  

The book was published just four years before Andrew Jackson signed the Indian 

Removal Act into law.  Under this legislation, tribes were coerced to move west into 

“Indian Territory” so white Americans could have access to their traditional lands.  The 

removal of the Native Americans, coupled with the horrendous rates of death that 

occurred during the Trail of Tears, contributed to the notion of the Vanishing Indian, 
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which conceptualizes native cultures as being relics of the past that must be studied 

before they disappear – a notion that is accompanied by a romanticization of Native 

Americans.  This trope is very much present in The Last of the Mohicans – it is literally 

present in the title of the book, which initially seems to refer to Uncas, because he is the 

youngest Mohican, but by the end of the book, after Uncas is killed, we realize refers to 

Chingachgook, his father.  Both of these characters are prototypical Noble Savages.   

Several scholars who discuss the genesis and evolution of the Noble Savage 

(whose female version is the Indian Princess) from first European contact through the 

present day, such as Berkhofer, Friar and Friar, Kilpatrick, Churchill and Stedman, credit 

Cooper with firmly establishing the literary (and later, cinematic) trope of the good 

Indian/bad Indian, also known as the Noble Savage/Bloodthirsty Savage.  Cooper’s text 

sets good Indians Uncas and Chingachgook against bad Indian Magua, a Huron.  Magua 

engages in depraved acts such as deceiving the white party (centered primarily on Cora 

and Alice Munro, daughters of Colonel Munro, an officer in the British army) for which 

he is supposed to be acting as a guide, kidnapping white women (the aforementioned 

Cora and Alice), and killing Uncas by stabbing him in the back.  Not surprisingly, bad 

Indian Magua calls for tribal unity to fight the encroaching whites. 

By contrast, Uncas and his father Chingachgook are noble savages, befriending, 

helping and protecting whites.  Chingachgook and our white hero Hawkeye are close 

friends, and in fact exhibit the closest friendship in the book.  When it is discovered 

Magua has led his white party astray, Uncas and Chingachgook assist Hawkeye and the 

whites in an attempt to apprehend Magua.  When the white party needs a safe haven, 
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Uncas suggests a secret cavern, a Mohican hiding place, and, along with Chingachgook 

and Hawkeye, leads them there.  When the Iroquois attack the secret cavern, the two 

Mohicans assist Hawkeye in defending the whites.  Furthermore, when Magua and his 

Huron cohorts kidnap the Monro girls, the Mohicans attack them with Hawkeye; 

Chingachgook fights Magua as Uncas saves Cora.  Another important contrast between 

the good and bad Indians is their attitude toward that symbol of all things pure: the white 

woman.  Magua wishes to marry Colonel Munro’s daughter Cora as revenge against the 

Colonel for having him whipped, whereas Uncas’ wishes to be with Cora are rooted in a 

loftier, nobler sentiment: love. 

It isn’t surprising that Uncas is so noble; he is taught to be a man by Hawkeye, the 

noble white hero who goes (partially) native.  Although Hawkeye proudly stresses his 

racial purity – he refers to himself as “genuine white” (26), he has many “Indian” 

qualities.  He wears moccasins and speaks indigenous languages.  His two closest 

relationships are with Chingachgook and Uncas.  Furthermore, Hawkeye is an expert 

marksman who wins a shooting contest held by the Delawares.  Most importantly, when 

Uncas’ father Chingachgook disappears, Hawkeye acts as a symbolic father to Uncas, 

helping instruct him to be a man and a leader. In short, Hawkeye is an obvious precursor 

to Kevin Costner’s Dances With Wolves, as well as various fictitious cinematic 

incarnations of John Smith.  However, although the white hero and the Native man are 

symbolically married within the body of Hawkeye, he nonetheless disapproves of literal 

interracial marriage between whites and Native Americans.  Cooper seems to concur with 
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his character on this point – he has the savage Hurons kill off the interracial lovers Cora 

and Uncas toward the end of his novel. 

 

Princesses Dying for the State 

 

The doom of interracial love does not escape the Indian Princess, who, as Rayna 

Green and Elise Marrubio remind us, is generally doomed to die.  Regarding the 

romanticization of Native women’s deaths in general, Ralph E. and Natasha A. Friar cite 

Longfellow’s 1855 epic poem “The Song of Hiawatha,” which featured the tragic-yet-

romantic death of the fictional Minnehaha.  Given the poem’s immense popularity during 

its time, coupled with its transformation into three filmic versions, the authors conclude, 

“for the frontiersman, the only good Indian may have been a dead Indian, but for the 

popular poet an even better Indian was a dying one” (16).  The doomed Native woman, 

usually bound up with images of the Indian Princess, are omnipresent in early 

filmmaking as well.  Tracing the Indian princess in filmic representations from 1908 to 

1931, Elise Marubbio elaborates on the qualities of this “Celluloid Princess”: “she is 

innocent, attached to an exotic culture, and linked to ritual ant he American landscape; 

she yearns for the white hero or western European culture; and she sacrifices herself to 

preserve Whiteness from racial contamination” (29).  This sacrifice is usually her culture, 

and ultimately, her own life. 

Echoing Green and Marubbio, Donna Barbie demonstrates within the American 

mythos a sharp contrast between good/civilized/princess and bad/savage/squaw Native 
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American women, and the utilization of that distinction in the active state of nation 

building.  Barbie writes, “The squaw’s eradication, like that of the male savage, was 

necessary to create a safe haven for civilization.  While Euro-Americans condemned 

squaws, they canonized Indian ‘princesses’” (63).  In her analysis of the prototypical 

Indian princess, Donna Barbie writes, “The princess does not fit into the context of her 

own culture.  Instead, she occupies an ambiguous position between savagery and 

civilization.  Her skin is lighter than most Natives, but darker than whites.  More 

important, she exists only as a reflection of her relationship with Euro-American men 

(64).  Analyzing the mythology surrounding Sacagawea, Barbie describes Sacagawea’s 

transformation from “squaw” to “princess” by virtue of helping white men.  In her 

analysis of Lewis and Clark’s writings, Barbie writes, “During the long journey, the 

members of the expedition regarded Sacagawea as a ‘savage,’ a baser person with simple 

needs, few emotions, and little intellect” (61).  However, Sacagawea’s legend grew 

precisely because she helped Lewis and Clark – the defining action of an Indian Princess.  

Eventually, Barbie writes, Sacagawea became a symbol of Manifest Destiny, and 

furthermore, because of westward movement, “Trailblazers repeatedly enacted the sacred 

drama of original settlement for more than two centuries.  As a result, America’s primal 

moment recurred until the end of the ‘frontier period’ in the late 1880’s” (63). 

This recurring primal moment as a cornerstone of nation-building can be seen in 

the mythology surrounding Pocahontas as well, and accounts for the continued cultural 

fascination with Pocahontas, the Indian princess who dutifully saved her colonizer.  Just 

as most of what we know of Sacagawea is via the writings of Lewis and Clark, most of 
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what we know about Pocahontas is through the writings of John Smith.  Underscoring the 

importance of the invention of Sacagawea mythology to the formation of the United 

States, Barbie states, “inextricably linked to national myths, the legend personified the 

United States’ sacred history and justified continental expansion” (62).  Rayna Green 

arrives at strikingly similar conclusions in her discussion of Pocahontas, whose 

mythology molded her into the consummate Indian Princess, the “good Indian” who 

“rescues and helps white men” (“Princess” 703).  In her analysis of the symbolic truth of 

the Pocahontas story, Green demonstrates that, through her mythic evolution, Pocahontas, 

savior of the white hero, symbol of “progress” and “civilization,” became whiter, her 

Caucasian features on paintings, perfume bottles and warships silently validating 

colonization and providing a strong contrast to the other official role afforded Native 

American women, the dark, savage and sexual squaw. 

 Undoubtedly the most comprehensive work tracing the development of 

Pocahontas mythology is Robert S. Tilton’s Pocahontas: The Evolution of an American 

Narrative.  As Barbie did with Sacagawea, Tilton demonstrates how the Pocahontas 

legend was manipulated for a variety of nationalistic causes.  Tilton focuses on two main 

points of reference in the Pocahontas legend: Pocahontas’ alleged saving of John Smith’s 

life and her marriage to John Rolfe.  He links the colonial-era focus on Pocahontas’ 

marriage to a sort of retroactive fantasy of assimilation: if the indigenous people had been 

absorbed into the dominant culture through intermarriage, there would have been no 

conflict between whites and Indians.  Tilton further argues that during the post-

Revolutionary War era, the myth of Pocahontas’ saving of Smith’s life grew in popularity 
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because this was a nationalistic era of heroic myth building.  Tilton attributes the 

subordination of the marriage storyline to the Smith storyline during the early to mid 

nineteenth century to writers’ desire to avoid discussion of miscegenation.  Tilton 

demonstrates that southerners in the antebellum era revitalized a focus on Pocahontas’ 

marriage to Rolfe, and the subsequent birth of their son Thomas.  He argues that the myth 

enabled the Confederacy to develop its own identity independent of New England, 

because it held a promise of “an alternative aristocracy” through the descendants of Rolfe 

and Pocahontas.  Tilton further demonstrates that, conversely, pre-Civil War abolitionists 

utilized the Pocahontas legend as a symbol for racial harmony.          

Although Tilton does a thorough and persuasive job demonstrating that the 

Pocahontas legend has been deployed for a variety of political and nationalistic purposes 

throughout the centuries, his lack of gender analysis weakens his work.  For example, in 

her analysis of the literary contributions to Sacagawea myth-building, Barbie argues that 

men and women writers related the romantic narrative in a different manner.  Barbie 

writes, “most male novelists suggested that she possessed no real understanding of the 

mission and was motivated by love alone” (68), but  “female writers of the period… did 

not deprecate Sacagawea’s accomplishments” (68-69).  Tilton, however, does not bring 

this kind of feminist interrogation to the biases of the writers from whom he quotes.  

Therefore, in his analytical framework, Pocahontas becomes “flattened out,” as Tilton 

unintentionally replicates the limiting of her potential narratives that he chronicles.  
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Princesses Under Glass: A History of Native Americans in Film  

 

In Hollywood films focusing on white/Native American contact, often the 

noble/bloodthirsty savage (good/bad Indian) and great white hero tropes activate a 

teleology of Western masculinity that subsumes all other narratives.  Even in films that 

ostensibly have Indian princesses in lead or major character roles, the princess character 

is muted, her motivation unclear because these two tropes mask the need for her 

motivation.  For example, the princess saves white men because she is noble and wise 

enough to recognize that they deserve saving.  She falls in love with a white man because 

he is masculine and capable, yet civilized; furthermore, there is often a colonizer-hating 

bad Indian whom she can easily compare negatively to the white hero.  In this section, I 

demonstrate the pervasiveness of these two tropes, and in the next section I demonstrate 

their presence in a film that is allegedly about Pocahontas.  Furthermore, just as Tilton 

demonstrates the function of Pocahontas mythology in nation-building, I will 

demonstrate the connection between cinematic depictions of Pocahontas and 

governmental policy toward Native Americans. 

Mainstream Hollywood cinema has traditionally represented Native Americans 

both unfairly and inaccurately, obscuring the historical reality of colonization, setting 

most films dealing with Native Americans in the past, and relying on stereotypical 

dichotomies such as the Noble Savage/bloodthirsty Savage and its female counterpart, the 

Indian Princess/Squaw.  Even when recent mainstream Hollywood cinema has purported 

to depict Native Americans in a less offensive manner, clichés and inaccuracies still 
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abound, thus rendering, yet again, unfair representations of Native Americans.  For 

example, Dances With Wolves provides English subtitles so we can hear the Lakota 

language; however, Lakota is a gendered language, with one form for women and a 

different form for men.  The film's director chose to use only the female version of 

Lakota, so all the Lakota men in the film are essentially speaking the wrong language.   

In addressing representations of Native Americans in cinema, it is necessary to 

look at what came before cinema.  For example, in her analysis of photographs of Native 

Americans, Lucy Lippard writes of the Euroamerican tendency to romanticize Native 

Americans, who represent for them an idyllic past, a “national childhood” (14).  Lippard 

approaches photographs of Native Americans in an attempt to demythologize romantic 

stereotypes, which she argues are obstacles to political freedom.  As part of her 

demythologizing project, Lippard highlights what is absent in many of the photos she 

writes about: historical and geographical context.  This concern is echoed in the words of 

Ward Churchill, who argues that Hollywood does not portray specific tribal cultures, and 

has instead collapsed all Native Americans into one generic group by focusing on Plains 

tribes within the temporal boundaries of 1850 to 1880.  Friar and Friar root this depiction 

in the work of three 19th century artists, George Catlin, Karl Bodmer and Alfred Jacob 

Miller, whose paintings of Plains Indians so influenced the art community that in 

subsequent paintings by other painters of other tribe members, “the subjects always 

ended up looking like Plains Indians” (34).      

Friar and Friar give a thorough overview of precinematic influences on 

Hollywood’s negative depictions of Native Americans, detailing diverse cultural artifacts 
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such as paintings, dime novels, and Wild West shows.  Regarding dime novels, Friar and 

Friar assert that “from its first appearance in 1860, the dime novel exerted tremendous 

influence in formulating the detrimental image of the Native American” (43).  The 

authors attribute the success of dime novels in part to technological advances in mass 

production, and also to a fascination with one of dime novels’ primary subjects: Native 

Americans, connecting the negative depiction of Native Americans in dime novels with 

active nation-building.  The authors state, “The dime novels advocated the slaying and 

subduing of the Indian in the name of morality, nationalism, and patriotism” (46).  

Furthermore, the authors assert that Cooper’s Last of the Mohicans greatly influenced 

dime novels in terms of both character types and naming of characters. In a humorous 

passage, they list variations of the name Hawk-eye that can be found in various dime 

novels: “Single Eye”; “Eagle Eye”; “Keen-Eye, the Ranger”; “Sharp-Eye” and “Glass 

Eye” (45-46).  Regarding the dime novels’ direct influence on cinema,   Friar and Friar 

credit dime novels with bestowing upon cinema the gifts of “the ‘ugh’ school of 

dialogue” and “practically every type of cliché used in pictures” (47).  Furthermore, they 

postulate that the dime novels’ rise in popularity coincided with and was causally linked 

to the popular rise of Native Americans in cinema. 

Friar and Friar also chart the rise and fall of the Wild West show, and discuss both 

its connection to dime novels and influence on cinema.  Noting that Buffalo Bill, a.k.a. 

William F. Cody, was  “by far the most successful hero in dime novels” (53), the authors 

assert that “the success of the dime novels encouraged” him “to embark on two other 

endeavors, stage shows and Wild West shows” (55).   After putting on Western-themed 
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stage shows, which were theatrical productions of plays, in the 1870’s, in 1883 Cody 

began staging his Wild West shows (55-59).  The Wild West shows were pure spectacle.  

They featured parades, races, sideshows, and reenactments of events such as Custer’s 

Last Stand.  The shows were incredibly successful, both in the United States and Europe, 

and employed many Native Americans, including Sitting Bull, whose “sympathetic 

treatment built sympathetic audiences” (63).  However, the shows also reinforced many 

clichés about Native Americans, and drew criticism from many Native Americans for 

being exploitative (67).  Furthermore, Sitting Bull’s fame offered him no safety.  When 

he actively supported the Ghost Dance, he became an enemy of the government, and 

“while resisting arrest, was shot and killed by (Lakota) Reservation police” (65).   

Even a tragedy such as the massacre at Wounded Knee was not exempt from the 

Wild West show.  In the aftermath of Wounded Knee, several Lakota Ghost Dance 

participants were army prisoners.  Cody used his political pull to get the prisoners 

released so they could be part of a Wild West European tour.  While it could easily be 

argued that Cody’s hand in getting the prisoners released was a positive act, it was not 

entirely selfless; in fact, he exploited the Wounded Knee Massacre, which eventually 

“became another entertainment spectacle in the show” (66-67).  Despite the level of 

exploitation, however, the Wild West shows were also a site of struggle about 

representation, where many Lakota and other Native peoples endeavored to represent 

themselves on their own terms.    

With its emphasis on spectacle and focus on the popularized, exploited specter of 

the Indian, the Wild West show easily became intertwined with the burgeoning film 
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industry.  Two early Edison penny arcade titles were 1894’s Lakota Ghost Dance and 

1898’s Parade of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West.  The exploitation of Native Americans in 

Wild West Shows continued into film, an uninterrupted lineage of stereotypes.  As Friar 

and Friar argue, “The filmic cultural genocide of the Native American begins with such 

commercializations as Lakota Ghost Dance (70).  Interestingly, a viewing of Edison’s 

1894 Ghost Dance on youtube.com reveals that the film contains a placard in the right 

lower corner with the words “Buffalo Bill” written in cursive.   Buffalo Bill became 

directly involved in the film industry, forming the Col. Wm. F. Cody Historical Picture 

Co. and producing 1913’s The Indian Wars.  The film reenacted both the Ghost Dance 

and Wounded Knee, drawing controversy for reenacting the massacre directly over 

Lakota graves (71-75).  As for the Wild West Show itself, Friar and Friar state that as it 

“began to fade, it ended up as a circus tag-on presented after the main performance.  This 

continued in many circuses through the 1930s and finally disappeared” (68).  However, 

Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show didn’t disappear forever.  It has been resurrected, and is 

currently playing, replete with actors playing Buffalo Bill and Sitting Bull, at the Disney 

Village in Paris’ Euro-Disney. 

In order to understand the roots of Hollywood’s insistence on portraying Native 

Americans as generic stereotypical characters set in the past, it is important to look at the 

romanticized notion of the Vanishing American, and to contextualize the advent of 

cinema within the history of white/Native interaction.  1894’s Lakota Ghost Dance was 

filmed just four years after the 1890 Massacre at Wounded Knee, in which the U.S. 7th 

Cavalry murdered more than 300 Lakota men, women and children for their alleged 
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noncompliance in a forced move from Pine Ridge to Omaha, Nebraska.  The massacre is 

generally considered to be the last major event in the so-called Indian Wars, a generic 

term for numerous battles within the protracted time frame (approximately 1622-1890) 

during which Native peoples of various tribes fought to retain their land and their 

sovereignty against the white encroachers.  The usual results of these wars, fought first 

against colonizers and later against the U.S. government, was that Native Americans 

were forcibly removed from their ancestral lands onto reservations that inevitably were 

on less desirable, less fertile land.   

Furthermore, because of centuries of disease, violence and forced relocation, by 

1900, the Native American population in the United States had dipped to an all time low 

of approximately 250,000.  With their lands stolen and population down, Native peoples 

were no longer perceived of as the threat they once were, and could now become the 

object of a tragic romance in the Euroamerican fantasy: the Vanishing American.  In this 

notion, the passing of Native peoples is inevitable; however, because of their childlike 

innocence and attunement to nature, their passing is a tragedy.  Within all the heady 

romance, all Native Americans can easily be lumped together; that each tribe has a 

unique history and a unique relationship with the United States’ government is 

conveniently forgotten.  Affixing these generic labels to all Native peoples in turn 

perpetuates the falsity that all “real” Native Americans have either romantically and 

tragically died out, or exist today as carbon copies of their Euro-constructed ancestors, 

monosyllabically offering words of wisdom about nature.   
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As Edward Said demonstrated in his groundbreaking text Orientalism, once such 

stereotypes become ensconced in the public consciousness, they are perpetually 

reinforced when scholars and artists don’t research the facts, but simply draw upon 

previous prejudicial and inaccurate material and sources.  Said’s theories can easily be 

applied to representations of Native Americans in Hollywood cinema; in most Westerns, 

for example, Native American actors are usually speaking Navajo, regardless of the tribe 

they are allegedly from.  Furthermore, the passage of time often moves us even farther 

away from any sense of accurate representation, and the distortions become more 

offensive.  For example, as noted by Raymond Stedman, the literary world’s 19th-century 

rhetorically florid Noble Savage gave rise to the monosyllabic Indian who began in print 

and whose most famous example is radio, TV and film’s Tonto.  In case Tonto’s verbal 

limitations didn’t give us enough of a clue about how to rate his intelligence, his name 

says it all; the word “Tonto” means “stupid person” or “fool” in Spanish.    

 As Hollywood misrepresentations have abounded in the absence of any grounding 

information such as accurate language use or tribal specificity, a representational void has 

left filmmakers free, as Churchill has argued, to construct their own cinematic fantasies 

about Native Americans.  In this fantasy-driven mythological playground, overt politics 

are purposefully absent.  However, in reality, politics have significantly influenced the 

cinematic representation of Native Americans.  As noted by Ken Nolley, the film 

industry arose in a politically-charged environment focused on, among other things, 

detribalization.  Nolley links this policy to the Hollywood tendency to lump all Native 

Americans together, indistinguishable by specific tribal languages and practices.  In his 
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essay on John Ford’s films, Nolley argues that because Ford worked within the 

Hollywood system, his films largely conformed to Hollywood clichés: white actors 

playing Native Americans, Native Americans expressing themselves in monosyllabic 

grunts, Indians portrayed as bloodthirsty animals, and a general devaluation of Native 

American life.  However, Nolley argues that Ford’s later films, like The Searchers, begin 

to break from these repressive boundaries.  Nonetheless, Nolley maintains the later films 

are still problematic.  As example, Nolley notes that in The Searchers, the Native 

American woman Look’s life is valued in that her death is viewed with sympathy, yet her 

exposed body signals that her death is thinkable, as opposed to those of the higher-valued 

white women, whose unseen, unspoken deaths evoke unimaginable horror. 

 It could be argued that 1956’s The Searchers introduces some change into the 

way discourses about Native peoples and racial purity were addressed in the 1950’s.  For 

example, Ethan’s obsession with miscegenation causes him to treat ¼ Cherokee Marty 

with such an undue level of harshness that it would not be lost – even on a 1950’s 

audience.  Furthermore, at the film’s end, Ethan opts not to kill Debbie even though she 

has been living with savages who have brainwashed her, as evidenced by her declaration, 

“You lie! All white men lie.”  However, Look, the film’s main Native American woman 

character, is abused with such a pseudocomical carelessness that she personifies the 

notion of an inherent violability of Native women’s bodies that has been perpetuated by 

Hollywood cinema.  In this film, neither Noble Savage nor Indian Princess is present, 

simply bloodthirsty savage and squaw, who, in the absence of Noble Indians, are 

respectively contrasted by the Euroamerican hero Ethan Edwards and a bevy of chaste 
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white women, who metaphorically (or perhaps metonymically) represent home and 

civilization.   

 Set in the requisite past (Texas of 1868), The Searchers chronicles Ethan’s 

search for his nieces Lucy and Debbie, who have been captured by the monosyllabic 

Scar, a Comanche chief.  Ethan, played by John Wayne, is a disturbing hero whose words 

and actions validate the savagery of the Comanche.  His obsession with racial purity is 

well-established; because Marty has Indian blood, Ethan calls him “blankethead” and 

repeatedly stresses that Marty is not kin, despite the fact that Marty has been raised by 

Ethan’s brother and sister-in-law, who consider Marty to be a part of their family.  

Furthermore, Ethan consistently displays hatred toward the Comanche, whom he 

contrasts with “humans.”  He searches for Lucy and Debbie not to rescue them, but to kill 

them in order to maintain their purity as white women, which will be irretrievably 

violated should they couple with a Comanche man.  When Ethan and Marty discover that 

Debbie has been living with Scar, Marty must prevent Ethan from shooting her.  Later, 

Ethan writes a will that leaves all his property to Marty, since Debbie is no longer his kin 

because she’s been, “living with a buck.” 

Although the film does set overtly racist Ethan against levelheaded Marty in an 

attempted contrast, ultimately Ethan’s doctrine of racial purity is maintained, as 

evidenced by Ethan’s disclosure that he found and buried Lucy’s raped and murdered 

body.  We do not see her body, and Ethan refuses to divulge details; instead, Ford relies 

on the audience’s internalized awareness of Indian savagery.  When Ethan shouts at 

Lucy’s fiancé Brad, “What do I have to do? Draw you a map?” the question is obviously 
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rhetorical; neither Brad nor the audience require a map to understand what savage Indian 

men do to white women.  Explicit evidence of Indian savagery abounds in the scene in 

which Ethan and Marty survey the army’s rescued Indian captives.  As the crazed and 

violated young women shriek hysterically or vacantly smile, a soldier says, “It’s hard to 

believe they’re white.”  Ethan replies, “They ain’t white.  Anymore.  They’re 

Comanche.”  His reply implies that they are no longer human. 

Ethan considers it his mission to make certain, either through her rescue or her 

death, that Debbie does not become a Comanche.  Clearly, to become a Native American 

woman is a hideous fate, as evidenced by Look, the quintessential cinematic squaw who 

Marty unwittingly “purchased” through a trade.  Devoutly subservient Look is a comic 

figure of derision, and clearly the audience is intended to be in on the joke.  Comic music 

plays as she rides behind Marty and Ethan, a bowler hat perched on her head and a 

mindless grin on her large face.  When Marty kicks Look down a hill, Ethan laughs in 

appreciation.  When his slender, intelligent, white beloved Laurie reads in Marty’s letter 

that he has married a “squaw,” she tears up the letter in disgust as the white men around 

her laugh uproariously.  The only time white men do not seem to be laughing at Look is 

when Ethan and Marty discover her dead body.  Typically, death is the fate of cinematic 

Indian Princesses who have relationships with white men.  However, Look reminds us 

that even unattractive squaws who do not engage in a romance proper often suffer the 

same fate.  Michael Hilger writes, “Native American female characters, whether they are 

beautiful or not, can seldom survive a companionship with a white man” (5).   
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Ford utilizes several cinematic techniques to highlight the savagery of the 

Comanches.  Hilger notes that our first glimpse of Scar is a reverse shot immediately 

preceded by the face of a terrified white girl looking up at him.  The next shot is a low-

angle close-up of Scar, so that we see him from the girl’s perspective: a menacing 

presence towering over her—and the audience.  Hilger further demonstrates that Ford’s 

editing conveys Comanche savagery as well.  As the Comanches are about to attack 

Ethan’s brother’s farm, we are drawn into the terror by cross-cutting between the men 

away from the farm and the soon-to-be victims at the farm.  Hilger argues that Ford’s 

strategy of omitting the attack, and only showing its aftermath as witnessed by the 

returned men, “leaves the audience with an intense feeling that the whites have been 

terribly victimized by the savage Comanche” (12).  I would argue that Ford employs 

other filmmaking techniques specifically to contrast Comanche savagery with white 

civilization.  For example, the sentimental violin-laden music which can be heard in 

scenes of white domesticity is starkly contrasted by the menacing Indian drums heard as 

Ethan and company scour the desert in search of Comanches.  Furthermore, doorways to 

white homes frame both the beginning and end of the film.  In the opening shot, we see   

Martha, Ethan’s sister in law, standing in the doorway of her home watching Ethan ride 

up.  At the end of the film, Laurie looks through her doorway as Martin and Ethan ride up 

to deliver Debbie back to civilization.  The final shot, framed by the doorway, offers 

resolution to Ethan’s dilemna of racial purity.  Ethan has opted not to kill Debbie; 

instead, we see him carry Debbie to Laurie’s family, who guide her into their home, 

where she will symbolically regain her whiteness. 
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Yet another western easily analyzed through a political lens is Broken Arrow, a 

film that, as Frank Manchel notes, reflects the U.S. government’s termination policy of 

the 1950’s.  In this film, the white Euroamerican Tom Jeffers (who also narrates) 

persuades Chiricahua Apache leader Cochise to sign a peace treaty with the U.S. 

government so that the random killings between white settlers (ie. encroachers) and 

Apaches will cease.  Jeffers assures Cochise that if he signs the treaty, the fair-minded, 

honest U.S. government and military will protect his people.  Although Cochise is 

persuaded, renegade Geronimo is not.  He continues to attack the “settlers,” who also 

continue to attack Apaches, killing Jeffers’ Apache bride.  Cochise persuades Jeffers not 

to take vengeance on the whites; shortly thereafter, Jeffers’ rides off into the sunset, 

narrating to us that his wife’s death “put a seal on the peace,” and, we can assume, all is 

well – except, of course, for the Indian Princess, whose association with a white man has, 

as usual, doomed her to die.   

1950’s Broken Arrow and 1990’s Dances With Wolves bear striking similarities to 

each other although Broken Arrow precedes Dances With Wolves by forty years, and the 

latter was heralded by some as groundbreaking in its fairer representations of Native 

Americans.  However, a comparative analysis of both films reveals that both operate 

within the good Indian/bad Indian dichotomy, and both films have white heroes who “go 

Indian” and marry Indian Princesses.  Furthermore, in both films the hero’s Princess has 

little agency, and exists primarily to validate the white hero’s masculinity and Indianness.  

Both films begin in the same era, Broken Arrow in 1870’s Arizona, and Dances 

With Wolves on a Pennsylvania battlefield in 1863.  In the opening scene of both films, 
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we learn that the white heroes, Tom Jeffords and John Dunbar respectively, fought on the 

Union side in the Civil war (as contrasted by racial-purity advocate Ethan Edwards, who 

fought for the Confederacy), signaling to the audience that these men advocate racial 

equality.  In Dances With Wolves, John Dunbar’s heroic status is also set up in the 

opening scene, when he rides back and forth between the Union and Confederate armies, 

with both firing at him, and is neither killed nor wounded.  Dunbar has his arms spread 

wide, in the image of a crucified Christ, which sets him up as a superior, invincible, 

infallible person – perhaps even God-like.   

Validating their status as heroes, both men narrate the films, a vehicle which 

allows them to argue for the equality of Native Americans, in the form of dispelling racial 

stereotypes which they themselves once held before being “enlightened.”   Hilger argues 

that Dunbar’s voiceover in Dances With Wolves overemphasizes the nobility of the 

Lakota to the extent that individual characters are genericized into representatives of the 

Noble Red Man.  This facilitates the unfortunate good Indian (Lakota)/bad Indian 

(Pawnee) dichotomy; a dichotomy which Baird argues, “has the function of addressing 

white historical fear and guilt within the same narrative” (160).  Guilt is assuaged as both 

Jeffers and Dunbar begin their association with a specific tribal group (the Chiricahua 

Apache and the Lakota, respectively) through an act of helping or “saving” a member of 

the tribe.  Furthermore, both heroes befriend leaders of the tribes they feel compelled to 

save and protect, and both fall in love with and marry Indian Princesses who are members 

of that same tribe.   
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After his first encounter with the Chiricahua Apache, during which Tom Jeffords 

opts to help and not kill an Apache youth, and the Apache repay him by opting not to kill 

him, Jeffords narrates, “I learned things that day: Apache mothers cried about their sons.  

Apache men had a sense of fair play.”  John Dunbar, whose first real encounter with the 

Lakota occurs when he rescues Stands With A Fist from her suicide attempt, narrates, 

upon getting to know the noble Lakota, “Nothing I’d been told about these people is 

correct.  They are not beggars and thieves.  They are not the boogeymen they have been 

made out to be.”  Tom Jeffords befriends noble Chiricahua Apache leader Cochise 

(played by white actor Jeff Chandler), whom he persuades to allow mail carriers through 

the Apache territory.  Unfortunately, this necessitates an embarrassingly simplistic 

explanation of what “mail” is, so the Apaches will understand the concept.  Earlier in the 

film, Tom, a prospector, explains to them what “gold” is.  John Dunbar befriends noble 

Kicking Bird, a Lakota spiritual leader who found and raised Stands With A Fist; through 

their friendship, romance blossoms between Dunbar and Stands With A Fist.  Similarly, 

Cochise facilitates Tom Jeffords’ relationship with Apache princess Sonseeahray, who, as 

is the wont of a cinematic Indian princess, falls in love with Jeffords the moment she 

meets him.  

Because Broken Arrow misrepresents the Apache and the United States 

government/military as being on equal footing (Jeffords reminds us, “This was a war, 

with terrible cruelty on both sides”), Tom Jeffords can be a white hero simply by 

maintaining a position of neutrality.  Jeffords, arguing that he is, “sick of all this killing,” 

persuades Cochise to sign a peace treaty ordained by President Grant, who wants “a fair 
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peace” with the Apache.  Cochise’s decision to sign the peace treaty validates the film’s 

Noble savage/bloodthirsty savage dichotomy as well.  As Manchel points out, “Instead of 

a tired and weary Cochise, eager for peace because he understands that the whites are too 

numerous and too strong for his people to overcome, audiences see the Noble Savage, all 

wise and all knowing” (99).  Furthermore, because Jeffords tells us the peace treaty is fair 

and because the Apache are seen as equally responsible for the fighting, Geronimo is cast 

as unreasonable and hot-headed.  When he and his fellow savages attack a group of 

whites, Cochise summons his men to rescue the whites, thus fulfilling his role as the 

Noble savage who, as Rayna Green argues, “saves white men from ‘bad’ Indians, and 

thus becomes a ‘good’ Indian” (“Only” 382).  The United States government’s 

systematically unfair treatment of the Apache cannot be revealed within the film, lest it 

invalidate hero Tom Jeffords’ act of saving the Apache by persuading them to peace.  

Historical reality would further invalidate Jeffords’ ultimate sacrifice: his bride, 

Sonseeahray, whose characteristic Indian Princess death, in Jeffords’ ever-present words, 

“put a seal on the peace.” 

By contrast, John Dunbar puts no faith in the United States military; in fact, most 

of the military men in Dances With Wolves are deplorable, consistently portrayed as 

insane, vulgar or murderous, or a combination of all three.  The hideousness of the 

soldiers highlights the nobility of the Lakota—an effect also achieved by the subtle 

conflation of the Lakota with their land, the repetition of Dunbar’s voice explicating 

Lakota nobility working as a counterpart to majestic aerial shots of South Dakota 

accompanied by classical music.  These awe-inspiring shots, coupled with the 
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repulsiveness of the U.S. military, explain for us Dunbar’s desire to “go Indian.”  We 

witness his transformation to pure Indianness as he sheds his military clothing for Lakota 

garb, sheds English for Lakota, and eventually becomes more Lakota than the Lakota, 

felling buffalo with a single shot, and advising the noble savage Lakota how to conduct 

war against the bloodthirsty savage Pawnee, who are not only Lakota enemies, but also 

murdered Stands With A Fist’s white family.   

As opposed to Jeffords, Dunbar gets to keep his Indian Princess, an ideal 

combination of the Indian woman’s mind in a white woman’s body.  Aware that his 

aforementioned Indianness will inspire the military to relentlessly hunt for him, Dunbar 

realizes he must separate from the Lakota in order to save them.  Stands With A Fist 

readily concurs; however, not because she is concerned for the lives of the people who 

have raised her and whom she loves.  Instead, she simply states, “My place is with you.  I 

go where you go.”  Here, Costner is relying on the audience’s internalized stereotype of 

the dutiful Indian wife.  Although occasionally challenging authority, through most of the 

film we have seen Stands With A Fist obediently following Kicking Bird, eyes downcast, 

obeying his wishes.  She fulfills her responsibility as an Indian Princess by transferring 

her unflagging allegiance to the white hero.  As Dances With Wolves rides off with 

Stands With A Fist, text appears on the screen to inform us of the eventual Lakota 

surrender, and to once again romantically conflate the Lakota with their land: “The great 

horse culture of the plains was gone and the American frontier was soon to pass into 

history.” The passing of the Lakota culture and the passing of the frontier are equally 

mourned, reinforcing the Vanishing American mythology and revealing in stark clarity 
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why Ward Churchill refers to the film as, “an elaboration of movieland’s Great White 

Hunter theme” (240). 

The good Indian/bad Indian binary and the white hero’s romance are duel themes 

found in both Dances with Wolves and 1992’s The Last of the Mohicans.  Hilger argues 

that both films’ focus on the white hero’s romance relegates all other characters to 

secondary status, and does not allow for their full development.  I would add the 

important addendum that the films focus on the white hero solely, with his Indian 

Princess, like all savages, relegated to second billing.  Contrasting the 1992 version of 

The Last of the Mohicans with the 1920 version reveals that Uncas is a secondary 

character in the 1992 offering because Hawk-eye has coopted his part.  1992’s Hawk-eye 

is, in fact, more Mohican than the Mohicans.  The opening sequence of shots reveals 

Hawk-eye (Daniel Day-Lewis, sporting long hair, dark skin, and a Nativesque tunic) 

stalking and killing an elk; he speaks the Mohican language, calls Chingachgook father, 

and lectures Magua about the evils of adopting the European mindset.  The 1920 version 

opens with text identifying Uncas and his father (renamed “Chief Great Serpent”) as the 

last two Mohicans; the 1992 version opens with text identifying three members of the 

vanishing race of Mohicans: Hawk-eye is the third. 

 The 1920 version is infinitely more faithful to Cooper, whose novel focuses on 

the extinction of a tribe of people, not the love affair of a white hero.  In fact, in both 

Cooper’s novel and the 1920’s version, Hawk-eye has no romantic interest, and it is 

Uncas and Cora who are in love.  Unfortunately, though, both film versions reinforce 

Cooper’s good Indian/bad Indian dichotomy thematically and visually, with racial 
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undertones; 1920’s noble Uncas is lighter skinned than savage Magua, and in 1992, 

Hawk-eye, Uncas and Chingachgook wear a white/Indian hybrid outfit of cloth tunics 

and leggings, but Magua and the savage Hurons wear loin cloths and are shirtless. 

As with The Last of the Mohicans, Disney’s Pocahontas also subsumes the 

historical reality of colonization in favor of focusing on a manufactured love story 

between a white hero (John Smith) and an Indian Princess (Pocahontas).  However, this 

coupling is made all the more disturbing because, as Kilpatrick points out, Pocahontas 

was an actual historical figure, animation-aged by Disney from a prepubescent girl to a 

hypersexualized woman with impossible proportions.  I will discuss Disney’s Pocahontas 

extensively in the next chapter.  However, it is worth noting here that Disney’s 

Pocahontas plays out the role of the cinematic Indian princess, who always falls in love 

with and saves her white hero.  Strong asserts that Disney’s, “animated Pocahontas is 

located within the colonial and neocolonial tradition of noble savagism” (194).  The male 

noble savage is represented by the brave and stoic Kocoum, Pocahontas’ would-be suitor 

whom she rejects in favor of Smith.  Interestingly, Disney’s head animator referred to 

their Pocahontas as a “tribal Eve” (196).  With Kocoum out of the picture, the animated 

John Smith can secure his rightful spot as an American Adam, just as John Dunbar and 

Tom Jeffers did before him.  Furthermore, beyond the realm of cinema, as Tzu-I Chung 

(and Tilton before her) has argued, representations of John Smith became caught up in 

various nationalistic causes, thus impacting “the public understanding of an American 

Genesis, of the birth of Anglo-American history” (23). 
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 1992’s Thunderheart features a (mostly) white hero, but no Indian Princess.  The 

romance is eliminated because this film allegedly deals with issues of actual importance 

to Native Americans.  Unfortunately, the film takes actual occurrences on the Pine Ridge 

reservation in the 1970’s and trivializes them with an invented storyline, multiple clichés 

about Native Americans, and the familiar good Indian/bad Indian dichotomy.  In 

Thunderheart, FBI agent Ray Lavoi is dispatched to a Lakota reservation to investigate a 

murder.  What he finds instead is high-level corruption, in the form of high-ranking FBI 

agents who have partnered with the tribal council chairman and his henchmen, the 

GOONS, to develop uranium mining on the reservation.  The GOONS routinely murder 

ARM (an invented variation of AIM) members who discover their evil plot.  Lavoi 

eventually wises up and partners up with tribal police officer Walter Crow Horse.  Aided 

by a stereotypical character, the wise Native American elder (who in this case is named 

Grandpa Sam), Crow Horse and Ray eventually uncover and foil the uranium mine plan.   

Unfortunately, Lavoi, who is ¼ Lakota, also uncovers his Indianness via his 

relationship with Crow Horse, Grandpa Sam and the other Lakota.  Lavoi has a series of 

inane visions, and these, coupled with advice from the “real” Indians to, “Listen to the 

trees” and, “Listen to the wind,” allow him to find the bad guys and concurrently throw 

off his modern trappings.  Visually and thematically, modernity is consistently contrasted 

with tradition in this film, and once again the noble savages (ARM members) are pitted 

against the degenerate savages (the GOONS).   

Thunderheart is especially horrifying because it takes real events, in which people 

actually died, and contorts them into absurd fiction.  ARM is an invented variation of 
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AIM, the American Indian Movement, a Pan-Indian activist group formed in 1968 whose 

most well-known members were Dennis Banks, Russell Means and Leonard Peltier.  In 

1973, AIM occupied the town of Wounded Knee on the Pine Ridge reservation for 71 

days in protest of tribal chairman Richard Wilson and the real GOONS.  In his book 

Ojibwa Warrior, Banks describes Wilson as a corrupt mixed-blood who took money from 

the U.S. government, gave jobs to friends and family, and gave away 80,000 acres of 

Pine Ridge to the government.  Banks also states, “Wilson maintained a private army of 

about eighty heavily armed thugs paid by government money that was meant for other, 

more positive programs” (146). These thugs were the GOONS, the so-called Guardians 

of the Oglala Nation, who intimidated, abused and even murdered the people of Pine 

Ridge who were deemed antagonistic to Wilson's policies.   

Furthermore, Michael Apted, the director of Thunderheart, should know better 

than to trivialize events at Pine Ridge involving AIM and the FBI.  Apted is also the 

director of 1992’s Incident at Oglala: The Leonard Peltier Story, a documentary that 

chronicles events on Pine Ridge in 1975, during which two FBI agents were killed during 

a standoff between Native Americans and the FBI.  AIM member Leonard Peltier was 

unfairly imprisoned for the murders, and Apted’s documentary clearly communicates that 

Peltier received an unfair trial.  Thunderheart is an invented story filled with clichés and 

stereotypes about Native Americans.  Back in the real world, Peltier has been in prison 

for more than thirty years now; the Leonard Peltier Defense Committee website features 

a quote from Peltier : “My life is a prayer for my people.” 
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As with Thunderheart, the main character in Powwow Highway has visions which 

guide his actions.  However, instead of contrasting modernity with tradition, Powwow 

Highway succeeds in blending both together in a way that creates believable characters.  

In this film, Philbert Bono and Buddy Red Bow leave their home on the Cheyenne Lame 

Deer reservation to rescue Buddy’s sister Bonnie from a Santa Fe jail, where she has been 

unjustly imprisoned.  Although this film, like Thunderheart, includes federal officials in a 

plot to exploit reservation resources and corrupt tribal officials, the main focus is on 

Philbert and the fulfillment of his quest to become a warrior.  Throughout this quest, 

which involves purchasing a “war pony” in the form of a Pinto-esque rusted-out Buick, 

leaving an offering of a Hershey bar at sacred Bear Butte, and ultimately rescuing Bonnie 

by pulling the bars and wall from her jail cell (a trick he saw on a TV western), Philbert 

blends “traditional” with “modern,” calling into question those rigid categories that have 

unfortunately defined most cinematic representations of Native Americans.  Furthermore, 

as Anderson argues, Powwow Highway’s mixing of genres—as Kilpatrick notes, “it’s 

been called a comedy, a thriller, a road film, a western, an action film, a buddy film, even 

a mystical movie” (113)—works to “refute the stereotypical image of the Hollywood 

Indian” (Anderson 137).  

Chris Eyre’s Smoke Signals, the first major feature film to be written, directed, 

and co-produced by Native Americans, takes up the project of reworking static cinematic 

images of Native Americans as well.  The film combines a serious address of some of the 

difficulties many contemporary Native American people face with a sharp, often political 

wit.  Smoke Signals pokes fun at time-honored (or dishonored) clichés, substituting the 
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well-worn phrase, “It’s a good day to die” with witticisms such as, “It’s a good day to 

play basketball,” and “It’s a good day to have breakfast” throughout the film.   

Furthermore, the image of the noble savage is deconstructed within the film.  As 

Victor and Thomas ride a bus from the C’oeur d’ Alene reservation to Arizona, where 

they will collect Victor’s father’s remains, Victor chastizes Thomas for trying to learn to 

be Indian through watching Dances With Wolves.  Victor volunteers to teach Thomas 

how to be an Indian, and proceeds to advise him to “get stoic.”  When Thomas interrupts 

Victor’s advice on how to adopt the warrior stance by reminding him that the C’oeur d’ 

Alene never hunted buffalo, but were fishermen, Victor highlights the absurdity of 

genericized, static cinematic images of Native Americans by responding, “This ain’t 

Dances With Salmon.”  After being accosted by racist white men on the bus, Victor and 

Thomas sit in the back and sing, “John Wayne’s Teeth,” much to the chagrin of the white 

passengers.  In Smoke Signals, Eyre and screenwriter Sherman Alexie create believable 

Native American characters and demonstrate that humor is a powerful political tool for 

deconstructing representations of Native Americans.  However, decades before Alexie 

interrogated the cinematic Noble Savage, Pocahontas graced the silver screen, saving 

white men and attempting to civilize the bad Indians of her tribe.   

 

Captain John Smith and Pocahontas: Assimilation and the “Great Lady” 

 

In 1954, Hollywood offered up Captain John Smith and Pocahontas, the familiar 

story of a white hero and the Indian maiden who loved and saved him.  The story is told 
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primarily via flashback, with John Smith narrating.  In the opening scene, Smith is 

brought before King James under false charges of treason by Captain Wingfield, his 

nemesis.  At the king’s urging, Smith tells of his Jamestown experience, which includes 

the founding of Jamestown, fights with the Powhatan Indians, his friendship with John 

Rolfe, his saving by and marriage to Pocahontas, his injury in a burning building that 

explodes as he fights Wingfield, and his return to England to recuperate from his injury.  

At the film’s end, we return to Smith and King James.  The king absolves Smith of any 

wrong-doing, and Smith tells the king that Pocahontas, thinking Smith dead, married 

Rolfe, who had always loved her. 

The film abounds with familiar cinematic clichés: good Indians are contrasted 

with bloodthirsty savages, the Native Americans (especially the savages) have 

monosyllabic speech, the Native Americans are depicted as animalistic, and many of the 

Native American parts are played by white actors.  We are also treated to familiar clichés 

about Pocahontas, depicted once again as a grown woman who falls in love with Smith 

on sight.  Furthermore, the film attempts to ground itself in historical authenticity, and 

further utilizes the authenticating techniques of Classical Hollywood Cinema to 

articulate, validate and intertwine 1950’s-era Termination policy and gender norms.   

The film announces its historical authenticity from the beginning.   In the opening 

shot, an unseen hand flips open a large book with a hefty, bejeweled cover.  Inside the 

book are the film’s credits, revealed as the pages are turned.  Having the film credits 

literally embedded in a book implies that this story is straight from the history books.  

The implication is enhanced by the look of the book: the bejeweled, weighty tome looks 
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as though it carries the weight of history.  After the credits end, in the opening scene, 

Captain John Smith, who has been charged with treason, is brought before King James to 

plead his case.  King James asks Smith to relate his story, assuring him every word will 

be taken down.  Smith walks over to a large globe and, as he spins it, begins to tell his 

story in voiceover while a close up shot of the globe dissolves into a shot of three ships 

anchored in the water of the New World.  Smith’s voiceover narrates as we see scenes of 

the land and the beginning Jamestown colony.  The several outdoor scenes, along with 

the primarily green and brown tone of the film, lend an air of realism, which further 

validates the story with an air of authenticity. 

Unfortunately, the film’s first glimpse of “authentic” Native Americans is as a 

gathering storm of savage others, preparing to attack the unsuspecting Englishmen.  In 

the scenes immediately preceding the first English/Powhatan battle, the narration firmly 

guides the audience to identify with the English invaders.  Furthermore, the battle scene 

cinematography, reminiscent of the horror genre, dehumanizes the Native Americans and 

creates Powhatans who, like Halloween’s Michael Myers, terrify in their savagery.  In 

one of the few historically accurate details in the film, Smith is imprisoned on the ship 

when the settlers arrive for Jamestown.  An immediate departure into fiction finds Smith 

escaping his imprisonment, and within a few moments of wading onto the New World 

soil discerning that the Indians are about to attack.  He discovers this through their 

rustling in the shadowy grasses and communicating with each other through turkey 

gobbles.  Save the gobbling, the Powhatans are wordless.  We hear only Smith’s 

voiceover.  To emphasize their animalistic menace, Smith narrates, “Something was 
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prowling through the woods between me and Jamestown, and I would have wagered my 

scalp the only feathers they had were stuck in their hair.”   

After Smith warns the other Englishmen, through crosscutting, we see the armed 

Englishmen sitting and waiting for the Powhatans to attack, and the Powhatans slowly 

(one might say sneakily or stealthily) making their way toward them.  Reinforcing the 

goodness of the colonizers and the savagery of the Powhatans, the Englishmen are 

depicted in light, and the Powhatans cast in shadow.  Viewed from a high-angle shot, the 

Powhatans crawl in a pack through the grass, like bugs.  In voiceover, Smith states, 

“Outnumbering us, they would be swarming over before we could make our guns tell.  

All we could do is wait.  Wait tensely.”   To once again emphasize the animalism of the 

Powhatans, they remain silent, while the English engage in brief dialogue.  In the 

dehumanization that is battle, there is a context for the Englishmen to be humanized 

through their language, but not so with the silent, shadowed, prowling, swarming 

Powhatans. 

The tension of the waiting colonizers is broken and the battle begins when an 

Englishman fires his gun.  The film cuts to a long shot of the Powhatans crouching in the 

grass.  However, the shot quickly becomes a close-up as a menacing Powhatan with a 

streak of black paint across his face jumps up into the frame, screaming and waving a 

tomahawk in one hand and a knife in the other.  As the attack begins, the Powhatans, 

madly whooping and waving their arms, are filmed from a low angle, to emphasize their 

menacing stature.  As they charge forward, the integrity of the frame is disrupted once 

again when an attacking Powhatan jumps into the off-screen space over the camera.   
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The use of off-screen space to heighten suspense and elicit fear is a technique 

often used in horror.  For example, in his essay “Halloween: Suspense, Aggression and 

the Look,” Steve Neale writes about the scene in which Michael Myers, having just 

escaped Smith’s Grove Asylum, tries to get inside a car where a terrified nurse waits for 

Dr. Loomis.  As viewers, we remain in the car with the nurse, hearing, but not seeing, his 

off-screen action.  Neale asserts, “the tension is elaborated spatially around the question 

as to where Michael will appear and attack, and temporally around the question as to 

when he will do so” (358).   

Structurally, this scene from Halloween is similar to the scene in which the 

English watch and wait for the Powhatans to attack.  Although the nurse (and viewers) 

hears Michael on the car, she cannot see him.  The English hear Powhatan war drums, but 

don’t see the Powhatans crouching in the grass.  Michael’s attack is terrifying precisely 

because the tension was built up in off-screen space.  As Neale argues, “suspense and 

aggression are functions of a lack of knowledge and adequate viewpoint on the part of the 

spectator.  They are articulated here … around fields of vision as marked by the frame” 

(360).  In Halloween, the inevitable attack finally occurs when Michael’s hand, entering 

from off-screen space, breaks the car window glass, just as the Powhatan attack begins 

with a warrior brandishing weapons in both hands leaping from off-screen space into the 

frame.  Michael Myers, the monstrous killer of horror film fame, is portrayed in a 

disturbingly similar fashion as the monstrously savage attacking Powhatans. 

As with most Hollywood films depicting Native Americans, bloodthirsty savages 

are contrasted with noble savages.  In Captain John Smith and Pocahontas, stealthy, 
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sneaky, violent Opechanco is set up in opposition to honest, pacifistic Pocahontas, who 

influences fellow nobles, her father Powhatan and her brother Nantaquas, to attempt to 

live in harmony with the Englishmen.  Not surprisingly, while Opechanco is suspicious 

of the English invaders, Pocahontas unquestioningly embraces them.  Furthermore, while 

Opechanco expresses himself with unchecked emotion, for the most part, Pocahontas is 

depicted as exuding level-headed reason.  Also not surprisingly, both noble and 

bloodthirsty representations are mired in cliché.  When John Smith sets out to find 

Powhatan’s village with two companions, Nantaquas shoots an arrow at him.  When 

Smith’s armor deflects the arrow, Nantaquas immediately assumes Smith and the other 

Englishmen are gods, and bows before Smith accordingly.  Nantaquas leads Smith to 

Powhatan’s village, where he and Opechanco then debate how best to handle Smith and 

company.  In classic Tonto-speak, Opechanco states, “All white skins are serpents with 

forked tongue and poison fang.  Opechanco has spoken.”   

During the inevitable Pocahontas-saves-Smith scene, the oppositional stances of 

noble vs. bloodthirsty savages are markedly underscored.  As the Englishmen are bound 

to stakes with the whooping Powhatans dancing around them, Pocahontas stands to the 

side of the action, with an expression of displeasure.  When Opechanco stands next to her 

and attempts to put his arm around her, she shoves him away.  Opechanco, as leader of 

the savage hostility toward the Englishmen, then throws hatchets around Smith’s head.  It 

is Opechanco who is slated by Powhatan to kill Smith.  Just as Opechanco is about to 

smash Smiths’s head in with a very large mallet, Pocahontas rushes up and covers him 

with her own body.  Giving a very touching Tonto-speak speech, Pocahontas says to 
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Powhatan, “These white skin friends are not our enemies.  They wish to live with us as 

our brothers.  If you send them to the land of the shadow, the Great Spirit will turn his 

face away from our people.  Pocahontas beg mercy from Powhatan.”1  In speaking these 

lines, this cinematic Pocahontas joins a long line of what Elise Marubbio refers to as 

Celluloid Princesses.  Chronicing the early cinematic appearances of Celluloid 

Princesses, Marubbio writes, “Presented in romantic tragedies as a young Native woman 

whose attraction to western European culture or the white hero situates her between her 

own culture and American frontier culture, she symbolizes the possible merging of the 

two and the differences between them.  The princess’s qualities of innocence, virtue and 

vulnerability make her attractive to the white characters and also contrast her to the other 

Indians in the films, who are often depicted as degenerate, violent and untrustworthy” 

(26).   

Exactly how Pocahontas knows the white men are not enemies is unclear.  What 

is clear, however, is that throughout this film, Pocahontas functions as a spokesperson for 

Termination policy, a federal Indian policy instituted in 1953, a year before the release 

date of Captain John Smith and Pocahontas.  Under Termination policy, “Congress 

terminated its assistance to over one hundred tribes.  Each of these tribes was ordered to 

distribute its land and property to its members and to dissolve its government” (Pevar 7).  

As philosophical justification for this disastrous policy, assimilation was touted as 

                                                 
1  The 1995 film Pocahontas the Legend has Pocahontas uttering a similar sentiment when she pleads to 
Powhatan, “The strangers have tools – many things they can share.  The Powhatan people will learn much.  
The white man will come bearing gifts to honor my father.”  As should be expected, Pocahontas the 
Legend also casts John Smith as a working class hero and pits bloodthirsty anti-English savages against 
pro-English noble savages.  Furthermore, in a particularly homophobic characterization, the evil Wingfield 
graduates from a 1950’s-era effeminate villain to a flamboyantly gay pedophile.  
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beneficial to Native Americans, while the federal government abdicated their treaty-

bound responsibilities to tribes that had been made in exchange for land.  Assimilation 

falsely implied that the playing field was level – that upon abandoning their reservations 

and heading for cities, Native Americans would have equal access to resources, and 

would therefore be better off than they had been on their reservations.   

In Captain John Smith and Pocahontas, the myth of the level playing field is 

expressed in the notion that both Native Americans and whites are equally responsible for 

Native/white aggressions.  This idea of equal liability is primarily articulated through the 

characters of Opechanco and Wingfield.  Not surprisingly, Opechanco, the bloodthirsty 

savage and vehement anti-assimilationist is the main Powhatan aggressor.  In addition to 

continuously advocating war as a policy toward dealing with the English colonizers, 

Opechanco sneaks into Jamestown to steal guns.  His menacing nature is highlighted by a 

guard who explains how Opechanco got past him: “We can’t hear the Indians sneaking 

about.  They’re as soft-footed as cats.”  The sneaking, silent Powhatans are a constant 

threat, thus constantly provoking war even when they are not on the attack.  Furthermore, 

the warmongering Opechanco will even kill his own in order to continue with his war-

like agenda.  After Opechanco leads the Powhatans in a sneak attack on the fort that 

results in many deaths on both sides, Nantaquas confronts him and says he’ll tell Chief 

Powhatan that Opechanco is responsible for many Powhatan deaths.  In response to this 

threat, Opechanco kills Nantaquas by throwing a hatchet in his back. 

 Structurally, Wingfield functions as Opechanco’s anti-assimilationist English 

doppelganger.  Just as Opechanco argues against befriending the English, Wingfield 
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makes clear the English should not befriend the Powhatans.  In his argument for a purely 

gold-based modus operandi to John Rolfe, Wingfield states, “We didn’t come out of 

England to be grubbers of the soil and make friends with the Indians.”  Mirroring 

Opechanco’s policy of creating discord between the Powhatans and the English, 

Wingfield and his cronies steal guns from the stockade to use in trade with the 

Powhatans.  The guns help the Powhatans to kill more English during the next skirmish, 

thus intensifying the conflict.  Furthermore, Wingfield, like Opechanco, is not afraid to 

do away with one of his own when his plans are interfered with.  When a Jamestown 

settler finds out Wingfield and company have stolen the guns to use in trade, they murder 

him, and blame the murder on Nantaquas, the same pro-assimilation good Indian who 

Opechanco later murders.  Holding Opechanco and Wingfield equally responsible for the 

Powhatan/English conflict is a plot/character articulation of Termination Policy’s myth of 

equality.  Opechanco is not defending his land and people; he is simply, like Wingfield, 

promoting conflict. 

 Not surprisingly, assimilationist and great white hero John Smith fights both 

Opechanco and Wingfield.  In a particularly Great white hero-gone-good Indian 

maneuver, Smith decides to avenge Nantaquas’s death because, he states, he is 

Nantaquas’s blood brother through marriage.  As Pocahontas, Rolfe and others look on, a 

shirtless Smith does hand-to-hand combat with Opechanco, each holding a tomahawk in 

one hand and a knife in the other.  Smith kills Opechanco with his knife, and Pocahontas, 

ever the dutiful Princess, runs up and hugs him for doing away with the bad Indian.  In a 

later scene, Wingfield and Smith fight in a burning building.  However, Wingfield 
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survives this conflict, possibly to drive the fictitious plot of having Smith narrate his story 

to King James after being charged with treason by Wingfield.  Instead of Smith killing 

Wingfield, the building explodes and injures Smith, who is put onto a ship so that he can 

recuperate in England.  

 Although he is denied the pleasure of killing him, throughout the film, Smith is 

pitted against Wingfield in an expression of masculinity and class that has its roots in 

Smith’s own writings and thematically mirrors, as previously discussed, the Last of the 

Mohicans.  It is probably historically accurate to assume that Smith, a professional 

soldier and the son of peasant farmers, was more equipped to oversee Jamestown colony 

than were many of the noblemen charged by the Virginia Company with being early 

Jamestown leaders.  Certainly, as David Price evidences via his extensive use of Smith’s 

writings, Smith himself thought most of the noblemen ineffective as leaders.  Price, who 

as previously discussed, takes Smith’s position uncritically, augments Smith’s view of 

Maria-Edward Wingfield, the first president of Jamestown colony.  Price quotes the 

circa-1880’s Dictionary of National Biography’s take on Wingfield: “self confident, 

pompous and puffed up by a sense of his own superior birth and position, unable to co-

operate with common men and unfit to rule them” (qtd. in Price 16).   

However, under the gender division and strict sexual normativity of mainstream 

American culture, Wingfield’s inability to lead, the inability of all noblemen to lead, 

becomes not only about class, but also about sexuality.  Wingfield’s (and later, with 

Disney, Ratcliffe’s) ineffectuality is coded as effeminate, and serves as a contrast helpful 

in accentuating John Smith the filmic character’s hypermasculinity.  Upon arriving at 
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Jamestown, effete nobleman Wingfield asserts that he has the power to lead because he’s 

a gentleman.  However, the Jamestown men scoff at that; subsequently, Rolfe calls for a 

vote to see who leads.  The men excitedly vote for capable, everyman Smith.  

Demonstrating his protestant work ethic, Smith immediately springs into action.  He 

lectures them that they aren’t going to be having gold like they fantasized about in 

England, and instead they must work.  Smith then calls for half rations.  He and Rolfe 

discuss the problem that gentlemen expect to be fed by commoners; they both conclude 

that everyone will need to learn to make their own way.  Smith charges Rolfe with 

guarding the food storage.  Further exhibiting the positive American masculine traits of 

independence and capability, Smith sends the ships back to England, telling his men that 

they will need to survive on their own strength until the ships come back with supplies. 

Smith’s masculine capability is legitimized by his control of the narrative 

throughout the film.  Captain John Smith and Pocahontas is told in elaborate flashback, 

during which we are sutured into the mental subjectivity of John Smith, as everything on 

screen is an unpacking of his memory, narrated by him.  Thus we have no choice but to 

identify with him.  Furthermore, he is an omniscient narrator.  Even though the film 

includes some scenes in which he is not a direct participant, he knows everything that 

happened in Jamestown – we can assume he has been given additional information and 

has gained additional insight upon leaving Jamestown.  All we know is filtered through 

John Smith’s memory; he is the masculine hero, and his is the voice of authority, 

speaking the truth.  His truth is further validated because he speaks it before the king, and 

the king believes him. 
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Smith’s narration corroborates the Great White Hero myth, played out in scenes 

where we learn that women, wildlife and the land are available for the European man’s 

harvesting.  Utilizing disturbing metaphors that simultaneously call to mind the conquest 

of Native Americans by European encroachers and the racialized tendency to equate 

women of color with animals, Smith likens chasing Pocahontas to catching fish and 

trapping animals.  Smith first sees Pocahontas when he goes in search of Powhatan’s 

village.  Walking alone, he spies some giggling Indian maidens swimming in a lake.  He 

states in voiceover, “I had heard that the fishing was good in Virginia waters, but who 

would have expected fish such as these? The question was how to angle for them.”  Not 

only does he see the women as fish, but he immediately wonders how to capture them.    

Smith then throws rocks in the water, and they swim off.  In voiceover he states, “My 

mermaids were shy.”  By referring to mythological female beings, the film reinforces the 

universal fantasy storybook quality already present in the Pocahontas myth – a 

mythology that the film perpetuates.  As Pocahontas follows his footsteps through the 

forest he says in voiceover, “Every hunter knows that it’s easier to trap wild game than 

chase it.”  The audience is visually sutured into Smith’s point of view as well.  He hides 

behind a tree and watches Pocahontas approaching.  Via an eyeline match of Pocahontas, 

we watch with him.  When she reaches the tree he’s hiding behind, he jumps out and 

says, “I knew I could count on feminine curiosity.  Now don’t look so frightened, I’m not 

going to hurt you.”  Pocahontas immediately believes he won’t hurt her, and throughout 

the rest of the film becomes the poster girl for assimilation. 
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Just as gender is an integral part of John Smith becoming a great white hero, it 

also is integral to Pocahontas’ assimilation into European culture; assimilation rests on 

learning to be a lady.  Pocahontas has the inherent ability to be a lady – she is an Indian 

Princess, not a squaw – and that is what John Smith responds to.  Her first encounter with 

Smith underscores her innate Princess-like qualities, in the act of subtly denouncing the 

ever-present specter of the squaw.  After John Smith jumps out from behind the tree, he 

and Pocahontas have their first conversation.  Notably, Pocahontas is the first indigenous 

person we have heard speak in the film so far, despite seeing many Native Americans 

crawling, slinking, and looking generally savage.  Furthermore, she intuitively speaks 

(broken) English.  As Smith looms before her, Pocahontas says, “You Englishman? 

Please let Pocahontas go.”  Smith responds by pulling out a string of beads.  He speaks to 

her in a condescending voice, asking, “Wouldn’t Pocahontas like pretty beads?” 

Pocahontas, looking unimpressed and completely disinterested in the beads, states 

simply, “No.  Please let me go.”  In the same condescending voice, Smith says, “All girls 

like pretty beads” as he puts the beads around Pocahontas’ neck.  When she flinches, he 

says, “Now don’t be so frightened.  Do I look as if I would hurt Pocahontas?” 

Pocahontas, articulate, head held high, looks Smith straight in the face and states, “My 

father is chief of all tribes from blue waters to great mountains and he would be very 

angry if you did not let me go.”  

The power of the specter of the squaw can be attested to by the film’s rare 

departure from established range of knowledge and identification with Smith.  At first, 

Smith does not recognize Pocahontas’ innate Princessness.  However, we as audience 
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members are expected to pick up the cues.  Smith asks, “Now wouldn’t Pocahontas like 

to see pretty mirror?” As he reaches for the mirror, Pocahontas runs off.  Although Smith 

looks confused by the encounter, the audience, schooled in the way of the cinematic 

Indian, understands that she is a Princess, not a squaw, so she’s insulted by his 

monosyllabic voice and uninterested in his trinkets.  The fact that Smith has an obvious 

script down when dealing with Native American women indicates without stating overtly 

that he has encountered other Native American women (squaws) with whom his 

condescension-and-trinkets strategy has worked.  However, he has just arrived in the 

“new world” for the first time and Pocahontas is the first Native American with whom he 

has spoken.  Therefore, within the logic of the film, Smith would have no experiences 

stockpiled that would have allowed him to develop his colonizer-to-squaw rapport.  

Instead, the filmmakers rely on the collective memory of the audience, certain they have 

seen their share of stupid, simplistic cinematic squaws and therefore will automatically 

understand why Smith speaks to Pocahontas in such a manner.    

As the above scene demonstrates, Pocahontas’ innate nobility fuels her urge to 

assimilate.   Because Pocahontas is a princess, she refuses Smith’s trinkets, clearly 

signaling it would cheapen her to accept them.  Further, because she is noble, wise, and 

above the ugly clutter of human needs, she preaches throughout the film that Native 

Americans should freely share their land with the European encroachers.  Under 

termination policy, the government assistance promised to Native American tribes in 

exchange for Native land in formal treaties with the United States was erroneously 

characterized as a “handout.”  The message from the government was that if tribes were 
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to achieve any sort of self sufficiency and self respect, they should take nothing from the 

U.S. government.  Of course, the government would, however, keep the land it had 

already procured through treaty negotiations.  Apparently the lack of self respect 

associated with being a recipient did not afflict the federal government.  This 

Termination-era filmic version of Pocahontas views gifts from Smith with disgust, much 

as the government, in adopting the unfair, treaty-breaking Termination policy, wished 

Native American tribes to view government assistance.  

Despite the termination-era insistence on self-sufficiency, an ironic perk of 

assimilation for this film’s Pocahontas is that, as a lady, she will no longer have to work.  

After Pocahontas marries Smith, she resides in Jamestown with him.  As Pocahontas 

grinds corn, John Rolfe grabs it from her, stating, “Here give me that.  That’s no work for 

a lady.”  Pocahontas replies, “All Indian girls do it.”  Her response perpetuates the racist 

cliché that Native American men work their women harshly, unlike noble white men who 

take care of women.  Rolfe says that English women don’t know how to grind maize – he 

even laughs at the notion.  Pocahontas perks up at the mention of England, and begins 

quizzing Rolfe on London; her response to his description is, “Would like to see.”  

Pocahontas then, with a wistful expression, states, “I’d like to be a great lady and wear 

fine clothes like picture in book you show me.”  This scene perpetuates the kind of sexist 

Western imperialist fantasy that Gayatri Spivak referred to when she wrote, "white men 

are saving brown women from brown men" (284).   

However, as the consummate Indian Princess, it is also integral that Pocahontas 

save the white men.  We quickly learn that her ladylike qualities are bound up with 
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sacrifice.  After their aforementioned first encounter, as Pocahontas runs off, Smith states 

in voiceover: “I thought this wild thing most lovely.  But I must confess I never imagined 

that a chance meeting with an Indian Princess would not only change the entire course of 

my life, but would also decide the history of Virginia.”  The fate of Virginia (not to be 

thought of as the fate of the land, but the fate of white men succeeding in taking over the 

land) is repeatedly put in the hands of Pocahontas.   John Smith states, “It may well be 

that on the shoulders of that Indian girl will rest the whole future of Virginia” as he 

speaks to his fellow colonizers about his imminent marriage to Pocahontas.  In fact, 

Pocahontas marries Smith to avoid further bloodshed between the English and the 

Powhatans.  When John Rolfe tells her she’s a great lady for helping and serving white 

men, she dutifully states, “Forest big.  Room for all to live in peace.  Indians and 

whiteskins.  All children of Great Spirit.” 

However, Pocahontas makes her greatest sacrifice of all when she gives up her 

beloved white man in order to keep the peace between the English and the Powhatans.  

After his battle with Wingfield, as Smith lies injured on the ship sailing back to England, 

Smith and Rolfe debate where Pocahontas should be.  She of course, has no say in this 

matter, and sits silently next to Smith as they speak.  Smith asks Rolfe to stay and keep 

peace with the Powhatans.  Rolfe says Pocahontas should also stay to keep the peace, but 

Smith wants her to go to England with him, stating, “She belongs to me alone now.  She 

goes with me.”  Rolfe replies, “Then you sign Jamestown’s death warrant.  Destroy 

everything that you risked so much to build.”  Smith agrees that Pocahontas has kept the 

colony going, but states he wants to protect her by taking her from it.  He states, 
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“Jamestown has drained her strength.  I will not let it feed on her heart.”  He then tells 

Pocahontas, “Go ashore.  Get your belongings.  We sail within the hour.”  After a 

dissolve to an exterior shot of the ship, we cut to a visual of Smith lying on his sick bed, 

accompanied with his ever-present voiceover, stating, “But Pocahontas had made her 

decision.  Her heart sailed with me, but she knew she was the bond of peace between her 

people and Jamestown.”   

Just so we understand the magnitude of sacrifice involved with giving up a white 

man, we are next treated to a conversation between Pocahontas and John Rolfe as they 

stand onshore looking at the ship with Smith on it.  A teary-eyed Pocahontas says, “I 

know that John would want Pocahontas to stay here and take care of his people.”  Rolfe 

replies, “You’re a wise lady, Pocahontas.  As well as a great one, to sacrifice your 

happiness for a man’s dream.”  Pocahontas replies, stammering and teary-eyed, “I love 

John Smith.”  Here at last we understand the full implication of being a great lady.  She 

has sacrificed her happiness for a man’s dream – the dream of colonization.  The scene 

ends with a fade-out, followed by a fade-in to Smith and King James.   

In this, the final scene, King James absolves Smith of wrongdoing and expresses 

gratitude to him for his service to England.  We learn through their conversation that 

Pocahontas, thinking Smith dead, married Rolfe, who had always loved her.  Smith is at 

peace with it and says Rolfe “has given her his name and his protection in the colony.”  

However, this statement is confusing and illogical.  Pocahontas lives in her birth land, the 

place the English have invaded.  From whom does Pocahontas need protection? Isn’t she 

the one who saved all of the English? Why is Rolfe’s white name of value?  Although 
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these questions cannot be answered by the logic of the film, they can, once again, be 

answered by the confused logic of patriarchal, heteronormative 1950’s values.  A woman 

needs a man’s name and a man’s protection in order to survive and in fact achieve full 

personhood. 

After Smith says he won’t return to Jamestown, but will go seek new adventures 

and bows out the door from the King’s chambers, the shot dissolves to a shot of a statue 

of Pocahontas, arms outstretched, a single feather in her hair.  As we stare at the statue, 

we hear a strangely hollow disembodied male voice triumphantly announce, “And here it 

stands in London today.  A country’s grateful tribute to an Indian girl.”  The next shot is a 

close-up of the engraving, which reads: “1595-1617.  A Great Lady – A Princess of her 

People.”  The voice reiterates, “A great lady.”  As the film cuts to another full-length shot 

of the statue, the voice proclaims, “A princess of her people.”  The last shot of the film is 

this full-length shot of Pocahontas’ statue.  Pocahontas is not only a full person, but the 

hero of the film.  However, she is only heroic because she saved English men.  One can 

only wonder, with the last echoes of the triumphant voiceover, who exactly are ‘her 

people’? The Powhatans or the English?  This is the dilemma that the film fails to resolve 

– it is a dilemma created from 400 years of misinformation and appropriation, 400 years 

of creating an increasingly Anglicized Pocahontas, a princess noble enough to want to be 

white – a dilemma built on a nation-building narrative. 
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2.  POCAHONTAS AS COMMODITY 

 

Overview 

 

In a recent episode of Lewis Black’s The Root of all Evil, a show that pits two 

ostensibly “evil” groups, entities, or people against each other and then debates each 

side’s relative merits and demerits before Black pronounces one of them most evil, 

Disney was pitted against Scientology.  Kathleen Madigan, the debater arguing that 

Disney was most evil, stated, “Disney is a dealer pushing a drug called ‘happily ever 

after.’”  Apparently, Black agreed with her – at the end of the episode, he pronounced 

Disney more evil than Scientology.  Madigan didn’t say why “happily ever after” was a 

bad thing.  Yet it wasn’t questioned.  People on the show, even I, an audience member at 

home, seemed to intuitively understand that it was.  So why is it bad? I would argue that, 

with Disney, the happy ending always seems to come at someone’s expense.  In the case 

of Disney’s Pocahontas, the film erases a history of genocide of Native Americans 

through its strategy of imagining Pocahontas as a willing participant in a love story with 

her white colonizer John Smith.  In this familiar story, Smith is the white hero who goes 

native, Pocahontas is the all-wise, nurturing Indian Princess who also symbolizes the 

virgin land and the rest of the Powhatans form a backdrop of Native people who (save for 

a few nasty, bad savages) are ultimately perfectly willing to give up their sovereignty. 

Disney’s manipulation of historical information has been well-documented.  

Therefore, I am interested in going beyond listing falsities in Disney’s Pocahontas; 
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rather, I address why Disney’s version of Pocahontas sells.  My exploration takes as its 

argument that Disney’s Pocahontas says much more about mainstream American culture 

than it does about Pocahontas.  Therefore, in this chapter, in addition to giving a close 

reading of Disney’s Pocahontas, I explore how their rendition reflects us – our comfort 

with familiar stories and tropes, our Anglicized standards of beauty, our homophobia.  I 

augment this exploration with details about the Disney corporate machine, demonstrating 

just how much money is at stake in their representation of Pocahontas – that Disney must 

produce a product that will sell.  Furthermore, I engage in a close reading of Disney’s 

Making of Pocahontas.  The documentary is essentially damage control, a means of 

validating historical inaccuracies.  What is fascinating about it is that it demonstrates a set 

of presuppositions about how mainstream culture views Native Americans – for example, 

that all Native peoples have a spiritual connection to the earth that, of course, can be 

abstracted and known by non-Native people.   

 

Race, Gender, “History,” and Neocolonialism: Scholarly Response to Disney’s 

Pocahontas   

 

Scholarly responses to Disney’s Pocahontas can be found in a vast array of 

journals, whose main foci range across a variety of disciplines: women’s studies, 

American Indian studies, history, film, and postcolonial studies.  Some writers employ 

Pocahontas as an example of more general trends within Disney films, while others focus 

exclusively on problems with Pocahontas.  An overview of the academic literature 

reveals four main points of criticism: Disney’s unabashed profit motive for the telling (or 
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mistelling) of Pocahontas’ story; general historical inaccuracies; gender representations; 

and racial stereotypes and colonial tropes.   

 In his article, “Dissin’ Disney: Critical Perspectives on Children’s Media 

Culture,” David Buckingham expresses concern over a lack of synthesis between  

political economy, textual analysis, and audience response in academic works focusing 

on Disney productions; however, a fair number of academic articles critiquing 

Pocahontas do mention the variety of products generated from the film.  Although most 

writers’ main focus is on critique of the film, Disney’s overwhelming marketing of the 

Pocahontas line and the blatant historical inaccuracies and gender/racial stereotyping in 

the film practically beg for causal connections to be drawn.  For example, after outlining 

a multitude of falsities within the film, historian John d’Entremont pronounces Disney’s 

Pocahontas “an event in the history of merchandising” (1304).   

Several other critics have remarked on Disney’s superficial attempts to provide a 

degree of historical verisimilitude to the film in order to generate profits.  For example, 

Gary Edgerton argues that Disney’s research of Pocahontas’ life and hiring of Native 

American consultants for the film were attempts to control public criticism and deliver an 

audience-friendly product (96-97).  Leslie Felperin theorizes that the bright colors used 

for animating Native American scenes in Pocahontas are linked to merchandisers’ 

preferences (58).  Furthermore, Kathi Maio argues that Disney marketing strategies 

augment the film’s gender stereotypes through further cultural saturation of negative 

images in the form of a variety of products (29).  Pauline Turner Strong, one of the few 

scholars who sees Pocahontas as a positive step in cinematic representations of Native 

Americans, nonetheless also critiques Pocahontas as a marketing vehicle, at odds with 

the film’s anti-capitalist message.            

Several scholars writing on Pocahontas have focused on the variety of historical 
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inaccuracies present within the film, ranging from depictions of both the English and the 

Powhatans to depictions of the Virginia colonial landscape.  Some focus is cast on what 

is historically elided in Pocahontas.  D’Entremont argues that within the film Powhatan 

men are deprived of hunting, a primary form of economic and identity sustenance, and 

that modern racial tensions are anachronistically imposed upon Disney’s Pocahontas in 

order to whitewash the more pressing religious tensions between Whites and indigenous 

peoples – so that Disney audiences are not forced into the uncomfortable position of 

identifying with pantheists (1303-04).   

Also at issue is Pocahontas’ physical image, including Disney’s transformation of 

her from a girl to a grown woman.  Kilpatrick links Pocahontas’ physical development to 

the film’s plot development: “they changed her age, her body, and gave her a motive for 

her actions that boils down to going gaga over the first white man she sees” (36).  

D’Entremont notes that despite the animators’ obsessive focus on Pocahontas’ hair, her 

head was probably shaved, as this was the custom of Powhatan girls her age.  

Comparable criticism is leveled at Disney’s depiction of John Smith.  Ziauddin Sardar 

reminds us that despite the Disney depiction of Smith as having been freed from the 

shackles of capitalism, he was in fact a proponent of the Virginia Company. Furthermore, 

D’Entremont states that John Smith was not the handsome charmer Disney would have 

us believe him to be; rather, he was arrogant, unkempt, and (like The Disney Company) 

given to manipulating the past for personal benefit – such as his positioning of himself as 

heroic in his writings about Jamestown.  Further issue is taken with Pocahontas’ 

manipulation of not only history, but folklore as well.  Maio, Kilpatrick, and d’Entremont 

all question whether Pocahontas did, in fact, save John Smith’s life.  Although the life-

saving episode has been prominent in the mythology surrounding Pocahontas, 

d’Entremont expresses concern that Disney’s Pocahontas ultimately undercuts even this 
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debated element of the Pocahontas mythology by displacing her as the central hero and 

focusing on Smith’s fictitious saving of Powhatan’s life (1305). 

The argument that Disney denied Pocahontas her heroine status becomes 

intriguing when considered in relation to the growing body of scholarship regarding 

gender representation and Disney animated films.  Most articles focusing on gender in 

Pocahontas compare Pocahontas with other Disney animated heroines.  The writers 

display a surprising diversity of opinion regarding how Pocahontas fits in to the general 

pattern of Disney heroines.  Kathi Maio argues that Pocahontas offers yet another Disney 

misogynistic portrait of women that occurs even in such recent films as The Little 

Mermaid and Beauty and The Beast (27).  Jill Henke, Diane Umble, and Nancy J. Smith 

trace what they see as an evolution in Disney heroines from passivity to action, and view 

Pocahontas as a groundbreaking new heroine because her sense of self and personal 

happiness is not dependent on romantic love (240-41).  This reading is contrasted by 

other scholarship as well; although at the end of the film Pocahontas chooses to remain in 

her own land, Edgerton notes that throughout the film Pocahontas’ wished-for destiny 

revolves around John Smith, and in this sense she conforms to the typical Disney heroine 

whose main purpose is tied to romantic love.  In other research, scholars Carma Matti and 

Joanne Lisoski focus on the decision-making skills of heroes and heroines in three 

Disney animated films (including Pocahontas).  Matti and Lisoski find that the strongest, 

most independent decisions are usually made by male characters, and that female 

decisions are often treated as erroneous, while male decisions are usually depicted as 

successful (66).  These findings contradict the image of Pocahontas as a strong heroine 

delivering a positive message, as does Maio’s assertion that when her friend asked a 

group of young girls what they most admired about Pocahontas they all replied, “her 

hair” (28).   
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The image of Pocahontas’ free-flowing historically inaccurate hair, from which 

leaves carried by the wind seem to emanate, swirls around a host of racial stereotypes 

explored by scholars.  Maio sardonically refers to Disney’s Pocahontas as “our ‘Indian 

Princess’” (27) and Jacqueline Kilpatrick links Disney’s Pocahontas to the stereotype of 

the “natural ecologist” (37).  Sardar argues that the overtly sexual costume worn by 

Disney’s Pocahontas is yet another manifestation of the portrayal of the indigenous 

woman as “libidinous,” a trope that has been in play since the earliest colonizing projects.  

Sardar further argues that the overtly animalistic movements endowed to Pocahontas by 

Disney animators have reinforced her sexuality (18-19).  Buescher and Ono situate 

Pocahontas’ connection with nature within colonialist narratives in which woman and 

nature are conflated, as are Pocahontas and Virginia in Pocahontas, both requiring the 

civilizing hand of the colonizer (135-36).   

Further, several scholars associate colonial and neocolonial tropes with 

Pocahontas’ alleged saving of John Smith’s life.  Maio draws comparisons between the 

legend of Pocahontas and a body of Indians-saving-whites colonial literature (27) and 

Kilpatrick notes, “In hundreds of films made during the last century, Indian women have 

been seen sacrificing themselves and their tribal communities for their white loves” (36-

37).  Maio and Buescher and Ono pronounce Pocahontas’ depiction of the romance 

between Smith and Pocahontas the equivalent of a charming romanticization of genocide.   

Scholars have also associated Pocahontas’ focus on the love story between Smith and 

Pocahontas with yet other colonial tropes, with Sardar situating the love story within the 

clichéd narrative of the native perceiving the white man as a God, and Buescher and Ono 

linking Pocahontas’s favoring of Smith over Kocoum (a Pocahontas character rejected 

by Pocahontas for being, in her words, “too serious”) with the trope of the white man 

liberating the native woman from the native man.  The authors state, “Smith is a pro-
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feminist alternative to Native American patriarchy” (139).  Other scholars comment on 

Pocahontas’ cast of Native American stereotypes as well.  Kilpatrick describes Kocoum 

as “stereotypically stoic and noble” (37), and Sardar states that Powhatan is “the very 

embodiment of the noble savage” (17).  Furthermore, Buescher and Ono argue that the 

character Powhatan, who fulfills the role of the stereotypical “wise Native American,” 

supports Pocahontas’ neocolonial rhetoric, because his wisdom is evidenced by his 

acceptance of the colonizers as friends (142-43).      

   

Erased and De-raced: The Whitening of Disney’s Pocahontas 
 

 

Disney’s Pocahontas is the signifier detached from the signified: a prepubescent 

historical figure aged into an impossibly thin Indian princess engaged in a love affair with 

her colonizer.  She is rendered ahistorical by means of the plasticity of animation 

technology and endowed with Anglicized Barbie normativity.  Disney’s image of 

Pocahontas is both a paradoxical grab-bag of Native American stereotypes and a 

Eurocentric construct.  As Susan Bordo aptly notes, “we are surrounded by homogenizing 

and normalizing images – images whose content is far from arbitrary, but is instead 

suffused with the dominance of gendered, racial, class and other cultural iconography” 

(250).  The Disney Company, whose impetus, of course, is always profit-motivated, plays 

off of the popularity of romanticized images of Native Americans as well as culturally 

defined notions of femininity and Anglicized beauty. 

 Disney’s Pocahontas is presented as the romanticized Native woman who is one 

with both nature and animals.  She is consistently accompanied by her companions, 
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Meeko the raccoon and Flit the hummingbird.  She herself is endowed with animalistic 

movements, which hypersexualize her animated body.  The sexual Native woman 

desiring her colonizer is a familiar colonial trope.  Therefore, it is no coincidence that 

Pocahontas’ animal movements are vividly prominent as the tension builds toward her 

first meeting with John Smith.  As she scales a cliff to get a closer look at the colonizers’ 

approaching ship, her body, flattened against the impossibly steep cliff, is remarkably 

lizard-like.  In order to get a closer look at Smith as she spies on him, she spider-walks 

across rocks toward a bunch of reeds.  She continues to watch Smith through the reeds, 

crouching like a cat.  She then spider-walks across more rocks and leaps, frog-like, across 

rocks in a river.   

 Significantly, it is when Pocahontas stands up from her crouched position on a 

rock in the river that she and John Smith see each other close up for the first time.  

Throughout the film, Pocahontas is conflated with nature repeatedly.  She is more than 

once equated with a river.  Her father Powhatan advises her to be steady like a river.  

John Smith first sees her through a reflection in the river.  Furthermore, swirling leaves 

seem to accompany Pocahontas wherever she goes.  We as audience members first see 

her by following a swirl of leaves that lead up to Pocahontas standing on a high cliff 

jutting out over a river, with the medicine man’s words echoing in the background: “You 

know Pocahontas.  She has her mother’s spirit.  She goes wherever the wind takes her.”   

In creating this version of Pocahontas, the Disney Company has activated yet 

another colonial trope: equating woman with land.  Annette Kolodny writes, “From 

accounts of the earliest explorers onward… a uniquely American pastoral vocabulary 
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began to show itself… At its core lay a yearning to know and to respond to the landscape 

as feminine, a yearning that I have labeled as the uniquely American ‘pastoral impulse’” 

(8).  Just as European colonizers conflated indigenous women with land, Disney’s 

Pocahontas functions metonymically as the colonized land.  Although the film allegedly 

disavows the colonization project with songs critiquing the colonizers’ love of gold such 

as “Mine, Mine, Mine,” one of the most memorable images in the film is of Pocahontas 

standing on a cliff, her hair swirling about her, longingly awaiting the European invaders.  

Pocahontas’ longing for John Smith is referred to repeatedly in the beginning of the film.  

In the first conversation we hear her have, she discusses a recurring dream with a friend 

and states, “Something’s about to happen – something exciting.”  That something is, of 

course, John Smith, colonizer.  Pocahontas’ supernatural ability to see the future activates 

another colonial trope: the all-knowing, spiritual Native American; however, her longing 

also appears to be paradoxically Eurocentric, pointing to dissatisfaction with her own 

culture and a desire for something (someone) else out there somewhere.  Unfortunately, it 

also demeans her own culture (why is she so dissatisfied that she must dream of 

something exciting?) and helps to validate another Native American stereotype: the 

Noble Savage.  

Kocuom, Pocahontas’ would-be suitor, embodies another colonial trope and a 

perennial Hollywood favorite: the Noble Savage.  He is a brave warrior, but frighteningly 

stoic.  Just in case the audience doesn’t pick up on Kocuom’s stern silences, Pocahontas’ 

words drive home Kocuom’s personality flaws for us.  When Powhatan tells Pocahontas 

he wishes her to marry Kocuom, Pocahontas says, “but he’s so … serious.”  Kocuom’s 
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emotional lack is contrasted by John Smith’s bounty.  Pocahontas states, “Father, I think 

my dream is pointing me down another path.”  The path is, unfortunately, a desire to be 

colonized, and Pocahontas is disappointed that Kocuom is so centered in his (their) 

culture that he cannot be as excited about the process of colonization as she is.  As 

Pocahontas dreamily rows her canoe she sings, “I feel it there beyond those trees or right 

behind these waterfalls/ And I ignore that sound of distant drumming/ For a sturdy 

husband who builds sturdy walls/ And never dreams that something might be coming.”   

In addition to exemplifying Kocuom’s lack, Pocahontas’ lyrics reveal yet another 

colonial trope: the colonizer’s desire to be the Other.  Like Hawkeye and John Dunbar 

before him, Pocahontas’ lyrics allow John Smith to become more Indian than Indians.  

Kocuom and John Smith do an astonishing cultural flip-flop in the words.  Kocuom is 

visualized as building sturdy walls and John Smith is mysteriously connected with distant 

drumming, despite the fact that the colonizers do not participate in much drumming 

during their conquest.  Furthermore, the colonizers are more obviously associated with a 

desire for “sturdy walls,” as is the European style of housing, than the Powhatan peoples, 

who lived in wigwams, which were small and easy to build, and longhouses, that, despite 

being sturdy, could house large groups of people, and did not emphasize walls that 

separate people.  Although in his animated incarnation he looks quite a bit like a Ken 

doll, Smith is metaphorically granted Native American status through Pocahontas’ lyrics.   

Furthermore, Smith is given Nature’s seal of approval via the character of 

Grandmother Willow, a talking tree.  Upset by her father’s desire that she marry the 

painfully serious Kocuom, Pocahontas runs to Grandmother Willow for advice, and to 
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give details of her dream about a spinning arrow pointing her down her path.  As 

Grandmother Willow sings, “Listen with your heart, you will understand,” Pocahontas 

climbs Grandmother Willow’s branches and catches her first glimpse of the ship bearing 

John Smith.  In Pocahontas’ first meeting with Smith his symbolic anointment into the 

natural world is rendered visible.  As he takes Pocahontas’ hand, a swirl of leaves 

surround him and Grandmother Willow’s voice echoes in the background: “Listen with 

your heart and you will understand.”  In this meeting, once again the colonizer becomes 

the Native and the Native is Eurocized.  Significantly, as Smith takes Pocahontas’ hand 

he guides her out of her canoe, just as her dream of his arrival guides her out of her 

culture.  Pocahontas is further de-raced by her magical ability to speak English after 

Smith utters only a few sentences to her.  

Grandmother Willow embraces John Smith, yet any Native elder would more 

likely caution Pocahontas away from an association with an outsider.  For example, the 

grandmother character in Mourning Dove’s novel Cogewea, the Half Blood repeatedly 

warns her granddaughter that such association can only lead to tragedy.  Cogewea’s 

grandmother states, “I know that you mean right, my grandchild; my heart tells me that.  

But I dream of you often and my guiding spirits point me the trouble lurking along your 

way; that this white man is seeking your undoing.  You will be wronged!” (104).  By 

contrast, in Disney’s Pocahontas, John Smith’s presence in the “New World” is 

consistently validated by nature via the character of Grandmother Willow, who says of 

him, “He has a good soul.  And he’s handsome, too.”  After John Smith is captured by 

members of her tribe, Pocahontas mournfully informs Grandmother Willow that her tribe 
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plans to kill Smith.  Grandmother Willow states emphatically, “You have to stop them.”  

Meeko joins in the plan to save Smith as well.  He brings John Smith’s compass to a 

distraught Pocahontas, who looks at it and says, “Spinning arrow.”  Grandmother Willow 

replies excitedly, “It’s the arrow from your dream!”  Pocahontas states decisively, “I was 

right.  It was pointing to him.”  Grandmother Willow affirms her insight by replying, 

“You know your path, child.  Follow it!”  Of course, Pocahontas’ path involves saving 

John Smith, which represents yet another colonial trope: the Native woman who saves 

her white conqueror.   

The Disney Company’s manufactured love story between Pocahontas and John 

Smith takes precedence over all other narratives operating within the film and helps to 

mask a myriad of historical inaccuracies.  The process of masking is also achieved by the 

character of Governor Ratcliffe.  In Pocahontas, the historical reality of colonization and 

its accompanying racist mindset are condensed into the figure of Governor Ratcliffe, who 

functions as a metonym for all evils perpetrated against Native Americans. The other 

colonizers are actually, it turns out, nice guys once you get to know them.  The young 

man who shoots Kocuom does so only after Ratcliffe commands him to kill all the 

“savages” he encounters, and only when he sees Kocuom (looking particularly fierce and 

stoic) about to kill Smith.  Once the colonizers realize the Native Americans don’t want 

to fight (Pocahontas has educated her tribe about the evils of hatred and warfare) the 

colonizers refuse to fire on them, despite Ratcliffe’s insistence.  When Ratcliffe grabs a 

musket, fires it, and accidentally hits Smith, the colonizers surround and overpower him, 

saying, “Smith was right all along” and “We never should have listened to you.”  There 
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are many disturbing implications behind this bit of action.  First, it sets up Ratcliffe in 

opposition to Smith, demonstrating what a great guy Smith is, and ignoring the reality 

that, as an envoy of the profit-motivated Virginia Company, he was complicit in the 

colonization process.  Secondly, it renders no one but Ratcliffe responsible for 

colonization.  Collapsing all of the urges to colonize into one person who dupes everyone 

else implies that once Ratcliffe is subdued, the colonization project will end.2   

Unfortunately, the English colonization project did not end with one encounter.  

However, the film offers no warnings as to what will come in the future.  The colonizers, 

happily converted into p.c. peaceniks, with Ratcliffe properly imprisoned and subdued, 

sail back to England so that John Smith may receive proper medical attention.  The last 

image we have of the entire process of colonization is Pocahontas and John Smith waving 

goodbye, and a long trail of Pocahontas leaves magically swirling from the cliff on which 

she stands, hair waving, onto John Smith, where he lies on the deck of his ship, injured 

from the evil Ratcliffe’s bullet.  Because the entire colonization project has been 

collapsed into the figure of Ratcliffe, we do not have to concern ourselves with what will 

happen after Smith’s ship departs.  Thus, in Disney’s filmic version of colonization, we 

achieve our aforementioned “happily ever after” ending; although Pocahontas is 

saddened Smith is departing, there will be neither colonization nor genocide.  The 

Smith/Pocahontas manufactured love story has eclipsed all other implications of first 

                                                 
2 In Disney’s direct-to-video sequel, 1998’s Pocahontas II: Journey to a New World, Ratcliffe is once again 
the sole proponent of the colonial enterprise.  Now in England, Ratcliffe is responsible for King James’ 
plan to sail an armada overseas to attack the Powhatan peoples.  When, with the help of Pocahontas, John 
Smith and John Rolfe, the king finally wises up to Ratcliffe, he states, “No more lies.  Arrest him.”    
Ratcliffe is put in shackles, and once again the colonization process is halted, as we are reassured that King 
James, also, is just a nice guy. 
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contact.  Furthermore, with a focus on heroic Smith and lovestruck Pocahontas, our 

attention is drawn away from subtler racism, such as the stereotypes of the Noble Savage 

and the Indian Princess, which are very present in Pocahontas.     

Significantly, Governor Ratcliffe, like most of Disney’s male villains, is 

decidedly effeminate.  While a feminized villain is part of the Disney formula – for 

example, Disney’s previous effort, The Lion King, featured the feminine villain Scar – it 

is nonetheless important to assert that homophobia presents itself in Pocahontas because 

homosexuality represents a threat to the binary oppositions of feminine and masculine 

that the film struggles to maintain. Validating heterosexuality and fetishizing/fragmenting 

women’s bodies is a way of reasserting the binary oppositions of masculine and feminine 

and maintaining patriarchal fixed boundaries. Both of these strategies occur in 

Pocahontas.  Heterosexuality is vindicated through the gendered portrayals of both John 

Smith and Pocahontas.  Smith, representing “natural” masculinity, is set up in opposition 

to the effete social-climbing Ratcliffe.  Although Pocahontas has nature, power, and 

animalism written into her animated body, in an affirmation of all things a Native woman 

ought to be, her “femininity” is reasserted at two pivotal points in the film: during her 

first and last meetings with John Smith.  Pocahontas’ overt silence when she encounters 

Smith for the first time stands in marked contrast to her previous open verbal exchanges 

with her friend and her father.  As Bordo notes, “muteness is the condition of the silent, 

uncomplaining woman – an ideal of patriarchal culture” (1993).  When Pocahontas’ 

behavior is assertive, and therefore not “feminine,” she is preventing bloodshed between 

the Powhatans and the colonists.  Her behavior is forgiven because it achieves good 
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results, and because it is a maternal stance.  Furthermore, once the colonists/Powhatan 

showdown has passed, she reverts to the feminine role of nursing the sick – in this case, 

John Smith.  When Pocahontas approaches John Smith to bid him farewell, the reformed 

colonizers take their hats off to her – this is a sign of respect, signifying that they no 

longer view her as a mere “savage.”  It is a gesture befitting a lady.   

In addition to affirming existing gender norms, these scenes are racially coded as 

well.  Conventional cultural notions of femininity (as demonstrated by passivity and 

gentility, for example) are qualities often attributed to a certain type of white/non-ethnic 

femininity.  bell hooks addresses these internalized conventions in a critique of the 

documentary Paris is Burning, arguing that the African American drag queens’ longings 

for a leisurely life of consumer consumption are connected to a certain type of raced, 

classed, femininity: they want to be kept white women.  In her essay “My Jewish Nose,” 

Lisa Jervis notes that dislike of the Jewish nose is linked to standards of femininity 

because “the stereotypical Jewish woman is loud, pushy.”  We have internalized the idea 

that Anglicized features connote a more “feminine” demeanor.  As to how the Anglo 

ideal has affected the representations of Native women, Pocahontas is an excellent case in 

point, as discussed below.   

The Disney Company’s whitening of Pocahontas is in keeping with a long 

tradition of Anglicizing Pocahontas.  Pocahontas supervising animator Glen Keane used 

a Filipino model and a white model as inspiration for his animated Pocahontas.  In 

fairness, Keane also drew upon the image of Mattaponi tribal member Shirley “Little 

Dove” Custalow McGowan, who served for a time as consultant for Disney’s 
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Pocahontas, and paintings of Pocahontas for inspiration (Edgerton 97).  However, the 

only known image of Pocahontas that was created during her lifetime is an engraving; 

subsequent paintings through the centuries depicted her in an increasingly Anglicized 

manner.  In describing the difference between the original 1618 engraving and a painting 

based on the engraving done a century later by an unknown artist, John F. Ross writes, 

“the complexion is fairer and anglicized; the high cheekbones no longer seem so 

prominent.  The hair is European brown not Native American black; the intensity in the 

eyes has softened” (34).   

The description of Anglicizing Pocahontas strikes an odd corollary with the 

notions of femininity described above.  To be feminine is to invoke absence.  To be silent 

not just in demeanor but in physical feature, to remove the aggressiveness of a Jewish 

nose or prominent cheekbones or intense eyes.  Through the centuries, Pocahontas’ 

difference has been erased so that we can accept her as a European lady.   Significantly, 

McGowan, the only living Native American woman on whom Pocahontas was modeled, 

was quite unhappy with Disney’s image of Pocahontas, as evidenced by her statement, “I 

wish they would take the name Pocahontas off that movie” (qtd. in Corliss 59).   

The film’s constant visual emphasis on Pocahontas’ long, flowing hair, through 

which the wind blows and which the aforementioned trails of leaves lovingly caress, 

serves to fragment her body into parts, thus further validating her femininity.  It is 

important to note that long, flowing hair is also associated with non-ethnicity or non-

marked ethnicity, with white beauty.  Susan Bordo writes, “When Oprah Winfrey 

admitted on her show that all her life she has desperately longed to have ‘hair that swings 
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from side to side’ when she shakes her head, she revealed the power of racial as well as 

gender normalization, normalization not only to ‘femininity,’ but to the Caucasian 

standards of beauty that still dominate on television, in movies, in popular magazines” 

(255).  Although it could be argued that it is not necessarily visually inaccurate to portray 

a Native American woman with long, straight hair, it is undeniably both inaccurate and 

ahistorical to portray Pocahontas in this manner; her head was undoubtedly shaved, as 

this was the custom of Powhatan girls her age (d’Entremont 1303).  By endowing 

Pocahontas with those long tresses, Disney has written its disturbing brand of 

ahistoricism into her body.  

   

Pocahontas Products 

 

The Disney Company’s ahistorical approach and its validation of white, 

patriarchal notions of beauty and femininity are best understood by, rather than following 

a trail of leaves, following a trail of money.  The Disney Company is a transindustrial 

media corporation with companies involved in film production and distribution, home 

video distribution, television and radio broadcasting, publishing, theme parks, retail, 

computer websites and software, and film/character licensing for product lines.  These 

companies allow Disney to generate huge profits from recycled products and from 

product tie-ins.  Disney’s 1995 release Pocahontas generated more income from 

merchandise than from the film itself.  In addition to gifting Pocahontas with long and 

lovely hair, Disney also aged her from prepubescence into an ultra-slender Anglicized 
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woman.  The decision to model Pocahontas on non-Native American models makes sense 

when viewed in light of Disney’s licensing agreement with Mattel – an economic 

arrangement the Disney Company makes no mention of in their cavalcade of cross-

promotion of Pocahontas.  In fact, when Mattel was confronted with similarities between 

the body of their Pocahontas doll and Barbie’s body, a Mattel spokeswoman offered a 

veiled acknowledgement of the similarities:  

Certainly, efficiencies can be achieved that allow for us to make profitable  
      merchandise at retail prices that are very reasonable (Bates D1).   
 
The spokeswoman’s comments, couched in but-it’s-good-for-the-consumer rhetoric, 

reveal that the Mattel Pocahontas’ body was produced by utilizing the Barbie mold.   

The multitude of products generated in connection with Pocahontas further 

illustrate the Disney Company’s practice of utilizing its transindustrial structure and 

licensing agreements to cross-promote products and its investment in a culturally 

acceptable Pocahontas image that would sell, and sell big.  The Pocahontas video 

originally came with multiple paper inserts, which include an advertisement for Mattel’s 

Pocahontas line of toys, an advertisement for “The Spirit of Pocahontas” Disney World 

vacation, and a coupon for Nestle Quik products which feature the Disney Pocahontas’ 

image on their containers.  A further advertisement exists on the video, cleverly placed 

right before the feature presentation, for a Disney’s Animated Storybook: Pocahontas 

CD-Rom.  Furthermore, Walt Disney records produced the Pocahontas soundtrack, 

which went to #1 on the Billboard charts (PR Newswire, 1995A).  Disney stores sold a 

variety of clothing, jewelry, and other Pocahontas products, ranging from sleeping bags 

to board games (Woodruff).  MGM Studios, a division of Disney World, featured a 
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Pocahontas attraction, and the Disney Adventures magazine featured a Pocahontas issue 

(Eblen 3E).  

In addition to its licensing agreements with Mattel and Nestle, Disney also 

utilized a licensing agreement with Burger King to put Pocahontas figures in Burger 

King kids’ meals.  Further licensing agreements generated Hallmark Pocahontas party 

favors, Payless Pocahontas shoes, and General Mills’ Pocahontas Cheerios boxes 

(Winters 23).   Pocahontas also graced Ralston’s Chex boxes.  Chrysler gave away 

minivans during its Pocahontas sweepstakes, and Delta played the Pocahontas 

soundtrack during flights (PR Newswire B; Winters 23).  Further licensing agreements 

with a variety of companies generated such products as Pocahontas glassware, clocks, 

magnets, mugs, teapots, dinnerware, and frames (Bernard 49).  The vast array of products 

worked double duty, generating both income and press for the film. As historian Frederic 

W. Gleach, commenting on Disney’s Pocahontas and Pocahontas products, succinctly 

stated, “The objects exist to sell the film, and the film exists to sell the objects” (447).  

Pocahontas, metonym for all Native American women, has once again become an object 

for sale, and not a subject with agency.       

Undoubtedly, this multitude of products generated from Disney’s version of 

Pocahontas would not have been quite as profitable had they depicted a more realistic 

image of Pocahontas as a near-bald prepubescent girl.  Disney’s Pocahontas is a floating 

signifier, shaken loose from history and endlessly reproduced through the synergistic 

practices of a transindustrial corporation.  Given her postmodern status, the decision to 

situate her in Barbie’s body is frighteningly apropos.  Note Kamy Cunningham’s 
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Baudrillardian overview of Barbie: “She’s a simulacrum of a human being, a sad 

grotesquerie: her creators gave her breasts but no nipples, flared hips but no womb, 

seductively spread legs but no vagina … she is an emblem of frustration and 

unfulfillment” (123).  Ironically, Disney’s Pocahontas image, endlessly reproduced, bears 

no marks of the capability of reproduction.  Thus she is the perfect symbol for the 

Vanished American, who leaves behind only romanticized, Anglicized images and 

museum displays. 

   

The Making of Pocahontas and Animation Magazines 

 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, The Disney Company’s Pocahontas was 

strongly criticized in both academic journals and popular magazines for its variety of 

historical inaccuracies and racial stereotypes.  Disney defended Pocahontas by claiming 

the film was based on the legend surrounding Pocahontas, and that it was not their 

intention to produce a faithful rendering of her life.  However, in the act of defending 

their version of Pocahontas as based on legend, fable, folklore, etc., a telling cache of 

words crept into the official Disney discourse: real, true, authentic.  Because this 

language could not be attached to Pocahontas the historical figure, since Disney had 

drifted so very far from what we do know of Pocahontas the person, the language was 

attached to her “spirit.”  The Disney creators of Pocahontas claimed that in remaining 

faithful to Pocahontas’ spirit, their animated rendition of Pocahontas was real, true and 

authentic.  As historical Pocahontas became further submerged in Disney discourse, 
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animated Pocahontas took on a life of her own, authenticated not only by the language of 

the people who helped create her, but also by the endless reproduction of her image.    

  Disney’s 1995 video The Making of Pocahontas, in which Irene Bedard, the 

Native American actress who voiced Pocahontas, narrates from Jamestown, performs 

several functions; it serves as an elaborate ad campaign for Disney’s Pocahontas and 

attempts to silence potential critics of the film by placing a Native American narrator at a 

historical site.  The video also attempts to validate the animated Pocahontas image by 

infusing the production of the image with an air of truth and authenticity, while masking 

the relationship between the creation of the image and the Disney Company’s profit 

motive.  Furthermore, in a strategic attempt to deflect attention from Disney’s 

manipulation of history and blatant marketing strategies, and to validate and authenticate 

Pocahontas, Native American actors were hired to voice the Native roles in Pocahontas.  

Bedard and Russell Means, who voiced, respectively, Pocahontas and Powhatan, the two 

major Native American roles in the film, also publicly praised Pocahontas.  Means called 

Disney’s Pocahontas “the best and most responsible film that has ever been made about 

American Indians” (qtd. in Gleach 446).  In the face of criticism regarding Pocahontas’ 

historical inaccuracies and racial stereotypes, the Disney Company attempted to deflect 

critiques by claiming Pocahontas was based on the legend surrounding Pocahontas’ life, 

and not on her actual life.  Irene Bedard, narrating Disney’s Making of Pocahontas video, 

states that Disney’s Pocahontas is “based on the fable and folklore that surrounds her 

story.”  
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The point that Pocahontas was based on legend, fable, and/or folklore, and not on 

historical accuracy, was repeatedly stressed by Disney.  In a popular film magazine’s 

decidedly non-critical article on Disney’s Pocahontas, director Eric Goldberg states: 

Although it may not necessarily be 100% historically accurate to the detail, I think 
what we have is a dramatic movie that represents the tensions of the times, and 
the major players who were there, and that’s really what we were after (qtd. in 
Malmquist 14). 

 
Interestingly, this quote contains the qualifiers “may not” “necessarily” and “to the 

detail.”  The qualifiers belie a certain level of discomfort, as though the speaker can hear 

potential criticism ringing in his ears.   

Certainly the legend of Pocahontas has historically veered from what we know 

about Pocahontas’ life.  Clearly, ulterior motives have led to the manipulation of the 

Pocahontas legend through the centuries.  However, Disney’s Pocahontas was criticized 

for manipulating not only history, but folklore as well.  Although the Smith life-saving 

episode has been prominent in the mythology surrounding Pocahontas, Disney’s 

Pocahontas ultimately undercuts even this debated element of the Pocahontas mythology 

by displacing her as the central hero and focusing on Smith’s fictitious saving of 

Powhatan’s life.  Throughout the film Pocahontas’ wished-for destiny revolves around 

John Smith, and in this sense she conforms to the typical Disney heroine whose main 

purpose is tied to romantic love, as Edgerton argues.   

 Roy Disney, speaking in The Making of Pocahontas video, ignores both the 

sexualization inherent in Disney’s matured Pocahontas, as well as any potential profit 

motive involved in the manipulation of Pocahontas’ image:  

     We knew that she was a bit younger when she met John Smith than we show her in  
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     the film, but on the other hand we felt like the relationship that developed by way of a  
     love story in addition to the relationship of two people from different civilizations just  
     added an emotional impact to what finally happens that makes it, I think, a more  
     dramatic telling of the story.   

 
In the above quote, Roy Disney rationalizes Pocahontas’ instant maturation and the film’s 

focus on a fabricated love story by attributing these changes to the necessities  

of dramatic storytelling.  However, as limited as our understanding of Pocahontas’ actual 

life might be, we can be reasonably sure that the drama she dealt with was not a passion 

for John Smith, but rather the clash of two cultures, and the struggle for survival in the 

face of unrelenting colonialism.  Disney’s love story implies that if the two sides would 

intermarry, or at least have a romantic/sexual relationship, then all would be well.  

Pocahontas’ animators are also complicit in the official Disney discourse.  The 

Making of Pocahontas video contains interviews with animators who discuss going to 

Jamestown and studying actor’s movements to get a feel for how to draw the characters.  

However, none mention the inevitable product line in any way influencing how 

Pocahontas was drawn.  This absence is made all the more conspicuous in light of 

Disney’s licensing agreement with Mattel.  Undoubtedly well before Disney’s 

Pocahontas was created Disney executives planned for Mattel to produce a Pocahontas 

doll.  Because the production of a Disney heroine Barbie was already common practice 

before Pocahontas was made, the film’s animators would most likely have been aware 

that a Barbie would be made based on their construction of Pocahontas.    

The official Disney discourse elides responsibility to accurately portray 

Pocahontas in yet another way in The Making of Pocahontas video.  Narrator Irene 

Bedard states: 
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     Disney filmmakers knew that the character of Pocahontas was at the heart of the story.   
     They realized they would have to get to know her if they were going to capture her  
     spirit.  
 
As if the notion of capturing Pocahontas’ spirit were not disturbing enough, this 

statement functions as metonymical sleight-of-hand (or perhaps more accurately, sleight-

of-eye).  The Disney animators do not have to accurately portray Pocahontas’ face or 

body because they will faithfully reproduce her “spirit” – which is privileged within the 

official Disney discourse on Pocahontas as a truer site of representation.   

 Disney’s Pocahontas team was quite pleased with their creation, as evidenced by 

their comments in The Making of Pocahontas video.  In the video, the producer of 

Disney’s Pocahontas gushes over their creation, stating:  

Pocahontas is the strongest heroine we’ve ever had in a Disney film.  She is open, 
athletic, vivacious – she’s also quite beautiful. 

 
This quote unwittingly acknowledges Disney’s sexualization of Pocahontas and 

demonstrates, in a disturbing way, how Disney’s Pocahontas achieved a level of reality in 

the eyes of her creators that usurped that of the actual Pocahontas.  The producer speaks 

of Pocahontas the cartoon as though she were an actual person.  A similar paradigmatic 

shift can be detected in the words of Irene Bedard, who states: 

I loved my role as the speaking voice of Pocahontas.  I think the story of 
Pocahontas is one of the most beautiful love stories ever told.   

 
Bedard’s mention of Pocahontas’ romance with John Smith reveals that the Pocahontas 

story of which she speaks is not the historical Pocahontas’ story, but Disney’s story of 

Pocahontas.  Both of these quotes, focused respectively on Pocahontas’ beauty and her 

love affair with John Smith, exemplify that within the official Disney discourse 
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Pocahontas as a historical figure has completely disappeared and has been replaced by 

Pocahontas the Disney creation.   

The disappearing act is best highlighted by two quotes from Pocahontas’ 

supervising animator.  One concerns Pocahontas:  

We’ve never before done a story based on somebody who actually walked and 
lived here on earth. 

 
and the other, inspiration:  

And as I listened to these guys talk about Pinocchio and Snow White I found out 
that they weren’t referring to cartoon characters.  These were real people that they 
knew.  They just happened to be drawings.   

 
These statements exemplify what, unfortunately, Team Disney has forgotten: Pocahontas 

actually was a real person before she happened to be a drawing. 

Unfortunately, the popular and trade press assisted Disney’s disappearing of the 

historical Pocahontas.  After giving brief lip service to the historical inaccuracies within 

the film, a Time writer excuses the inaccuracies by stating, “But this is a movie – a 

cartoon for goodness’ sake!” (Corliss 59).  A writer for Animation Magazine 

unquestioningly accepts official Disney discourse in his discussion of Mike Gabriel, 

director of Pocahontas: “Highly debatable whether she and Smith were romantically 

entangled; she was, after all, barely 12 years old, he 27.  But, never mind, Gabriel saw 

Pocahontas as a piece inspired by history and legend, not as historical docudrama” 

(Rebello 34).  A writer for a popular movie magazine also unquestioningly deflects focus 

from the history of Pocahontas to the legend of Pocahontas: “Unlike other Disney love 

stories, this tale, starting with a kernel of historical fact, builds a folkloric fantasy with 

roots firmly entrenched in reality” (Malmquist 14).  The writer does not elaborate on the 
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reality in which Pocahontas’ roots are allegedly entrenched.  Nor does he critique 

Disney’s lack of historical detail.   

The most distressing view within the popular press is espoused by a Newsweek 

writer who hints that Disney’s historical inaccuracies are disturbing only because they are 

so politically correct.  She writes, “Disney takes liberties with the 17th-century legend, 

but Pocahontas is certainly true to current pedagogy.  The British are ill shaven and 

greedy for gold, while the Indians, led by Chief Powhatan (Russell Means), are gentle 

and wise, know all about nature, have family values, and have even invented lacrosse.  

Look, up until now, Disney’s most memorable American Indian was Princess Tiger Lily; 

the company owes them one” (Shapiro 77).  Although the writer does touch on some 

racial stereotypes, they are presented with a sardonic tone and lumped together with some 

actual historical information present in Pocahontas – Native Americans did invent 

lacrosse, and England’s many colonizing projects were fueled by greed.  Nevertheless, 

the writer is pointing out what she perceives to be historically questionable and, like the 

other writers, excusing Pocahontas’ lack of historically accurate information, this time by 

claiming Pocahontas is pedagogically accurate and is owed to Native Americans.  

Disney animators, interviewed in The Making of Pocahontas video, were 

complicit in the official Disney discourse by claiming that they were interested in 

capturing Pocahontas’ spirit, thus deflecting attention away from how little Disney’s 

Pocahontas looks like the historical Pocahontas.  The Making of Pocahontas documentary 

itself functions as yet another Disney cross-promotional tool.  Furthermore, the 

documentary, which was partially set in Jamestown and is narrated by Irene Bedard, is 
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another Disney attempt to deflect criticism and to validate Pocahontas by grounding the 

film in “history” and by emphasizing that Native American actors voiced all of the 

Powhatan roles.  Disney’s use of Native American actors was yet another strategy 

designed to control criticism and validate the film.  Trade and popular publications are 

also complicit through their unquestioning reproduction of Disney official discourse.    

In the absence of the actual Pocahontas’ life, Disney’s Pocahontas took on a life 

of her own, romanticized by her creators and endlessly replicated on cereal boxes and 

coffee mugs.  Despite Team Disney’s articulated desires to render a version of 

Pocahontas faithful to her spirit, a survey of the extensive line of products generated from 

the film and a look at the models utilized in animating Pocahontas reveals that finances, 

and not fidelity, can be causally connected to how Pocahontas was drawn.  Disney’s 

Pocahontas, rife with colonial tropes, mirrors colonialism in yet another way: indigenous 

people’s lives and stories are manipulated for financial gain, and yet another indigenous 

woman is alternately sexualized and romanticized. 
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3.  POCAHONTAS AS NATURE  

 

Overview 

 

Heavily bogged down in the writer/director’s romantic naturalism, Terrence 

Malick’s 2005 film The New World paints a disturbingly cliché-ridden and historically 

inaccurate portrait of Pocahontas.   The film relies on the well-worn dichotomy of 

pristine nature vs. degraded civilization, thus perpetuating such stock figures as the Noble 

Savage, the Indian Princess, and the Great White Hero.  It is no accident these clichés are 

reenacted and reinscribed; Malick’s philosophical world-view fosters the essentializing of 

women and indigenous peoples, as his previous films demonstrate.  In fact, the themes 

Malick works with in his earlier films prefigure The New World to such an extent it 

would be surprising if Malick didn’t want to make a film about Pocahontas. 

Unfortunately, Malick, who favors myth over historical detail, chose to concoct a story 

about Pocahontas and John Smith in which Pocahontas worships Smith as a God and 

betrays her own people repeatedly in order to save him – in short, a film so offensive that 

it makes Disney’s film look like a feminist biography. 

Malick is influenced heavily by two philosophers: existential phenomenologist 

Martin Heidegger and philosopher of language Ludwig Wittgenstein.  Both are also 

romantic naturalists whose influence on Malick can be seen within his films in embedded 

dichotomies between degraded civilization and pristine nature.  Because Malick believes 

that nature is more pure and true, it follows that he conceives of indigenous people as 
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closer to nature and unspoiled by civilization, and therefore purer and truer than people of 

the “civilized” world.  Furthermore, Malick’s desire to express his belief in naturalism 

(which states that representation can be bypassed in favor of a more immediate access to 

reality) in all of his films depoliticizes indigenous peoples by elevating a theoretical 

immediate access to nature above socially-mediated representation.  Therefore, issues of 

social antagonism, especially race and gender, are occluded.  For example, in Malick’s 

2005 film The New World, his anti-historical philosophical stances not only obscure 

Pocahontas as a historical figure, but also romanticize both the Powhatan people and the 

historical reality of colonization.  Finally, Malick’s worldview causes him to commit the 

same cinematic offenses against Native Americans and Pocahontas in particular that have 

been committed in the past: in The New World, the Powhatan people are, as all good 

Indians are, pure and true and desire no possessions; Pocahontas is synonymous with 

nature, opening her heart and body to John Smith so that he might colonize her fully, and 

John Smith himself is, as in previous incarnations of the Pocahontas myth (and the Last 

of the Mohicans’ Hawkeye and Dances With Wolves’ John Dunbar), the great white hero 

who goes Indian. 

   The films of Terrence Malick represent an enigma for anyone attempting to 

analyze gender or race politics in film.  At once breathtaking in their visual and aural 

spectacle, while simultaneously realistic in their depiction of natural landscapes, 

Badlands, Days of Heaven, The Thin Red Line, and The New World are all expositions of 

Malick's philosophical worldview, informed by such thinkers as Ralph Waldo Emerson, 

Henry David Thoreau, Wittgenstein, Heidegger, and Stanley Cavell.  It is Thoreau’s 
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disdain for civilization and belief that the individual can only have salvation through a 

communion with nature, expressed in Malick’s earlier films, that prefigures and finds full 

expression in The New World.  However, Malick, like Thoreau before him, has a worship 

of nature that is intertwined with an essentializing position regarding Native Americans.  

As Ron Mottram noted, “Malick’s use of nature and natural beauty rises to the level of a 

powerful sign for a higher good … and reveals an aspiration to understand the essential 

contradiction of darkness and light and to transcend it.  In this is also revealed a high 

seriousness of purpose that links Malick to… Thoreau’s transcendental vision of nature 

as a link to a deeper reality” (15).  However, Malick’s indigenous characters become the 

repositories of this “higher good” and the transcendence of contradiction in Malick’s 

works involves a depoliticizing of human struggle; within this context, it is no wonder 

that Smith, Malick’s great white hero (and I would argue an ego manifestation of Malick 

himself) desired to go Indian.  Ironically, or perhaps expectedly, Thoreau expressed this 

desire as well.  Robert Baird details Thoreau’s elaborate notes on Native dress, as well as 

his expressed desire to learn about Native American spirituality and declaration that “all 

poets are Indians.”  Baird states, “Thoreau’s Walden adventure strikes me as a case study 

of the limits of how far a Harvard man can ‘go Indian’” (156-57).  

 

Understanding Malick's Intellectual Heritage 

 

Terrence Malick received a BA in philosophy at Harvard, studying under the 

philosopher of literature Stanley Cavell, who influenced much of the future director's 
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later worldview.  Malick shares with Cavell the view that, “there is a connection between 

metaphysical and cinematic representation” (Furstenau 176).  Subsequent to graduation, 

Malick studied at Harvard under Gilbert Ryle, founder of the journal Mind and of the 

"behaviorist" approach to the philosophy of consciousness, the major tenet of which is 

that there are no "internal" mental states, as all human attitudes manifest themselves as 

worldly events.  Malick left Oxford, but did not complete his graduate work because of a 

disagreement with Ryle over his thesis on the concept of "world" in Kierkegaard, 

Emerson, and Heidegger.  Malick went on to study film, though not before making his 

impact on the academic world with his translation of Heidegger's "On the Essence of 

Reasons" (Furstenau 174-75).  His philosophical training would leave an indelible mark 

on his filmmaking, to the extent that his body of work is an exposition of his worldview.  

Malick’s films are heavily influenced by three interwoven philosophical concepts: 

pantheism, naturalism, and romanticism.  Pantheism is the hypothesis that the divine does 

not exist independently of the natural world; therefore, experience of the natural world 

can reveal the divine.  It can also be a religious experience.  Naturalism, broadly 

construed, is the belief (or set of beliefs) wherein the natural world shapes the world of 

human experience.  This world is not only that studied by the natural sciences (which in 

Malick's view, following Heidegger, merely objectify nature and subordinate it to human 

purposes), but more importantly is revealed aesthetically—that is, poetically, musically, 

and visually.  Because humanity belongs to nature, according to this worldview, aesthetic 

experience of nature is more immediate than, or transcends, socially-mediated 

representation.  Romanticism, the most nebulous of this trio of concepts, generally 
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elevates the world of feeling above reason. Romanticization thus involves an elevation of 

certain aspects of experience to sublime status, at the expense of other experiences.  As 

with naturalism, this will prove problematic for character development in Malick’s films, 

including The New World, which will in turn prove problematic in accessing Pocahontas 

as a person, not as a metaphor for the natural world.  

 In conjunction with the transcendentalism of Emerson and Thoreau (who were 

themselves major influences on Cavell's writing), the existential philosophy of German 

philosopher Martin Heidegger is a pivotal influence on Malick’s world view.  Heidegger 

was in turn influenced by his teacher Edmund Husserl, who explicated phenomenology 

as the approach to philosophy wherein experience is taken at face value: that “things 

themselves,” our objects of everyday perception, reveal themselves as they relate to the 

whole of experience.  The process of phenomenological description involves a play of 

metaphor, and once every possible perspective is elucidated, that entity can be revealed 

as conscious experience without any intervening scientific objectification (Bernet 198-

207).   

 Heidegger criticized Husserl for assuming that there can be any terminus to 

phenomenological description, and for ignoring the time-bound nature of experience.  By 

contrast, Heidegger believed that entities are “beings” that can never be revealed in their 

totality to a single consciousness, precisely because consciousness and those things it 

describes are themselves in a state of flux; the mode of description is bound to time and 

place and so “what” things “really” are can never be made fully apparent.  “Being” itself, 

Heidegger argued, cannot be applied as a descriptor (as metaphor) to an entity, because 
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description already assumes that entities exist.  It is from this point that Heidegger set out 

to describe the relationship of "Being" to "beings" in his landmark work Being and Time 

(Caputo 225-27).  

 The major premise of Being and Time is that it has traditionally been the mistake 

of philosophers to confuse "Being," or the “thatness” of things, with "being," or how they 

exist according to different attitudes toward the world.  This distinction between "Being" 

and "beings" is fundamental to Heidegger's philosophy, and will prove key when 

interpreting Malick's movies.  Furthermore, Heidegger distinguishes between objects 

"ready-to-hand" and those "for-hand." The "ready-to-hand" objects simply are.  They can 

be brought to use without any reflection.  Something must occur that brings the object to 

the level of theoretical reflection.  Heidegger uses the example of a tool that is broken 

during the course of its use, and therefore shifts from “ready-to-hand” to "for-hand," in 

that it becomes a "thing" distanced from its practical context.  It now no longer simply 

exists as "Being," but is instead an objectified "being" (Being 68-70)  

As Furstenau and MacAvoy argue, the theoretical reflection Heidegger describes 

is brought to fruition by Malick in his use of voiceovers (182).  Malick utilizes these 

voiceovers to articulate several of his philosophical stances.  For example, when John 

Smith is imprisoned in Powhatan’s village he states in voiceovers the oft-repeated theme 

in The New World that the Powhatan people are closer to nature, and therefore more 

“real” and “true.”  As a scene of Smith and Pocahontas swimming together is cross-cut 

with scenes of the Powhatans carrying on daily tasks of village life, we hear Smith’s 

voiceover stating, “There is only this.  All else is unreal.”  That an imprisoned Smith, 
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unsure of his fate, would be meditating on the philosophical constructs and beliefs of 

himself and his captors is highly unrealistic, and thus an overt example of Malick’s over-

romanticization in filmmaking, at the expense of plot and character development.  

Heidegger describes the human condition as "being-there," or Dasein.  He states 

that humans are "thrown" into the world without any predetermined reason or purpose, 

and are strictly bound by historical and social context.  It is through this "inauthentic" 

existence that they are brought to realize their mortality.  It is through the reflection upon 

their "being-toward-death" that they question the ground of their being—they are brought 

to contemplation as to the source of their individual existence.  This source, Being, is 

realized as the ground of all that is, yet escapes definite description, and hence any 

theorizing.  In this confrontation with "being-towards-death" human beings attain 

"authenticity," or who they really are apart from social determinants, by letting Being be.  

That is, rather than ascribing to a specific set of beliefs, always socially mediated, they 

accept Being as the ground of all that is (Being 235-46).  This "letting be" allows for 

"world disclosure," a major theme in Malick's works.  "World disclosure" denotes a 

turning point in consciousness, or shift in perspective, that takes into account the world as 

a whole, contradictions and all, moving beyond these contradictions toward a synthetic 

perspective while accepting these contradictions as they are.   

The concept of “world disclosure” explains Malick's political quietism, which is 

ironically all the more frustrating when he deals with topics such as war in The Thin Red 

Line and colonialism in The New World.  Because in both of these films, the characters 

are confronting death, Malick embroils his characters in the aforementioned 
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philosophical ponderings in a movement toward thinking of the world as a synthetic 

whole.  However, it is precisely when looking at political events such as war and 

colonization that we should be looking at the political motivations of the people involved; 

in fact, depoliticizing historical reality subjugates it to romantic ponderings.  For 

example, Robert Silberman, writing on The Thin Red Line, argues that, “the emphasis on 

Witt’s service as a merciful angel comforting the frightened, wounded and dying, and 

therefore providing a counter to historical devolution, is part of Malick’s Edenic 

mythologizing” (165).   Importantly, the tendency to look backward to an Edenic past has 

always been connected with the romantic mythologizing of Native Americans; it is a 

concept rooted in the idea of the Vanishing Americans that stretches straight from The 

Last of the Mohicans through Dances with Wolves to The New World.  Not surprisingly, 

Malick’s obsession with pure land and indigenous people locked in an Edenic realm 

prefigures his making of The New World.  In fact, Silberman, writing years before The 

New World appeared, states, “Malick’s widescreen treatment of the South Pacific 

landscape in The Thin Red Line, like Kevin Costner’s of the Great Plains in Dances With 

Wolves…. is tinged with nostalgic longing for the epic sweep of untouched vistas” (167). 

 Another of Malick’s most important influences is Ludwig Wittgenstein.  Born the 

same year as Heidegger (1889) in Austria, Wittgenstein followed a parallel course of 

development in his philosophy as that of his German counterpart.  Written during his 

participation on the Austro-Hungarian side of WWI and compiled after the war, the 

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus contains aphorisms, organized according to an 

idiosyncratic number system, that add up to an argument relating to what is proper for 
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philosophical reflection and what is not.  The book begins with proposition I: "The world 

is everything that is the case" and ends with "Whereof one cannot speak, one must be 

silent" (Passim).  The worldview defended in the Tractatus is that of positivism, namely 

that the world is just the sum of the objects in it, and that these objects are the only things 

that are proper for philosophical reflection; philosophers should not discuss religion, 

ethics, art, and mysticism (Diamond 514-15).   

 In the thirty intervening years between the Tractatus and the Philosophical 

Investigations, it is precisely mysticism that Wittgenstein started integrating into his 

philosophical outlook, as reflected in his unpublished notebooks.  The Investigations 

consisted, like the Tractatus, of aphorisms, cut out of Wittgenstein's typed notes by 

scissors, and then organized thematically by pasting them on whole sheets of typing 

paper to be published.  Unlike the Tractatus, the Investigations is loosely organized, and 

follows no line of logical development, but instead offers reflections on the nature of 

language that are at times as disjointed and disorienting in organization as they are 

illuminating (Diamond 515).  The argument to be gleaned from this sprawling work 

comes closest to Heidegger's worldview: language should be understood as whole, and 

the meaning of particular words cannot be separated from the contexts in which they are 

used.  In one famous compressed passage, Wittgenstein writes, "For a large class of 

cases—though not for all—in which we employ the word "meaning" it can be defined 

thus: the meaning of a word is its use in language" (Philosophical 20).  In Heideggerian 

terms, this word meaning is "ready-to-hand." In most situations, there is no need for 

reflection upon the meaning of a word, it just "is" (it has a more intimate relation to 
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Being).  By contrast, however, Wittgenstein argues that there are some things that cannot 

be expressed through the literal use of language; instead, some things have to be 

expressed poetically. 

 The impulse to express poetically drives Malick’s filmmaking, compelling him 

away from history and toward mythology.  The impulse is problematic because Malick 

tends to pick historical subject matter as the basis for his storytelling.  John Streamas 

addresses this problem in his analysis of The Thin Red Line.  After noting that “the 

consensus among reviewers and critics seems to be that myth – not history – is Malick’s 

dominant mode,” Streamas states, “because Malick also shrewdly uses particularities of 

the Pacific war to anchor some of his story in history, the problem posed by the film is a 

struggle between narrative modes: is myth or history better able to expose and resist the 

most brutal aspects of human nature? I argue that Malick prefers the mythic but that he is 

most persuasive when he invokes history” (138).   

Unfortunately, Malick did not choose to invoke historical record often enough 

when he wrote and directed The New World.  Favoring the mythic Pocahontas instead of 

Pocahontas the woman who lived, Malick plays up the fictitious love story between 

Smith and Pocahontas instead of focusing on the reality of a colonization project.  Not 

only does he accept the saving story at face value, but he also imbues it with additional 

elements of dramatic tension, and invents additional opportunities for Pocahontas to save 

Smith.  Malick does not implicate the English in Pocahontas’ kidnapping – in fact, he 

places the blame ultimately with Powhatan, who, in Malick’s fictitious world, disowns 

his daughter and sends her packing. Furthermore, Malick transforms Smith from a rather 
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squat professional soldier to a romantic adventurer who the king of England 

commissioned to chart a passage to the Indies, and John Rolfe from a commoner to a 

nobleman.   

 Wittgenstein buoys up his argument for the oft-necessary use of poetic language 

by likening the rules of language to rules of a game.  Using the example of chess, 

Wittgenstein argues that the rules of a game are rarely questioned, and, furthermore, that 

without them, the game would not have any coherence at all.  Yet outside of the game, he 

further argues, the rules themselves have no meaning (Philosophical 26-27).  For 

example, the fact that a bishop moves diagonally is inherent to the game itself.  If the rule 

were to be changed, then chess as it is traditionally conceptualized would lose much of its 

strategic consistency; it would become another game, or at least a variation thereof.  As 

for language, if rules are flouted, then the meaning of what is communicated becomes 

ambiguous, if not senseless.  Poetry, for Wittgenstein, does precisely this – it plays with 

the rules of language, and stretches the coherency of linguistic meaning to its limit.  Here 

Wittgenstein shares common ground with Heidegger, who believed that poetry evokes 

Being in a way that the instrumental use of language does not.   

Evidence of both Wittgenstein’s and Heidegger’s influence on Malick’s 

filmmaking can be seen in his 'lyrical' presentation: breathtaking landscape shots work in 

conjunction with music and voiceover to convey a sense of stretching the limits of the 

characters' experiences.  For example, Malick has unfortunately chosen to make the 

fictitious romance between Pocahontas and John Smith a centerpiece of the film.  When 

Smith and Pocahontas first encounter each other, the camera zooms through a vast 
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expanse of tall grasses to reveal Pocahontas playing with her brother, imitating animals.  

Smith begins walking through the tall grass.  His previous voiceover is now silent, and 

the piano playing in the background builds, becoming more prominent.  When Smith first 

sees Pocahontas, we get an eyeline match of her figure almost enveloped by the tall 

grasses.  The piano fades out, and is replaced by the sound of the grasses swishing in the 

wind.  Smith stares at her silently for a long beat, and then finally (and wordlessly) she 

begins to walk toward him, her colonizer, grasses enveloping her figure. 

 Also present in Malick’s filmmaking is a concern with technology and its effects 

on the modern world, a theme that can be seen in the works of both Heidegger and 

Wittgenstein.  The development of Heidegger's philosophy after Being and Time revolves 

around the question of the effect of technology on the modern world – Wittgenstein's 

own concerns can be alluded to through his texts and in how he lived his life after 

publication of the Tractatus.  Writing about Heidegger, Furstenau and MacEvoy claim 

that "like many who lived through World War One, he was very aware of the challenge to 

humanity posed by the technological capacity of modernity" (177).  Wittgenstein, 

Heidegger’s contemporary, taught at Cambridge before the advent of World War One.  

After fighting in the war, in the 1920's, he withdrew from academic life, teaching 

elementary school in the Austrian Alps and living like a hermit.  Even after he returned to 

Cambridge during the 1930's, he lived a monastic lifestyle, with few possessions. 

(Jacquette 4).  Heidegger lived in a cabin in the Black Forest, near the university in the 

town of Freiberg where he taught.  Though he was not monastic, his reputation as an avid 

outdoorsman overlapped with his philosophical concerns about the prospects for a truly 
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“human” existence in an era when urban, technological modernity was transforming the 

very meaning of what it means to be human (Question xxvii).  Both Heidegger and 

Wittgenstein elucidated their concepts most often by alluding to pastoral settings or those 

most untainted by technological modernity.  Malick's filmmaking is informed by this 

reticence toward the encroachment of technological modernity on everyday life, with the 

relationship of humanity to nature, and with the limits of language.   

 

How Malick’s Earlier Films Prefigure The New World  

 

In this section I explore in detail Malick's body of work leading up to The New 

World, in an attempt to answer this question:  in what ways do Malick’s naturalistic and 

romantic approach obscure questions of identity, especially with regard to gender and 

race?  I will answer that, in part, it is because of his abstract concerns with "Being" and 

"World," and with the way that his preoccupation with natural settings is mapped onto 

gendered and raced conceptions of the world, along with his longing for an untouched, 

pristine, pastoral way of being-in-the-world that echoes, as Baird argues, that there is a 

desire embedded in American mainstream culture to return to an Edenic preindustrial 

garden.  Baird argues that the Edenic desire fuels the mythical developmfent of an 

American Adam, which is in turn represented by both Tom Jeffers in Broken Arrow and 

John Dunbar in Dances With Wolves (155).  That desire, already a major component in 

Malick’s other films, finds full expression in Malick’s John Smith in The New World.   
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Furthermore, Malick’s fascination with the beauty of the American landscape, as 

informed by his romantic naturalist philosophical background, is at the core of his 

filmmaking. Out of this reverence for nature, a nexus of other themes arise, which are 

very present in his earlier films, and will find full expression in The New World.  

Primarily, in Malick’s films, nature is the main character, often enveloping the other 

characters, both thematically and physically.  Because his films are an elaborate 

meditation on nature, human struggle is often minimized and depoliticized, represented 

as part of nature and nothing else.  Also growing out of Malick’s nature-worship is his 

filmic dichotomy between the corruption of civilization and the purity of nature, and its 

accompanying romanticization of all vistas/peoples/ways of life that are lost when nature 

is subsumed by civilization.  Unfortunately, this dichotomy lends itself to an 

essentializing of indigenous peoples, who Malick clearly believes are closer to nature.  In 

The New World, the Powhatan people possess a closeness to nature that the English do 

not have.  Smith’s desire for a closeness to nature intertwines with his desire for 

Pocahontas and the English desire for land.  Malick translates his love of the natural 

world into cinematic sweeps of broad landscape, which represent a wide-open possibility 

for self-invention and self interpretation, thus likening it to the American western.   

 

Pantheism, Pristine Vistas, and the Reinvented Self 

 

 Malick's first three films, Badlands, Days of Heaven, and The Thin Red Line, 

emphasize the power of nature over human subjects.  Moreover, Malick's dialogue 
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closely follows the contour of ordinary language in expressing the characters’ 

relationships to their surroundings.  He deploys voiceover extensively, not so much to 

insert a central agency or voice, as to provide a context for the action that integrates the 

visual, aural, and dialogic ideas being expressed.  At the same time, the intrusiveness of 

the voiceovers decenter the viewers from their privileged position as disinterested 

spectators, drawing them into the temporal and spatial sweep of the narrative.   

 Malick's "naturalistic" approach to filmmaking, which employs close-ups shot in 

a handheld cinema-vérité style in conjunction with wide pans of natural settings, 

functions to insert the landscape as a character – often the main character – of his films.  

In addition to functioning as a character, the landscape also often envelops the human 

characters in the film, emphasizing nature’s power over humans and making it difficult to 

distinguish between humans and their natural surroundings.  For example, in Days of 

Heaven, once Abby, Bill, and Linda are in Texas, not only are they enveloped by the 

wheat fields in which they work, but also when not working they are seen frolicking in 

the wide expanse, their very inner natures changed by their exodus from the city into 

nature. Furthermore, in The Thin Red Line, combatants are typically depicted as dots 

against the broad landscape.  This blurring of the line between humans and landscape 

devalues the individual casualties of war in The Thin Red Line, and will prove 

exceedingly problematic when Pocahontas is equated with the land in The New World, 

thus evoking an all-too-familiar neocolonial trope. 

 As mentioned above, Days of Heaven contrasts the industrialization of the city 

with the beauty of nature, opening up possibilities of self-renewal and reinvention.  The 
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similarities to the mythos of the Western are striking.  One of the main themes of the 

Western metanarrative is that EuroAmericans can migrate into wide open spaces and 

make a new life for themselves – the metanarrative further assumes that these wide open 

spaces are unoccupied by other human beings who might have a prior claim to this 

landscape, or that the possibility of other humans having any claim at all is subordinate to 

the EuroAmericans who want to claim that space for themselves.  Much as in traditional 

Westerns, Days of Heaven features large, desolate though strikingly beautiful landscapes 

which serve as the backdrop of the drama.  But more so than in the Western, the scenery 

guides and intensifies the action in Days.  In the opening scenes of the movie, the grey 

urban environment is presented with women washing their clothes alongside a trough of 

water next to a junk pile in the industrial section of town.  The next shot shows Bill 

(Richard Gere) shoveling coal into a furnace at a steel foundry, while the clankety-clank 

din of the machinery not only crowds out Bill's exchange of angry words with his 

foreman, but the regularity of their pounding provides the pace for the scene.  Here, the 

setting overpowers and envelopes the characters in a negative way, highlighting Bill’s 

powerlessness over the mechanization that regulates our lives in an industrial world. 

 Bill’s accidental killing of the foreman necessitates his exodus, along with Abby 

and Linda, from the city into the country, to begin their process of reinvention.  However, 

although Malick draws from the Western mythos, he both reaffirms and subverts it in 

Days of Heaven, leaving us aware at the end of the film that Bill’s reinvention has gone 

terribly awry, though Abby and Linda both retain the possibility for theirs.  As Joan 

McGettigan notes, “At the end of Days of Heaven, we may long to start it again, hoping 
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that all will go well this time, hoping to recapture those glimpses of the western Malick 

so skillfully provides and then admits to be unrealizable” (51).  As Bill, Linda and Abby 

are on the train that takes them West, Bill's sister Linda says in voiceover, "All three of 

us...looking for things, searching things, goin' on adventures."  Anna Latto notes that 

"Her narration is fragmented, colloquial and immediate, suggesting a more spontaneous, 

unreflective response" (87).  Latto continues by observing that Linda's narration, which at 

times sounds improvised, offers a narration of the story from the position of someone 

oppressed by gender, class, and age (94).  Linda is on the cusp of adolescence; her 

sexuality has not yet been fully developed.  Her apparent lack of maturity lends the 

narration of the story the voice of someone whose worldview has not been acculturated 

into set gender or class norms.  It also offers the point of view of a working class person, 

who though uncritical of the state of affairs in her world because of lack of experience, 

offers an ironic twist to her reading of events.  This can be contrasted with the traditional 

Western, in which agency is typically centered on the white male, either the lone (if not 

sociopathic) gunfighter or a white settler.  Though Bill, his girlfriend Abby and his sister 

Linda are white, they by class affiliation have more in common with the recent Eastern 

European immigrants who populate the film than they do their upper middle class 

employer.   

 The scene in which Linda's first narration appears cuts to a train crossing a bridge 

seemingly suspended in midair.  The sweep of the scene indicates potential for Bill and 

his loved ones, as if the train is taking them toward new possibilities.  The next scene 

shows Bill, Linda, and Abby on the roof of a car of the train, enjoying the openness of the 
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scenery.  The sheer empty vastness of the landscape, shown as well in Badlands, serves 

to retrieve the American myth of self-reinvention.  Not only does the landscape serve as 

the canvas on which character development is painted, but that development itself 

follows the contours of the land.  Limitless vistas connote limitless possibilities, which 

for Malick must have still been extant during the period directly leading up to World War 

I.   

 There is a romanticization of the past apparent in Days of Heaven, a requiem for 

the disappearing frontier.  This becomes apparent once Bill and company jump off the 

train at a wheat farm set in North Texas, greeted by the farm foreman who processes the 

migrant workers, much in the manner of recruits at a military boot camp, assigning them 

quarters and tasks for their stay during harvest season.  The invasiveness of 

industrialization does not stop there: subsequent scenes showcase migrant workers 

hefting bushels of wheat alongside seemingly monstrous coal-powered tractors, shot from 

low angles to invoke the power of the machines, the inevitability of progress, and the 

eventuality of mechanization even in the most pristine, remote rural settings.  Yet there 

are remnants of the past: the "owner's" house, which Bill and company are given the 

injunction not to approach by the foreman, is emblematic of the old medieval manor, 

where the lords of the property would conduct their daily lives remote from the concerns 

and struggles of their peasants or tenants. 

 Bill and Abby have been posing as brother and sister.  Bill convinces Abby to 

marry the Farmer, who is suffering from a terminal illness, in order to inherit the Farmer's 

property after he dies.  When Abby marries the Farmer, Bill and Linda are allowed to 
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move into the manor (his house), having been promoted from peasant status to docents 

and keepers of his property, along with the overseer.  After the harvesting season and the 

migrant workers leave, several scenes are shown of Abby with Bill, spending their time 

in leisure in the intervening months until the next harvest season, reiterating their 

newfound bourgeois status, a transition which for Abby is quite smooth, though Linda 

has a difficult time conforming.  Bill, realizing that he has made a mistake in convincing 

Abby to marry the Farmer, decides to leave for the winter.  During the period of Bill's 

absence, the title of the film becomes apparent: the "days of heaven" occur when Bill has 

renounced his love for Abby and leaves, and Abby not only enjoys the leisure activities 

she shares with the Farmer, but their relationship deepens.  Bill's return signifies a fall 

from grace.  Soon after he returns during the next harvest season, the true nature of his 

and Abby's relationship is revealed to the Farmer.  A struggle between Bill and the 

Farmer ensues during a locust swarm, when the Farmer decides to light his crops on fire.  

Bill kills the Farmer by sticking a screwdriver in his chest, and subsequently Bill flees.  

Signifying, perhaps, an inability to escape his fate, Bill becomes a fugitive, as he was at 

the beginning of the film.   

The fall from a state of grace back to an apparent degenerative state is a recurring 

theme throughout Malick's work, as evidenced by The New World’s John Smith’s moral 

deterioration when he leaves the Powhatan village and returns to Jamestown, only to be 

swayed by the promise of glory in adventure.  In Malick’s pantheistic worldview, which 

is often evinced throughout his body of work, history and life are cyclic.  In the 

togetherness of Bill, Abby and Linda as an erstwhile family of itinerant laborers, striving 
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for the 'more' that would shore them from the terrors of the industrialized (or rapidly 

industrializing) world, they were already living their "days of heaven." The class struggle 

which finds its most obvious expression in the tension between Bill and the Farmer is 

elided in favor of a focus on a romanticization of a preindustrial past.  A striving for the 

"days of heaven" is emblematic of a longing for a pristine pastoral existence free from the 

cares and stresses of the adult world of work.  Malick’s romanticization of the past, the 

disappearing natural vista, invokes a long-running ideological narrative in American 

culture that is bound up with the mythology of the Western. 

Linda’s voiceovers, which are simultaneously retrospective yet spoken in the 

child's voice, serve to depoliticize the class struggle apparent in Bill’s killing of the 

foreman, and in Abby’s and Bill’s relationships with the Farmer.  Through Linda’s 

narrative, these events and relationships become episodes in her picaresque "adventures," 

and at the very end of the film, after Bill is killed by a posse and Abby puts her up in a 

boarding school, Linda runs away with a friend.  We are unaware of either’s fate.  As 

opposed to questioning the existence of a social structure such as that on the farm, her 

simultaneously naive and gritty voiceovers inhabit another space at the margins of the 

scene of struggle between Bill, Abby, and the Farmer, one that Latto likens to Bakhtin's 

"radical character" (93).  Her perspective exists independently or prior to gender 

normalization (95).  This can indicate that Linda's character represents a natural 

innocence that preexists the world of adult power struggles, and that she inhabits a 

transcendent perspective with regard to those power struggles.  But given the fact that she 

does not explicitly question (for instance) the fact that the Farmer sits in an easy chair 
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while the migrant workers toil around him, but instead states in a voiceover, "There's no 

harm in him...if you give him a flower, he'll keep it forever..." reveals Malick's 

perspective on human nature, that underneath social antagonism is a very basic, innocent 

goodness that escapes political struggle.  Here it can be argued that the Farmer can be a 

basically sweet, contemplative human being, because he has the time, leisure, and the 

distance from other human beings to be so. 

 In The Thin Red Line, Malick's romantic, politically aloof themes are even more 

apparent, and his philosophical inspiration (stemming from the writings of Heidegger and 

Wittgenstein) is more obvious.  In this sweeping war epic, depicting the battle for 

Guadalcanal in the Solomon archipelago in the Pacific just a few hundred miles northeast 

of Australia, corporeality is absent, as noted by Stacy Power: "Malick... effectively 

subtracts the body from this war story" (149).  Power argues that this subtraction is 

"substantial," because while downplaying the body, Malick emphasizes each character's 

particular struggle to transcend the violence of war and the routine vulgarity of army life 

toward oneness with nature or Being.   Throughout the movie, there are very few scenes 

depicting actual gore, despite the sheer brutality of combat depicted in the battle scenes. 

 The movie begins with private Witt (Jim Caviezel) AWOL on an island with its 

native Melanesian inhabitants, who are shown to be carefree, playing on the beach, 

swimming in the ocean, fishing, and otherwise not riven with the interpersonal and group 

conflicts associated with the industrialized West.  Interestingly, the natives do not have 

any dialogue in the film, except when Witt asks a young Melanesian woman why there is 

no fighting in the village, and she states that there is, but it is done in a different way.  In 
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these opening scenes, then, there is an association of the Melanesians with a romanticized 

“innocent” state of nature, where any potential for violence or intra-group violence is 

sublimated into other, mildly competitive activities.  Malick's interpretation of 

ethnographic detail not only suggests that “natives” are innocent, existing in a state of 

abundance indifferent to the imperial contests around them (between the US and Japan), 

but they are wise enough to channel any aggressive tendencies into constructive play. 

 Witt is picked up by a patrol boat looking for deserters, and once picked up, his 

voiceover narrates: "Men got one big soul...that everybody's part of, all part of the same 

man.  One big self."  Here Witt, the movie's prime protagonist, is the expositor of 

Malick's pantheism, in that pantheism presupposes that everything and everyone are 

interconnected.  Witt's experience with the Melanesians will serve as the crux of Malick's 

Heideggerian motif throughout the rest of the movie, as from this perspective the natives 

stand in a different relation to Being than Witt's US Army cohorts, one that discloses an 

immediate relationship with the natural world that the Westerners lack, and one that also 

sets Witt on a series of philosophical ruminations as to his own relation to Being.   

 As with his previous films, Malick makes extended use of panning shots of 

natural scenery to illustrate his philosophical message.  The attenuation of discrete human 

bodies occurs precisely when individual characters are nearly swallowed whole by the 

scenery, which is indifferent, eternal, following its own cycle of birth, life, death, and 

regeneration apart from the minute struggles of the soldiers fighting in its midst.  When 

Witt is being picked up by the patrol boat, the vessel is contrasted against a wide-shot of 

a pale red sunset, with the other end of the bay creating a picturesque skyline.  The scene 
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between Lt. Col. Tall (Nick Nolte) and his commanding general on a ship also exposes 

the viewer to wide screenshots of the ocean, evoking its vastness.  Even the assault of 

Tall's battalion on the beaches of Guadalcanal is set against a sunny, breezy afternoon 

with some of the island's extended coastline in the background.  Always, the camera 

wanders from the human actors toward the pristine land-and-seascapes, connoting that 

they, in fact, are not the center of the action—the scenery is.  This is further evidenced by 

their landing upon the unoccupied beach, where the soldiers are in awe of the height of 

the grass and trees.  While hiking up a ridge, the column of soldiers is contrasted by the 

ocean and distant islands on the horizon.  When natives are shown in these scenes, they 

are silent onlookers, seemingly as much a part of the landscape as the tall grass. 

 While Badlands and Days of Heaven both feature voiceovers carrying the 

narrative from the perspective of the female protagonists, in The Thin Red Line the 

voiceovers are all male, and each major character has his own voiceover, reflecting the 

shifts in perspective as the plot unfolds.  Strangely enough, throughout much of the 

movie, their voices are indistinguishable, as only private Witt and 1st Sergeant Welch 

voice the true philosophical conflict throughout the movie, that between Witt's idealism 

(reflecting Malick's own perspective) and Welch's cynical materialism, which serves as 

the dialectical counterpoint against which Malick's romantic pantheism is brought to 

fruition by the conclusion of the movie.  It is with these two contrasting perspectives that 

Malick attempts to conjure a vision of the whole.  John Streamas notes how reviewers 

panned The Thin Red Line because of the 'indistinguishability' of the characters – with 

one stating that "they all speak the same generic, prettified ersatz poetry in the same 
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generic prettified ersatz Southern accent" (qtd. in Streamas 139).  Streamas argues that 

this is intentional on the part of Malick, since nature is "indifferent" to the characters in 

the film.  The indistinguishability of the characters, to develop Streamas' point further, 

lends itself to Malick's proposition (finding its major proponent in Witt) of there being a 

'spark' within each individual, holding everyone in common.  The concept of the 'divine 

spark' itself was inspired by Emerson, Thoreau, and their influences, the ancient Stoics; 

for the characters in The Thin Red Line it is the impetus for their striving toward some 

transcendent world apart from the futility of their everyday lives fighting a brutal, nasty 

war on the ground. 

 The fact that the voiceovers are indistinguishable, each being enunciated with a 

"prettified” Southern accent lends itself to the characters' representations of themselves as 

split between two worlds, the rough-and-ready world of human conflict and everyday 

speech and the beatific inner world of their thoughts, as revealed by the voiceovers.  As 

such, not only is there a “divine spark” within each character, but a penchant for poetry as 

well.  Heidegger's and Wittgenstein's approach to language is therefore readily apparent 

in the inner monologue of each of the characters, as the poetry for Heidegger opens a 

“clearing” for Being, and for Wittgenstein stretches the use of language past everyday 

practical limits on understanding by playing with the rules of grammar, lending itself 

toward a more comprehensive grasp of the whole.   

 Martin Flanagan notes that, though Saving Private Ryan appeared roughly the 

same time as The Thin Red Line, the tone and delivery of the film were entirely different.  

While Saving Private Ryan was conceived by Spielberg specifically as a triumphal ode to 
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"the Greatest Generation" who fought in the war, and was not critical of war as such, The 

Thin Red Line harks back to an earlier era—the 1970's—when directors were more 

artistically adventurous, and when most of the war movies made at the time were anti-

war in tone (124).  Whereas Saving Private Ryan was clear as to who deserved to be 

victors, The Thin Red Line is permeated with moral ambiguity.  Flanagan notes, as well, 

how Malick plays with convention during the battle scenes, withholding master shots of 

the battle for Hill 210, denying the viewer any objective perspective on the melee, but 

instead following groups of individual soldiers.  He states, "...the more traditional 

techniques like slow motion, point of view shots and rapid cutting do gradually come to 

feature in the scene, establishing a degree of formal affinity with the war film" (132).  

These scenes, as also noted by Flanagan, are imbued with spanning, ground-level shots of 

the vast expanse of tall grass covering the hill, hinting at the soldier's inability to move 

beyond the thick of his situation – any transcendent perspective is far away. 

 Given that the soldiers are “low to the ground,” explaining in their voiceover/ 

interior monologues that they are "trapped in a box" (Welch) or "in a tomb" (Tall), from 

which it is difficult to open the lid to another perspective, then the world of the Japanese 

soldiers is closed off.  But in one key scene, Witt looks into the face of a dead Japanese 

soldier buried in sand, and the voiceover of the deceased enemy combatant pipes in: "Are 

you righteous, kind, does your confidence lie in this?  Are you loved by all?  Know that I 

was too.  Do you believe that your suffering will be less because you love goodness? 

Truth?" Here it is difficult to discern whether the voiceover is Witt's projection into the 

subjectivity of the Japanese soldiers, exemplified by his lifeless interlocutor, or whether 
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this is a query that would have been posed by the Japanese soldier if he were alive.  

Malick's point is that it does not matter, since the distinction between individuals is 

illusory anyway.  The Japanese soldiers are for Witt “humanized.”  This humanization, or 

ability to philosophize or reflect on one's own being, starts taking hold throughout the rest 

of Witt's company, as another soldier, who enjoyed collecting gold teeth from the 

Japanese war dead with a pair of pliers, has a breakdown toward the end of the movie, 

discarding his pliers and collection of teeth, and weeping.  

 While Malick problematically reassures us that the Japanese soldiers are “just 

like” the American soldiers, the role of women is more ambiguous, as only two appear in 

the film: the only Melanesian, who speaks at the beginning of The Thin Red Line, and the 

wife in Private Bell’s flashbacks of home.  However, Bell’s flashbacks are virtually 

voiceless, except in one where his wife exhorts him to swim to the "other shore."  Later 

he receives a letter from her, and her voiceover explains how she is leaving him for a 

pilot in the Air Corps.  This appearance of female subjectivity is swift and sudden – 

whereas in his flashbacks she was the voiceless subject of his fantasies, except in the one 

scene where she gives voice to his own private longing – in her letter she de-centers his 

subjectivity, by robbing him of his fantasy of being back home.  As a consequence, Bell 

has no more flashbacks of home throughout the rest of the film.  Therefore, in The Thin 

Red Line, although women do not appear as full-fledged characters, when they do appear 

briefly they either serve as betrayers (as in the case of Private Bell’s wife), or as a 

maternal corrective to war (as in the case of the Melanesian woman) or in a therapeutic 

capacity.  This depiction of women foreshadows The New World, in which there are 
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virtually no women characters but Pocahontas, and she is frequently seen as a maternal 

nurturer to her father, John Smith, and John Rolfe, thus fulfilling the role of Earth 

Mother, a female personification of landscape and nature.   

 Although Bell ceases to fantasize, Witt maintains his fantasy of the “pristine” 

Melanesian village we saw him in at the beginning of the film.  After the battle for Hill 

210, Witt revisits the village, only to discover that the villagers have been transformed by 

the war: instead of playing in harmony in the ocean, the villagers collect skulls and fight 

with each other.  Following this scene, he asks in a voiceover, "How do we lose the good 

that was given us—let it slip away...scattered, careless?  What's keepin' us from reachin' 

out, touchin' the glory?" Witt is unwilling to let go of his naive, imperialist fantasies of a 

pristine village of natives closer to nature than to “us” Westerners.  However, given that 

Malick emphasizes the power of nature over the individual, then Witt was already 

decentered, that is, brought to ask questions about his existence, through his initial 

contact with the Melanesians.  This interpretation reveals the gap between Malick's 

pantheistic perspective and that of psychoanalysis generally.  From Malick's point of 

view, the world is an interconnected substantial whole, which individuals attempt to 

grasp to become part of that whole, attain “authenticity,” (as Heidegger would describe 

it) or to discover “who” they truly are.  For Lacanian psychoanalysis, the world is 

interconnected, but that whole is thrown out of balance by the very emptiness of desire. 

When Witt sacrifices his life by diverting a Japanese unit from his platoon, his final 

living vision is of the innocent Melanesian children swimming in the ocean.  Although 

this vision is the product of his imperialist desires, from Malick's Heideggerian 
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perspective, it can be interpreted as “authentic” because he sacrificed his life without any 

ulterior motives; furthermore, Malick’s romantic naturalism would code the flashback to 

swimming natives as a symbol of the "authentic."  

 The native Melanesians were for Witt emblematic of a pristine state of innocence, 

but the question remains whether such a state of untrammeled nature exists, or whether 

the native Melanesians knew a secret that Witt did not, namely that they too were 

"thrown" into a world both of sublime beauty and petty struggles—they were just as 

much alienated as was Witt, it is just that their practices and taboos prevented them from 

engaging in overt warfare.  Or perhaps the Melanesians’ observations of the war around 

them has removed their previous taboos on violence and thus brought them out of their 

natural existences, evicted them from Eden.  The deceptively romantic, naive image of 

the natives shown at the beginning of The Thin Red Line is in fact a product of the very 

industrial, technocratic mechanism for which Malick barely conceals his contempt.  

Furthermore, Malick’s romantic vision of the Other is a product of the Western 

imagination – an Orientalism that will find its full expression in The New World. 

  

New World, Same Narratives  

 

 A reviewer for MacLean’s announces The New World thusly: “Based on a script 

Malick wrote 25 years ago, The New World dusts off the historic tale of Pocahontas and 

Captain John Smith. But Malick's central character is once again nature itself, as he looks 

for meaning in wind, water, clouds and leaves” (Johnson 49).  The writer is half correct; 
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The New World is, as with Malick’s other films, a meditation on nature, in which nature 

(and Pocahontas as nature) is the central character.  However, Malick does not “dust off” 

the “historic” tale of Pocahontas and Smith in 2005’s The New World.  Instead, he 

reinvents the Pocahontas narrative, embellishing it to such an extent that other 

Pocahontas films seem inoffensive by comparison.  As discussed above, several 

decidedly Malickian themes spin out from the pantheistic writer/director’s fascination 

with the beauty of nature.  First, nature becomes a main character in the film, blending 

with and at times enveloping the people of the film.  As in his previous films, he flouts 

traditional filmmaking techniques in favor of a more naturalistic style including 360-

degree panning shots, use of hand-held cameras, and scenes crosscut with earlier scenes 

in order to deconstruct the audience expectation of linear temporality.  These strategies 

are employed to break down the distinction between the characters and their surrounding 

world.  Unfortunately, this blend enacts a familiar neocolonial trope, as the Powhatan 

people become equated with the land.   

Pocahontas is the character most intimately connected with the land in Malick’s 

film.  The connection is problematically reminiscent of a colonial script of woman equals 

land that Ella Shohat explores throughout her essay “Gender and Culture of Empire: 

Toward a Feminist Ethnography of Film.”  Shohat argues that gender was a necessary 

component of the colonial project, and offers as evidence several filmic and literary texts 

that equate land with the female body and rationalize imperial projects by utilizing the 

trope of protecting indigenous women from their animalistic male counterparts.  

Although Malick attempts to move away from Eurocentric binaries, opting instead to 
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invert the civilized/savage binary, as Disney did, and assure us that most of the English 

are the actual savages, he is still mired in essentialism toward Native Americans in 

general, and Native women in particular.  While Pocahontas is acculturated by the 

English, she remains “natural,” in harmony with the world of nature, which she addresses 

in the second-person as "Mother" in her voiceovers.  The world of nature is hence 

feminized, along with the members of the Powhatan tribe (referred to as "the naturals" by 

the English settlers).   

Secondly, human struggle is depoliticized and history virtually ignored because 

Malick’s non-traditional filmmaking techniques and abstract metaphysical concerns over 

the place of humanity in the natural world and the meaning of life and death create a 

tendency to obfuscate questions of identity, social antagonism, and the motivations for 

and effects of colonization.  Malick's tendency to poeticize through the concurrent 

employment of such devices as bodily gesture, voiceover, and unconventional camera 

shots occlude the stark realities of colonization motivated by profit; furthermore, Malick 

rewrites history in order to elaborate his philosophical stances as expressed by his 

fictitious rendering of the relationship between Pocahontas and John Smith. 

Furthermore, as seen in previous films, Malick contrasts the purity of the natural 

world with the degradation of civilization.  Within the context of this dichotomy, all 

“noble” Native Americans can be romanticized – especially if they have the good grace 

to help white people and then vanish, either through personal death or as emblematic last 

hold-outs against the impinging forces of modernity.  Pocahontas, at the center of the 

story, is the purest of all the Powhatans, the Indian Princess extraordinaire, Smith’s 
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personal angel who saves him repeatedly.  Pocahontas, a convert to Christianity who 

married an English colonizer, is perfect for Malick’s center stage.  Malick utilizes the 

mythological structure of the Pocahontas/John Smith story to affirm her symbolic 

position as the point of passage between the "old" world of indigenous self-sufficiency in 

North America and the "new" world of urban development and (eventually) 

industrialization, which has, in Malick’s hands, the stamp of historical inevitability.  This 

narrative Malick does not question, though he romanticizes the now-lost "oneness" with 

nature, as symbolized by Pocahontas and the other Powhatans, and seeks to retrieve the 

"truth" of the indigenous peoples’ lives, which is entirely separate from the historical 

reality of the events that occurred.   

 Lastly, Malick’s The New World is, like other of Malick’s films, a neowestern, in 

which John Smith resembles a proto-cowboy.  It proves extremely problematic when a 

director attached to the mythos of the American West makes a film about indigenous 

people, because the Native people, whether positively or negatively, are set up in 

opposition to progress.  As Orr argues, “The movie western is a hybrid vision of the 

American West inseparable from the idea of Manifest Destiny, the founding of a nation 

based upon the movement west” (61).  Although Malick laments, instead of celebrating, 

the founding of the New World, he embraces the idea of the reinvention of self that The 

New World affords – an idea that not uncoincidentally is part of today’s American 

mythology, intimately connected to the American West.  Malick’s John Smith becomes 

the embodiment of the reinvention ideal; through nature, and Pocahontas-as-nature, 

Smith becomes the Great White Hero who goes Indian. 
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Good Nature, Bad Civilization, and the Ugly Minimization of Economic Motive  

  

The New World begins with a shot of the river water and Pocahontas' voiceover 

narration: "Come Spirit, help us sing the story of our land.  You are our Mother, we your 

field of corn.  We rise from out of the soul of you."  Pocahontas is then shown swimming 

hand-in-hand with her brother.  This opening scene is strikingly similar to the opening 

scene in The Thin Red Line, with Private Witt swimming with Melanesians in the ocean.  

Both scenes connote a return to the watery world of the womb – in these instances, it is 

the womb of Mother Nature.  Further, from these two scenes, we are given the same 

motif: the “natives” are not only closer to nature, but are relatively carefree, as their lives 

are fairly free from the toils and social conflict that burdens Westerners.  This 

interpretation is confirmed when Captain John Smith is sent on a mission as an emissary 

to King Powhatan in order to secure trade before the coming of winter.  While living 

amongst the Powhatans, he observes that, “They are gentle, loving, faithful, lacking in all 

guile and trickery.  The words denoting lying, deceit, greed, envy, slander and 

forgiveness have never been heard.  They have no jealousy, no sense of possession." This 

description affirms the paradoxical view of Native Americans as at once utopian, Edenic 

innocents who evoke a sense of nostalgia and simultaneously as simple, childlike, and 

incapable of any of the abstract thought or subtlety that enables people to exploit their 

environment.  Berkhofer and others have traced this set of stereotypes back to earliest 

colonial writings.     

The Powhatan warriors witnessing the incoming ships are shown in full war 
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dress—heads half-shaved, dressed only in loincloths and leggings with body-paint and 

elaborate jewelry made from shell and bone.  They are not standing still in awe, but 

leaping about, as they are shown throughout the rest of the movie—imitating woodland 

animals, revealing their proximity to nature as opposed to the overly cerebral British, 

who are so martially inept that even plate armor and flintlocks cannot stave off an assault 

by the agile indigenous warriors.  John Smith observes this upon landing, by way of 

voiceover: "The savages often visit us handily...curious, like a herd of deer."  This 

description depicts them as simultaneously curious and timid, always on the move, 

voicing primal whoops and hollers which both confuse and frighten the settlers, who are 

more reserved, formal and verbal.  Malick’s dichotomy between nature and civilization 

manifests itself in these mannerisms from the moment of contact between Native 

Americans and invaders. 

 Being closer to nature not only implies physicality of expression, but fitness. The 

Powhatans are not only represented as 'closer' to nature, often behaving in direct imitation 

of natural phenomena, blending seamlessly into their environment by use of their body 

paint,  but also as being healthier, not suffering from the poor nutrition or hygiene habits 

as the English.  Through these representations, Malick is attempting to depict the 

Powhatans in a more 'realistic' and 'authentic' manner than previous directors; however, 

the realism is mired in problematic cliché.  Whether shown at work or play, the 

Powhatans are often interchangeable with the environment (and with each other as well), 

and because the landscape is shot as a wonderland, the Powhatans themselves become 

part of the wonder.  Set against a great expanse of sky, through canted angles we see the 
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Powhatans attend to their fishing nets, the river enveloping them.  They are the 

embodiment of pure nature, and are therefore pure themselves.   

By contrast, the settlers are shown as always dirty, underfed, and unenergetic, 

with stringy hair and unwashed, filthy clothing.  Their fort is a microcosm of English 

society, riven with class divisions.  There are even young street urchins plying John 

Smith for food once he returns from many months at the Powhatan encampment.  In 

contrast with the Native Americans, they are avaricious, as they are depicted panning for 

gold, which is of no value in their new environment, instead of procuring food – a 

phenomenon lamented in a voiceover by Smith: "While they starve they dig for gold."   

The desire for profit overrides even the basic need for sustenance and shelter, so much so 

that even the bare minimum of labor and knowledge required to maintain edible crops is 

channeled into more opportunistic ventures, to the point of colonists killing each other for 

meager gains.  After Pocahontas arrives in the dead of winter with a contingent of 

warriors to bring food and seeds, and the second wave of settlers arrive, the colonists 

begin to plant tobacco, formerly a ceremonial crop with the indigenous peoples, but in 

this case grown for the sole purpose of turning a profit, despite it being inedible and 

depleting the soil more rapidly than corn or potatoes.   

Although Malick’s depiction of the English colonizers is often fairly accurate, it is 

equally frustrating.  Malick offers glimpses into the very basic inner workings of the 

emerging economic system that drove colonization, yet shies away from any truly 

incisive critique in favor of a more simplistic contrast of degraded civilization versus the 

purity of nature.  Although we are shown the colonizers at their greediest, these 
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depictions are treated as personal character flaws (the result of living in the degraded 

world of civilization) as opposed to a systemic drive for profit one associates with the 

push to colonize.  Shortly after their arrival, the leader of the Jamestown expedition gives 

an injunction that "the naturals" are not to be disturbed; he announces, “We are not here 

to pillage and raid.  We are here to establish a colony."  However, the explicit purpose of 

Jamestown, from its inception, was trade and profit.  Furthermore, given that such 

capitalistic ventures require state sponsorship (including the assistance of men-at-arms, 

such as John Smith), such seemingly peaceful ventures can only find long-term success 

by the use of force. 

Furthermore, Malick unknowingly offers insight into the "primitive 

accumulation" described by Marx in Capital, wherein during the formative stages of 

capitalism land was expropriated from indigenous inhabitants, and slaves or servants 

worked the land while the colonists grew rich, as shown on John Rolfe's plantation where 

Powhatans work in his fields.  Whereas other, edible crops could have been grown for the 

benefit of a much larger section of the population, as evidenced by the number of starving 

peasants shown when Pocahontas is walking the streets of London, instead tobacco was 

grown to appease a demand by the emerging bourgeoisie in Europe.  Here the English 

only appropriate natural resource for human ends insofar as personal gains can be 

multiplied.  Although Malick has opened up a space here for a real critique of colonialism 

and capitalism, it is unrealized, shuttled aside in favor of his romantic naturalism and his 

fixation on Pocahontas’ “romances” with John Smith and John Rolfe.    
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Pocahontas as Nature, Pocahontas as Land 

 

In The New World, the body is the metaphor that propels the narrative.  While 

Malick "excises" the corporeal in The Thin Red Line in favor of an exploration of 

humanity's relationship to nature, in The New World the bodily image is radically 

embedded in the film sequence by way of close-ups and canted angles.  Pocahontas and 

John Smith speak very little, communicating by facial and hand gesture through splices 

of medium close-ups, either from the chest-up or midsection-down, with close-ups of 

hand-gestures articulating a relationship to the impersonal historical forces motivating the 

action.  Malick makes extensive use of handheld camera techniques, which in addition to 

careful editing, problematizes viewer access to the meaning of the interactions between, 

first, Smith and Pocahontas, and later, she and Rolfe.  Pocahontas and her suitors are 

"bodies without organs," to borrow a term from Deleuze and Guattari, whose desires are 

nothing more than what materializes on the screen.  According to Deleuze and Guattari, 

the social production of desire orders the human body, and the body without organs exists 

prior to this ordering (7-11).  Throughout the sequence of scenes, the desires of 

Pocahontas are being produced through her bodily movements so that she is made into a 

colonial subject. 

 Malick deconstructs Pocahontas’ physical body that she inhabits as a sentient 

being with canted angles and close-ups and reconstructs Pocahontas as the metaphorical 

body of nature.  When Smith first encounters her, she is imitating a deer as she plays in 

the tall grass.  Throughout the film, when Smith is separated from her and fantasizes 
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about her, his fantasies equate her with nature.  At one point, Smith even calls her “my 

America” – she is literally interchangeable with the land of the New World.  The film’s 

ending fully reaffirms that Pocahontas is synonymous with nature, and the land of the 

New World.  After her death, a sequence of shots wordlessly informs us that she is 

returning to the natural world.  We first see Pocahontas running out of the house, then 

into her English garden, then onto the grounds themselves.  We then see her by a body of 

water, ecstatically splashing her face.  She smiles up to the sky, and the scene cuts to a 

shot of a hawk flying overhead, as the music swells.   

Following this final shot of Pocahontas in her physical body, there is a short scene 

of Rolfe with their son, boarding a ship back to Virginia.  The ship sails away and there is 

an abrupt cut to a grave that we can assume belongs to Pocahontas.  There is another cut 

back to the ship sailing in the open sea, and then the film cuts back to water running over 

rocks in a river – this landscape looks like the familiar Virginia landscape, indicating that 

her “spirit” has returned home.  Following the brief river scene, there are a few abrupt 

cuts, first to treetops, then back to the river, as the music swells and swells, then abruptly 

stops, and all we hear is the rush of water over the rocks.  Another abrupt cut follows, and 

with a low-angle shot of a massive tree, we are looking straight up the trunk into a 

canopy of treetops; this shot is accompanied by the sound of birds singing.  The screen 

fades to black and the credits begin to roll, as the sound of chirping birds continues.   

 Unfortunately, the equation of Pocahontas with the New World functions as a 

rationalization for colonialism.  Because Rolfe is Pocahontas’ husband, it follows that he 

can now claim ownership to the land, to which he is symbolically “wed.”  The film’s 
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ending validates these assumptions.  The scenes of Rolfe boarding a ship and the ship 

sailing back to the New World crosscut with scenes of Pocahontas’ spirit returning to its 

natural state, first in the gardens of her English manor, and then eventually in the river 

and trees of her Virginia homeland, imply that Rolfe, as her husband, is entitled to return 

to the New World and claim it – that in fact, he, with their child in tow, is acting as her 

physical envoy.  Here Malick is echoing a colonialist sentiment that was in play 400 

years ago.  As Kolodny states, “the excitement that greeted John Rolfe’s marriage to 

Pocahontas, in April of 1614, may have been due to the fact that it served, in some 

symbolic sense, as a kind of objective correlative for the possibility of Europeans’ 

actually possessing the charms inherent in the virgin continent” (5). 

 

John Smith: Great White Hero   

  

Soon after landing ashore in Virginia, Captain John Smith is nominated to go into 

the Powhatan encampment, as he is the only "professional soldier" amongst the group, 

and therefore the most likely to survive combat with the indigenous inhabitants than the 

other colonists.  To the restless Smith the unexplored land connotes infinite possibility, 

whereas for the rest of the colonists, who have neither the martial skill nor the courage to 

strike out on their own in an unknown wilderness, the land is a danger their 

underdeveloped masculinity does not allow them to enter with ease. 

Smith's voiceover pipes in during his excursion by boat upriver: "I shall make a 

new start, a fresh beginning.  Here the blessings of the earth are bestowed upon all.  No 
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need grow poor...here there is room for all, at no cost but one's labor."  As he and the 

boating contingent set up camp for the night, Smith’s voiceover continues: "Which will 

bear the true commonwealth?  Hard work, self reliance – our virtue."  Smith, having been 

known as a troublemaker back in England, finds new opportunity to vindicate himself in 

Virginia.  Despite his troubled past, he is optimistic about the prospects for the future.  

His attitude is prototypical of what will be commonplace in American ideology, which 

Malick seeks to reinforce, that if one works hard enough, he can make his way in the 

New World.  In this sense, the title The New World alludes not only to the colonization of 

North America, but also to the motif of self-invention.  The theme of self-invention is 

also present in another cinematic great white hero, John Dunbar, who through a series of 

decisive steps progressively goes Indian in Dances With Wolves.  Baird highlights the 

presence of this theme when, in writing about Dances With Wolves, he states, “the 

defining American characteristic has been the continual redefinition of the American 

character” (154).   

 The re-invention or re-discovery of the self is the one motivation for John Smith's 

travails, for which the trip across the Atlantic is but one adventure amongst many others.  

His distinct individualism, his tendency to question authority, and his initiative contrast 

markedly with the crass opportunism of the other colonizers, who do not have the 

knowledge or motivation to cultivate crops or the intelligence to dig a well away from the 

ocean so as not to contaminate it with salt water.  His assessment of Virginia betrays a 

utopian thread that runs through all of Malick's films, namely that in faraway lands, 

amongst startlingly beautiful landscapes, one can find one's “true” self, free from the 
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mean concerns of the everyday world.  Bill, Abby and Linda escape oppressive factory 

life for a lush expanse of grassland in Days of Heaven.   Witt escapes the horrors of 

combat via flashbacks of swimming with the Melanesian natives in The Thin Red Line.   

The fact that John Smith has had wide-ranging cultural experiences makes him 

prototypically American in another way: his tolerance for other ways of living, his 

cosmopolitanism, as demonstrated in his conduct amongst the Powhatans.  His 

cosmopolitanism is not unlimited, however.  After Pocahontas throws herself 

ritualistically on him to “save” him, he describes her as the pinnacle of perfection 

amongst the "naturals": "All of the children of the king were beautiful, but her, the 

youngest, so exceedingly so that she was his favorite."  The voiceover continues, "She 

exceeded the rest not only in feature and proportion but in wit and spirit too...All loved 

her."  This overly romanticized description implies that, of all of the Powhatan 

inhabitants, she meets European standards of beauty the most closely.  The neocolonial 

trope of imposing European beauty standards onto indigenous women is paradoxically at 

odds with and intertwined with Smith’s reinvention of self.  During his stay with the 

Powhatans, his rescue by Pocahontas and subsequent meetings with her, Smith finds the 

possibility of complete self-reinvention through his communication with Pocahontas, and 

in his emersion in Powhatan culture.   

  Smith initially communicates with Pocahontas primarily through hand gestures; 

Pocahontas imitates natural phenomena such as "Sun" and "Moon," which Smith imitates 

in turn accompanied with the English translation.  Smith imitating Pocahontas is 

reminiscent of Benjamin’s claim (as reiterated by Taussig) that in writing the unstated 
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purpose of imitation is to become "Other" (xviii).  Furthermore, Smith learns the art of 

imitation from the Powhatan warriors.  In one scene, a warrior offers him a ceremonial 

rod, and proceeds to imitate a whooping crane, and exhorts him to do likewise, which he 

accomplishes somewhat comically, to the mirth of his adopted “brothers.”  Smith’s 

initiation into Powhatan life is accompanied by his movement away from the other 

Englishmen’s less-than-honorable motives.  It is not important that there is no other 

ostensible reason for Smith to be in the “New World” – in Malick’s fuzzy worldview, we 

are to assume his only purpose for being on the colonizing project is to expand his 

spiritual center through a connection with nature – it is simply necessary to stress that 

Smith doesn’t have any of the immoral motives of the other colonizers.  The disavowal of 

the White hero’s nefarious motives is in itself a cliché.  In a piece on Dances With 

Wolves, Armando Jose Prats, writing about the archetypal good Indians who initiate 

white heroes into their Indian ways, states, “Such ‘true’ Indians enabled the white hero, 

among all whites, to transcend (though perhaps merely to evade) the darker consequences 

of conquest” (5). 

Once exiled by King Powhatan back to the Jamestown settlement, rapidly 

dwindling in manpower and resources, Smith notes the contrast between the two cultures 

immediately. "Damnation is like this," he ponders in a voiceover.  The hell of Jamestown 

stands in marked opposition to his time with Pocahontas in Powhatan’s Edenic village.  

Once in the settlement, he is accosted by the acting president of the site, Radcliffe, who is 

unceremoniously shot by one of the other settlers, and Smith is subsequently made 

president.  Immediately taking charge, he sets the remainder of the colonists on digging a 
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new well.  "He that shall not work, shall not eat," he proclaims.  "The labors of honest 

and industrious men shall not be consumed by the idleness of a few."  His voiceover 

follows immediately, stating, "Misery, death, hell."  Through his assumed leadership, he 

is following through on his utopian ideals – given that Virginia (America) is the land of 

opportunity, of limitless horizons and enough for all who are willing and able to produce 

for themselves, then there is no reason to be idle.  There could be enough for all, by 

implication, if everyone were to chip in equally, as the "naturals" do, and were not so 

eager to stab each other in the back (literally and figuratively) for a little slice of profit.  

Like the old Western gunfighter, Smith is a wanderer, with wisdom and a knack for 

leadership that exceeds those of the common settler.  He is not one to settle down, but 

will help others as he has to, just as Clint Eastwood does in High Plains Drifter, or the 

protagonist in Shane, who aids the helpless settlers against a band of crooked cattle 

rustlers. 

 Because he is the archetypical outsider, Smith’s efforts are not appreciated.  After 

Pocahontas gives the settlement food for the winter, there is a melee with the Powhatans, 

whose king does not like the fact that the English are there to stay; the other colonists 

beat and enslave Smith, who is only saved by the expedition leader who returns from 

England with fresh supplies.  The leader extends an offer from the English Crown for 

Smith to map out the Northwest Territory, the passageway across the arctic to India.  

Smith is at first reticent, because of his attachment to Pocahontas, his utopia, the 

boundless opportunity that is available in the "New World."  In one voiceover, he 

ponders "The river leads back there—it leads inward forever...into the wild...start over, 
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exchange the false life for a true one...give up the name of Smith."  He leaves open the 

possibility that he could live with her, with her tribe, forfeiting the idea that he could still 

be English.  She, however, has been ejected by her father from the tribe for giving the 

settlers seeds to grow corn.  Given that they have no place to go and seeing his 

opportunities for permanently leaving English society behind suddenly halted, Smith, 

ever the wanderer, takes the offer to go back to England to assemble an expedition for the 

Northwest passage, leaving Pocahontas a lone refugee in the Jamestown settlement. 

 

The White Hero vs. the Gentleman Farmer 

 

If Smith is the prototype of the American rugged individualist, the restless 

wanderer who judges others only by their competence in making their own way in the 

world, then Pocahontas' new suitor John Rolfe is the gentleman farmer, settled, content, 

hardworking, a competent proprietor, though oblivious to those working under him, much 

like the Farmer in Days of Heaven.  Rolfe finds Pocahontas, sad and lonely in the 

Jamestown settlement, and brings her back to his plantation, where he asks her for her 

hand in marriage.  While in the settlement, a governess was teaching her—patiently and 

slowly—how to be an Englishwoman; with Rolfe her conversion to bourgeois life is 

complete.  Pocahontas is baptized and married to Rolfe in a Christian ceremony, and 

wears English clothes and styles her hair likewise apparently without second thought.  If 

Smith desired incursions into boundless landscapes, Rolfe represents their settlement and 

taming.  He is mobile, but only between his properties in England and Virginia.     
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 While with Smith came the “fusion of horizons” that instigated cultural contact 

between the Powhatans and the English, as exemplified in Pocahontas, with Rolfe comes 

the inevitability of the English predominance in the region, as well as the conversion of 

Native American lands, once held in common, to lots owned by individual proprietors 

with the knowledge and perseverance to multiply their fortunes.  Through the figures of 

Smith and Rolfe, Malick reappropriates the traditional love story myth, and uses it to 

reiterate the American metanarrative of the inevitability of progress, Pocahontas being 

symbolic of the transformation of the social body from "native," "natural," and "wild," to 

"settled," " industrious," and "civilized." As with his previous films, the characters are 

tokens of larger forces at work.  They “materialize” at the intersection of these forces, 

which come into play at the queue of landscape shots, sound, various distance and close-

up shots taken of the characters. 

 

Pocahontas as the Emptied Signifier    

 

 Though Pocahontas is, metaphorically and literally, the center of attention in The 

New World, her character is endowed with minimal agency beyond her insistence on 

continually saving Smith and the other colonizers, warning them of Powhatan plots and 

delivering food to the Jamestown settlement in the dead of winter.  These actions are, of 

course, against her father's injunction to “put her people first,” and because of them she is 

punished with ostracization from the Powhatan community.  That she would forsake her 

community for the sake of the love of a colonizer, a stranger, highlights an ironic 
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miswriting in Malick’s Pocahontas: we are supposed to think of her as imbued with a 

natural (indigenous) wisdom, yet it is because she does not understand the historical 

forces she is subject to that she can retain her “natural” innocence to the end of her life 

(and the movie).  A further irony is that in defying her father, she is simultaneously acting 

out of love for Smith, while at the same time robbing him of what he desires most in his 

relationship with her, that is to reinvent himself by going to live with the Powhatans, 

since a return to the Eden of the Powhatan encampment is possible for neither of them.  

 After she is exiled from her father’s village and goes to live in Jamestown, when 

she can no longer “save” Smith, Pocahontas is essentially passive, without subjectivity, 

only a symbol for the process of colonization.  The rest of the Powhatan tribe has either 

fled inland, or remained to do the colonists’ work for them.  Like “nature” in Malick's 

interpretation, Pocahontas is pliable, silent, and an object for investigation, only giving up 

her innermost secrets when she is “let be.”  Pocahontas is a metaphor for the feminized 

land, lying open and waiting, as well as the embodiment of the process of emergence for 

the “New World” that is to become America; therefore, her “femininity” is neither 

questioned nor interrogated.  Although we see glimpses of the gendered division of work 

within the Powhatan community, we don’t see Pocahontas participating in that work.  We 

don’t see her performing any function, beyond brief shots of her brushing her father's hair 

with Smith's voiceover exclaiming her as her "father's favorite."  Later in the film, while 

living with Rolfe, she soothes him with a backrub, which seemingly comes natural to her; 

however, no scene is shown with the act being reciprocated.  Most scenes with Rolfe 

show her as being silent and morose.  After living at Jamestown fort for a short period of 
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time, her speaking voice has a fully-developed English accent, with no vestiges of 

inflection or affectation from her native tongue. 

With The New World, Malick cleanses the process of colonization of its nefarious 

motives by displacing the struggle for land and resources onto a love story in which little 

is said and through which only the most personal spiritual longings are revealed.  

Malick's metanarrative is distinctly depoliticized, because he presents his metanarrative 

as if only one's innermost spiritual concerns matter, and are not dependent on the most 

basic bodily needs—the need for food, water, and shelter.  This representational gap 

between personal, spiritual needs and material necessity, present in The New World as 

well as his previous works, depoliticizes questions of gender or ethnic identity in his 

films. 

 Like Smith, Malick’s Pocahontas is a free spirit, a searcher for truth, while 

questions as to differentially empowered position as an indigenous, underage young 

woman whose suitors are older European male colonizers do not appear.  She makes the 

transition, emotionally traumatic though bloodless, from indigenous to English bourgeois 

life while remaining basically the same person, while the psychological and physical 

trauma that would ensue for her fellow Powhatans (and later, all Native Americans) 

remains invisible to the viewer.  The New World thus affirms traditional Euro-American 

Christian views with regard to native peoples, that they are “free,” closer to nature, 

unburdened by the responsibilities of civilization.  Further, women are at their best at 

home and in the hearth, when they enable their male counterparts to strive for their best, 

as Pocahontas does for both Smith and Rolfe.   
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 Furthermore, in his romanticization/equation of Pocahontas and the land, Malick 

obscures the motive for English colonization:  it was not the wide-open land and infinite 

freedom, but quick and easy profit.  Finding that they could not profit directly off of the 

indigenous inhabitants, the English sought to drive them off their land or outright destroy 

them.  The open possibilities represented by the bountiful natural world can be seen as 

the ideological product of the process of conquest, to which Smith was no stranger as a 

mercenary.  Malick’s Pocahontas, as the embodiment of the “free,” “open,” land, is an 

ideological construction; her actual existence in a world of everyday needs is concealed 

from view.  

 

Making the New World: Malick Conjures the Vanished Powhatans 

 

The New World’s gross historical inaccuracies necessitate, as with Disney’s film, 

a Making documentary to validate the authenticity of the film.  Making the New World 

attempts this validation process by a careful focus on not only Malick’s mystical vision 

and concern with accurate/authentic sets and costumes, but also the film’s vital role in 

resurrecting the Powhatan people.  The beginning of Making the New World immediately 

stakes the claim for the documentary’s authenticity.  White letters appear on a black 

screen, stating, “In July of 2004 in James City County, Virginia, production began on The 

New World, less than 10 miles from where the original events took place.”   This 

declaration is an understated equivalent of Irene Bedard speaking from the reconstructed 

Jamestown village in Disney’s The Making of Pocahontas.  The unstated message is, 
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“We filmed it 10 miles from the original Jamestown.  Therefore, this film is authentic.”  

Furthermore, in the documentary, as with the film, handheld cameras are utilized.  The 

handhelds also convey unspoken authenticity by emulating a cinema verité style; 

handhelds in the film imply we are transported to 1607 Virginia, as handhelds in the 

documentary imply we are being treated to a “real” experience of making the New 

World.  This treat to “reality” masks the fact that the documentary is a constructed 

product that stresses a particular set of values. 

 Authenticity is the primary value this documentary wishes to address.  It is a 

value, the documentary repeatedly (subtly and nonverbally) claims, that The New World 

possesses.  Through interviews, we learn that production designer Jack Fisk read 

Jamestown journals and attempted to reconstruct the fort as closely as possible to the 

same way the fort was built by the settlers.  We are next treated to narration from a man 

in a helicopter, who is identified via large print in the lower left hand corner of the screen 

as “Dr. William Kelso, Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities, Director 

of Archaeology.”  Dr. Kelso is discussing his conversation with Fisk, during which Kelso 

informed him of “the things that he would need to create a set.”  As we listen to Kelso, 

we are treated to an overhead view of the Jamestown fort replica they created.  On the off 

chance we still do not understand the degree of verisimilitude the film aspired to and 

achieved, as we stare at the replica we hear Jack Fisk’s voice, as he states, “Terry 

[Malick] likes things real, and it was much more fun to build this real.” 

 To reinforce that the fort has achieved the realness that Malick desires, next we 

have a visual of Dr. Kelso, who is now standing in the reconstructed fort.  He states, 
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“What this captured is – is the – is the essence of what it was like to be in James Fort.”  

After seeing more images of men constructing the “real” fort, we are treated to the 

ultimate validation of the fort's (and therefore the film's) authenticity: Fisk, the 

production designer, shows the fort to another man, who is identified in the lower right 

hand corner print as Buck Woodard, (Lower Muskogee Creek), Native American Advisor.  

That the filmmakers hired a Native American consultant is surely testament to their 

commitment to depicting the Powhatan people accurately, yes? Even the Disney people 

hired a Native American consultant.  However, why didn't Malick hire a Powhatan 

consultant? Was he afraid that a Powhatan consultant might walk off the set, just as 

Shirley “Little Dove” Custalow walked off the Disney set? Or would a real life Powhatan 

consultant disrupt Malick's romantic fantasy, rendering the Powhatan people far too real, 

too disturbingly alive? 

 Unfortunately, as is the case with so many Hollywood films that purport to 

accurately depict Native Americans, the claim of authenticity becomes inevitability and 

inextricably wrapped up in the notion of a dead culture that has been magically 

resurrected through the power of cinema.  This idea is blatantly present in Making the 

New World.  Discussing their work in depicting the Powhatan people, a set worker 

proudly claims, “We successfully resurrected a culture.”  However, the Powhatan culture 

needs no resurrection.  There are eight state-recognized tribes from the former Powhatan 

confederacy in Virginia today, two of them on reservations.   

 The idea that the Powhatans of today have nothing in common with the 

Powhatans in 1607 plays directly into the aforementioned myth of the Vanishing 
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American, itself an outgrowth of the natural/civilized dichotomy from which Malick 

operates.  This opposition mandates that “real” Native Americans maintain their 

“traditional” lifestyles in order to maintain their authenticity.  Within the rules of this 

dichotomy, tradition is treated as the enemy of progress, and, conversely, for Romantics 

like Malick, progress is the enemy of tradition.  However, as Henry Glassie argues, “If 

tradition is a people’s creation out of their own past, its character is not stasis but 

continuity” (396).  This cultural continuity is ignored in the film and denied in the 

documentary. 

Probably the most frustrating aspect of Making the New World is that it 

demonstrates that real effort was made toward giving an honest representation of 

Powhatans at that time, yet this attempt at verisimilitude sits side by side with a palpable 

disconnect about not only the falsities perpetuated by the film, but also the 

aforementioned disconnect in the minds of the people working on the film between 

Powhatan people then, and Powhatan people now, so it becomes a case of the magically 

appearing/disappearing Powhatan peoples.  A section of the documentary is disturbingly 

entitled, “Recreating the Powhatan.”   In this section, we are told that the Powhatan 

language is no longer spoken, but is being reconstructed for the film.  We see Q’orianka 

Kilcher, who plays Pocahontas, learning Powhatan words.  In scenes such as this, the 

viewer is expected to see the filmmakers as contributing to the culture of the Powhatans 

by helping them to resurrect their language; it is the white man teaching the Indian how 

to be Indian.   
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Also shown are Native American men of various tribes who play Powhatans in 

The New World having one side of their hair shaved off in order to accurately represent 

the Powhatan warriors of that time.  One man of the Omaha tribe states that initially he 

didn’t want to cut his hair because in his tribe, they only cut their hair when someone 

dies.  However, he states, he decided that he wanted to do the Pamunkeys justice and that 

cutting his hair was a tribute to them.  Furthermore, Robert “Two Eagles” Green, the 

Chief of the Virginian Patawomeck tribe, states in an interview that after attending a 

meeting with the production staff of the film, he was so impressed with the research and 

the honesty that went into representing the Powhatan people in The New World that he 

even lent the filmmakers turkey feathers and deer antlers to help them costume the 

Powhatan characters.   

 This genuine concern on the part of Native Americans of several tribes to 

accurately portray Powhatan peoples in The New World is in direct conflict with the idea 

that the Powhatan people are gone, and can only be resurrected by white people working 

on a film.  Just a few minutes after the interview with Chief Green, as we watch sets and 

costumes being constructed, we hear one of the film workers’ voiceovers.  He states, “So 

much was lost of that culture you have to kind of fill in a lot of blanks.  But then the 

blanks are not that big actually because you have the elements.”  The elements he speaks 

of are literally the leather, feathers stone and wood that the Powhatan people of that time 

used to construct tools, weapons, etc.  When listening to this, one can’t help but wonder, 

“Why didn’t you ask the Powhatan peoples around you? Can’t they fill in the blanks 

more than anyone or anything?”   
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The idea of resurrecting the Powhatan culture that permeates Making the New 

World positions Malick as a great white hero himself, for bringing the Powhatan people 

back to life via his film.  Malick himself is fairly reclusive in the documentary, rarely 

shown and rarely speaking about his process.  Instead, we hear his film collaborators and 

actors discussing him, his intensity, his concern with realism, his unique approach to 

filmmaking – one actor calls it “magical.”  Malick begins to seem almost like a shaman.  

That shamanistic quality also subtly validates Malick’s misinterpretation of history.  

Christopher Plummer, who plays Captain Newport, says of Malick and his film, “His 

vision seems to be a very romantic one – of the early beginnings of America, the 

discovery of the land.  To him it’s a dream.  I think that’s a wonderful way of presenting 

it.”   

 

Film Critics Reinforcing Cinematic Racism 

 

Just as the popular press was complicit with Disney’s Pocahontas, buying into the 

values Disney wished them to, many film critics bought into The New World, conflating 

romantic naturalism with historical realism and reinforcing the myth of the Vanishing 

American.  Yet others, focusing on the beauty of Malick’s film, simply elided the 

question of historical accuracy.  Reviews in both Entertainment Weekly and the New 

York Times focus on the sweepingly beautiful, epic nature of Malick’s filmmaking.  An 

Entertainment Weekly reviewer states, "Many have tried, but none can match Malick's 

touch for shuffling a deck of elegiac images and fanning out the hand to express what 
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speech cannot" (Schwarzbaum 2006) and a New York Times reviewer pronounces 

Malick’s film, “Rapturously beautiful” (Dargis 2006).  In these reviews, it seems enough 

that the film is beautiful; that beauty, on some Keatsian level, endows The New World 

with a certain level of truth that transcends the actual lived experience of Pocahontas.   

 In their urge to praise Malick’s beautiful filmmaking, other critics developed 

flattering euphemisms to describe his departure from historical reality.  A Los Angeles 

Times reviewer states that Malick, “neither strives for verisimilitude nor spectacle but for 

an alchemic blend of both” (Chocano 2005).  Here the term “alchemic” lends an 

otherworldly connotation to Malick’s deviation from historical truth.  Furthermore, the 

departure is sanctioned because, we are reminded, some form of “verisimilitude” is 

present in his magical concoction.  In a strikingly parallel construction, Sight and 

Sound’s reviewer claims that The New World, “mixes carefully researched ethnographic 

detail with wildly romantic imagining" (Taubin 2006).  Once again, we are told that 

Malick is presenting the truth in some form (as “carefully researched ethnographic 

detail”), and that furthermore he is doing no injustice to Pocahontas and Native peoples 

in general through his fictions; rather, they are simply “wildly romantic imaginings” – a 

term that sounds both innocuous and playful.  In yet another similar review from Uncut, 

the author proclaims that The New World is, “a brilliantly executed blend of western, 

historical drama and anthropological reconstruction” (Andrew 2006).  Here the term 

“historical drama” functions exactly as did “romantic imagining” in the quote preceding 

it – and once again this reviewer lends historical validity to the film – this time, by 

naming The New World an “anthropological reconstruction.” 
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 But why would these reviewers let Malick off the hook so easily, as he deviates 

wildly from historical truth? Careful Jamestown fort reconstruction aside, even after one 

accounts for the offensive fiction he made of Pocahontas’ life, his reconstruction of 

Powhatan lives is a swarm of untruths.  Why is this acceptable – swept under the rug, 

applauded even? These are probably unanswerable questions, but it is important to ask 

them, not only because no one else is, but also because they draw attention to how easily, 

offensively and without question Native American lives are manipulated as cinematic 

fodder, after more than a century of doing so.  Ironically, as problematic as Dances With 

Wolves is, I suspect that in a post Dances With Wolves era of Hollywood movies, many 

misguided filmmakers and reviewers and audience members alike assume Hollywood has 

finally “done right” by Native Americans.  This notion, combined with Malick’s auteur 

power, and the fact that there are no white men in war paint stumbling around in The New 

World saying “How” or “Ugh” probably leads several reviewers to conclude that the film 

is indeed a careful anthropological reconstruction.  One only wishes that they had done 

their homework.  Disturbingly, a quote from a MacLean’s review of The New World 

lends credence to my above theory.  The reviewer writes, “Picking up where Dances With 

Wolves left off, Malick reverses colonial stereotypes, and depicts Aboriginal culture from 

the inside out, with a scrupulous eye for authenticity” (Johnson 49). 

 Yet another uninformed, uneducated review of The New World comes, ironically, 

courtesy of the Chronicle of Higher Education.  The reviewer states of Malick’s film, 

“The New World affords him a perfect opportunity to examine contrasts between the 

notion of a timeless harmony with nature, represented by American Indian society, and 
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the post-Enlightenment ideal of taming and harnessing nature to accomplish humanly 

determined goals, as the English colonists do” (Sterritt 2006).  This quote is disturbing on 

many levels.  First, it reinforces the idea that all Native Americans and all tribes are 

generic and interchangeable through the use of the term “American Indian society.”  

Further, the quote reinforces Malick’s simple binary contrasting all Native Americans 

with Europeans and later Euroamericans.  It calls up the cliché of all Native Americans 

living in “timeless harmony with nature,” and by way of contrasting Native peoples with 

Europeans, insinuates that Native Americans had no “humanly determined goals.”  In 

short, the Native Americans (or dare I become more specific and say the Powhatan 

peoples) apparently existed in some sort of timeless, goal-less bubble before eventually 

vanishing, thus necessitating their re-creation by Malick for the purpose of this film. 

 The insistence on equating Native Americans with timelessness (which is often in 

colonial and postcolonial discourse interchangeable with “tradition” and “authenticity”) 

is a well-worn cliché with ominous implications.  To be timeless is to not change in time.  

Yet everyone and everything alive experiences change.  Therefore, timelessness is 

essentially death.  The Vanished American.  By this logic, the only real Indian is a dead 

Indian.  Malick’s success in “re-creating” the Powhatan people is judged, both by the 

press and in The Making Of video, by the degree of authenticity present in his re-creation.  

It is Malick’s alleged focus on tradition (never mind how much of it he has invented, 

warped, or embellished) that has earned him praise for successfully resuscitating real 

dead Indians.  However, the Powhatan peoples are not dead.  They have simply changed, 

as have the rest of us, over the past 400 years.  This idea of survival through change, as 
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opposed to a timelessness that exists outside of life is expressed in a quote by Oneida 

writer Roberta J. Hill: “The themes that give me the most energy are our relatedness and 

responsibility to this earth, the need for moral visions and transformations, the 

revitalization of ancient ways of knowledge that indigenous cultures of the world still 

respect and treasure, and the requirement that we rebirth our community life” (Hill 74).  

Specific words in this quote, namely, “transformations,” “revitalization,” and “rebirth” 

connote not death, but survival through change.  Hill’s words offer a life-affirming 

contrast to the disturbing celebration of Malick’s pseudo-resurrection of the Powhatan 

people.  Native American peoples are not vanished entities who need to be reinvented, 

but rather, living peoples to be acknowledged, listened to, respected and celebrated.   
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4.  POCAHONTAS AS NATIVE WOMAN RECLAIMED  

 

“Pocahontas here is scalpin’ us.”  – Paulie “Walnuts” Gualtieri of The Sopranos, 

lamenting his losing streak at the hands of a young Native American woman 

blackjack dealer in a tribal casino, from the episode Sentimental Education.   

 

Overview 

 

As discussed in Chapter One, Pocahontas has functioned as a metaphor for the 

United States, her filmic representation often reflecting current government policies 

toward Native Americans.  Chapter Two focused on The Disney Company’s construction 

of a Pocahontas that could best sell both the film and the myriad of products associated 

with the film.  In Chapter Three, I investigated Malick’s Pocahontas, who became a 

mythic symbol for his romantic naturalism.  In this chapter, I explore the complex and 

layered discourses currently surrounding Pocahontas in the literary world, in magazines, 

on television and on the internet, focusing in particular on Native American voices.  In 

order to demonstrate the depth to which these discourses are steeped in the Euroamerican 

ideology espousing the inevitability of progress and dissipation of indigenous ways of 

life, I demonstrate that this ideology consists of a constellation of ideas related to 

capitalism, property ownership, heteronormativity, male proprietorship, and racial 

superiority.  I further demonstrate how Native American perspectives on Pocahontas by 

implication seek to question the dominant Eurocentric ideology by way of reclaiming 
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Pocahontas for Native peoples, and symbolically divesting her of Eurocentric fantasy 

projections.   

This exploration elicits several interrelated points: firstly, that a wide discrepancy 

still exists between how Native Americans and non-indigenous peoples conceive of 

Pocahontas, especially as she has been represented in film.  To demonstrate this divide, I 

analyze website commentary from imdb.com and amazon.com webpages on both 

Disney’s Pocahontas and The New World, as well as a Mad Magazine satire of the 

Disney film entitled “Hokeyhontas,” and examine a website entitled “Indian Opinions 

about Pocahontas,” which contains responses to Disney’s Pocahontas from Native 

Americans of various tribes.  I further demonstrate that the surge of Native American 

biographers reclaiming Pocahontas occurs as some of the official Euroamerican discourse 

on her seems to be dissipating; most obviously, Pocahontas largely disappeared from the 

official discourse of the 2007 Jamestown Exposition.  Concurrently, in 2007, Dr. 

Linwood “Little Bear” Custalow, Mattaponi oral historian, has shared the oral history of 

Pocahontas with the general public for the first time.  The Mattaponi are one of the 

remaining tribes of the Powhatan Confederacy, and, Custalow tells us, clandestine 

keepers of historical knowledge for the Powhatan nation.  Custalow provides an 

important counterpoint, based on oral tradition, to the “official” written accounts of 

Euroamericans.  Laguna Pueblo/Metis writer and scholar Paula Gunn Allen has written a 

recent biography of Pocahontas as well, which I compare to both the aforementioned 

Mattaponi account of Pocahontas’ life and an A&E channel “mainstream” biography of 

Pocahontas.  
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Lastly, I examine the work of Native American women writers who are 

reclaiming and speaking for Pocahontas in their creative work, arguing for the necessity 

of their work for two interrelated reasons: indigenous women’s voices are woefully 

underrepresented in mainstream media; because of this chronic underrepresentation, 

Pocahontas continues to function metonymically as a representative of all Native 

American women.  In addition to exploring how Leslie Marmon Silko and Joy Harjo’s 

literary projects dismantle stereotypes, I discuss the connections between Paula Gunn 

Allen’s politically-infused poetry, in which she speaks for Pocahontas, and 

Kuna/Rappahannock actor and playwright Monique Mojica’s play Princess Pocahontas 

and the Blue Spots, a work in which she speaks for Pocahontas as well, using humor to 

deconstruct the body of clichés surrounding the Pocahontas myth.   

 

The Jamestown Expo and the Case of the Disappearing Princess 

 

The 2007 Jamestown Exposition was a disjointed mixture of celebration and 

denial regarding its representations of Native Americans.  On the one hand, unlike 

previous Expositions, Virginia tribes had a space from which to tell their story, as 

opposed to Euroamericans telling it for them.  After centuries of distortion, it is 

undeniably a good thing whenever Euroamericans decide to stop telling stories about 

Native American people and start actually listening to Native Americans.  Yet, because 

of the Euroamerican anxiety about bringing up the subject of Native Americans, the 

Virginia tribes were underrepresented on the Jamestown Exposition official website and 
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in the May 13th, 2007 400th Anniversary Celebration broadcast on C-SPAN.  

Furthermore, in the absence of any dialogue that includes Native American voices, an 

unchecked pro-colonization and capitalism discourse flowered.  Pocahontas in particular, 

the most famous person associated with Jamestown, is, with the exception of a link to an 

exhibition discussed below, completely absent from the official website; furthermore, she 

is not discussed at all in the broadcast celebration, and appears only marginally in the 

2007 Jamestown Exposition official commemorative publication, America’s 400th 

Anniversary: The Journey that Changed the World.  

Certainly previous Jamestown Expositions proffered a great show of nationalism 

and were guilty of marginalizing the Powhatan peoples as well.  Writing about the 1907 

Jamestown exposition, Frederic Gleach characterizes it as “a celebration of Euro-

American progress … [with] an emphasis on the development of U.S. naval and military 

power” (“Pocahontas at the Fair” 420).  The Expo’s midway exhibited both an obsession 

with militarism (several exhibits were devoted to Civil War battles) and racist 

terminology – it was, offensively, named the “Warpath.”  Regarding Native American 

presence, the Expo also had a Wild West Show, but “the Indians of this show were from 

Oklahoma and the Plains, not connected to the Powhatans or Virginia.  They were, 

however, the most visible Native presence at the Jamestown Exposition” (425).   

The result of Powhatan absence was both a slanted representation of the past and 

an alienation of the Powhatan peoples of the then-present, who were struggling for 

cultural and legal recognition from the state.  Although several tribes of the Powhatan 

confederacy had had treaties with Virginia dating back to the 1600’s, these tribes were 
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not officially recognized by the state of Virginia until the 1980’s.  Despite the Powhatan 

attempts to integrate themselves into the 1907 Expo (including performing a re-

enactment of the alleged saving episode), they were “largely reduced to historical 

stereotypes of generic Indians, nearly mythical characters from the past, rather than real 

historical people who played a part in the founding of what was to become the United 

States” (“Pocahontas at the Fair” 432).  Furthermore, images of these generic Indians, 

“generally wearing Plains-style feather headdresses,” (430) were used in advertisements 

to sell various products, and were usually depicted looking in awe at symbols of 

American technological progress.    

Because her alleged rescue of John Smith was the most famous event in 

Jamestown history, Pocahontas herself was represented at the 1907 Jamestown 

Exposition, yet only in a predictably marginal capacity.  Gleach notes, “Pocahontas 

appears in images from the Jamestown Exposition generally in one of two ways: either an 

artist’s conception of the rescue incident … or in portrait view in English clothes” 

(“Pocahontas at the Fair” 428).  Furthermore, after the 1907 Expo, “the historical myth of 

Pocahontas took on a life of its own,” generating several books and products 

(“Pocahontas: An Exercise” 441).  The 1957 Expo established Jamestown Festival Park, 

a complex that includes, among other sites, a recreated Powhatan village.  The 1957 Expo 

also included more merchandising and product tie-ins than the 1907 Expo had, and it, like 

the 1907 Expo, further propelled Pocahontas mythology (443-44).      

Pocahontas’ absence from the official Jamestown discourse in the 2007 Expo is 

conspicuous precisely because of the prevalence of Pocahontas merchandise at previous 
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Expos and the fame of the Pocahontas-saving-Smith story.  The silence surrounding her 

disappearance points to an uneasiness of Jamestown officials with integrating her into the 

dominant EuroAmerican discourse of which her story has been a prominent part for four 

centuries.  In fact, the only exhibit that featured Pocahontas took pains to promote itself 

as “unbiased.”  However, the Pocahontas exhibit’s pro-Disney stance finds it reiterating a 

mainstream ideology of heteronormativity as well as a host of racial assumptions.  

Furthermore, the language used to validate Disney’s depiction of Pocahontas both 

paradoxically essentializes history yet legitimizes Disney’s veering away from any form 

of historical record.   

Pocahontas was not mentioned during the Jamestown Anniversary event 

broadcast on C-SPAN and she appears only marginally in the America’s 400th 

Anniversary publication.  The only article that features a picture of Pocahontas contains 

only one sentence about her, in which her saving of white men is highlighted: “Rolfe’s 

marriage to Pocahontas in 1614 contributed to the fortunes of the settlement by helping 

establish peace between the colonists and the Powhatan Indians” (Hogge 41).  

Additionally, the Jamestown Expo official website sold no Pocahontas merchandise, and 

the only mention of her was via a link to a webpage entitled Images of a Legend.  The 

webpage provided a sampling of an exhibit entitled Pocahontas: Her Life and Legend.  

The exhibit, while illuminating and well-documented, was nonetheless problematically 

biased, and highlights the marginalization of Pocahontas in the 2007 Expo.  For example, 

this exhibit was the only one that focused solely on Pocahontas, and it was not held at the 

Jamestown Expo complex.  Rather, it ran from February 10 through June 24, 2007 at the 
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Virginia Historical Society in Richmond.  The 400th Anniversary booklet claims that the 

Pocahontas: Her Life and Legend exhibition offers an unbiased look at Pocahontas, 

stating, “While what we know about Pocahontas comes from narratives of English men, 

this exhibit provides an opportunity to examine her life independent of the prejudices and 

legends that have shaped public perception over the years” (Hogge 52).  While being 

independent of all prejudices is probably an impossible order to fill by any standards, 

certainly the post-exhibit artifacts left behind (namely the exhibit booklet and the 

aforementioned Images of a Legend webpage) tell a different tale, revealing the 

preconceptions of the curators.  

The booklet that accompanies this Pocahontas exhibition, also entitled 

Pocahontas: Her Life and Legend, was written by exhibition curators William M.S. 

Rasmussen and Robert S. Tilton.  The authors have decided beliefs regarding 

Pocahontas’s life, as is most apparent in their account of the Pocahontas-saving-Smith 

story.  The exhibition booklet runs through the main theories mentioned earlier in this 

dissertation (the rescue actually took place; Smith invented the rescue story; it was an 

adoption ritual Smith misunderstood) but ultimately espouses the curator/authors’ 

aforementioned theory that it was a test of manliness the Powhatans gave to Smith, that 

Pocahontas unwittingly interrupted.  By promoting their own theories in the exhibit 

booklet, the authors make an argument that affords Pocahontas little agency.  Not only 

does she inexplicably choose to save a white man, but she does not know enough about 

her own culture to recognize a ritual test. 
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Furthermore, the booklet’s title page reveals that the exhibition was partially 

funded by the Walt Disney Company.  The authors’ pro-Disney position is easily 

detected on the Images of a Legend webpage.  On this page, the curator/authors display 

images of Pocahontas from the 1600’s up to 1995, (the end image being from Disney’s 

Pocahontas), providing commentary next to the images.  The commentary is both 

intelligent and illuminating, interrogating the cultural biases that shaped the various 

artists’ depictions.  However, it seems the authors act as apologists for the Disney 

Company when they discuss their final image.  Next to an image of Disney’s animated 

Pocahontas cradling Smith, the text reads:  

Some critics have argued that Disney's "princess" is older than the Powhatan girl  

John Smith would have encountered, that the romance between them is fanciful,  

and that the depiction of her strays from historical reality in other ways. If so, it is  

in keeping with a long tradition. Like other artists, the writers and animators  

behind the film integrate elements of fantasy with historical facts, and they reflect  

cultural biases of their own time. They both capitalize on her legend and pay  

tribute to her as an individual of unusual energy and vision who influenced the  

course of history. 

This is strange talk coming from Tilton, whose definitive text on the development of 

Pocahontas mythology, Pocahontas: The Evolution of an American Narrative, was 

discussed in Chapter One, and Rasmussen, a curator of art at the Virginia Historical 

Society.  That Disney misrepresented Pocahontas as a person older than she really was is 

a given – yet it is called into question by the qualifying sentence opener, “Some critics 
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have argued.”  Furthermore, the language the writers use, such as “fanciful” and “strays” 

downplays the extent to which Disney caters to the Eurocentric narrative.  Additionally, 

Disney’s departure from historical detail is couched in a “long tradition” of distortion, 

thus removing responsibility from the Disney Company to more accurately portray 

Pocahontas.  Lastly, is it paying “tribute” to Pocahontas to reinvent her life to sell Burger 

King meals? 

Although a reticence to include the Euroamerican Pocahontas/Indian Princess 

story in official Jamestown discourse is undeniably a good thing, given the story’s 

inaccuracies and none-too-subtle justifications for colonization, the absence that has 

replaced the official story affords no forum in which to speak about her at all.  This near-

silence proves problematic as well, especially when encountering an exhibit such as 

Tilton and Rasmussen’s.  The exhibit is mostly cautious, respectful and well informed.  

Yet when it is problematic, as in the Disney apologist segment, there are no other exhibits 

to counteract it, speak back to it.  The empty space surrounding Pocahontas discourse 

allows no dialogue.   

Powhatans in general are marginalized in the 2007 Jamestown Expo as well.  On 

the Jamestown Expo website, which is still operational as I write this in October, 2008, 

information about the Virginia tribes is available via links, as though the tribes were a 

sort of afterthought.  In the absence of discussing Native Americans, nationalist buzz 

words and catch phrases such as “rule of law” and “representative government” are 

strewn throughout the website, decorating Expo memorabilia as well.  The official logo, 

appearing on magnets, mugs, etc., is one of the ships that first sailed from England to 
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Jamestown – probably the Godspeed, which was rebuilt for the 400th anniversary.  

Furthermore, of the thirty articles appearing in the America’s 400th Anniversary 

publication only two of them focus specifically on the Virginia tribes. 

However, in the absence of the Jamestown Expo’s dominant white discourse 

about the Powhatan people, dialogue amongst the members of the eight state-recognized 

Virginia tribes, as well as tribes from across the country, has flourished.  The 400th year 

Jamestown anniversary included two intertribal events that were run by members of the 

eight Virginia tribes.  One, the Virginia Indian Symposium, took place from October 5th 

to October 7th, 2006.  Although this and the other Native American event did not take 

place during the official 400th Anniversary weekend, the two events were nonetheless 

important and different from Expos of the past, in that their focus was on continuation, 

survival and growth, rather than the Euroamerican focus on the romanticized past.  Titles 

of the panel discussions, “Indian Law and Culture through History,” “Government Policy 

as it Relates to American Indians,” and “Preserving History and Culture,” reveal this shift 

in mindset.   

The other event, the American Indian Intertribal Cultural Festival took place from 

July 21st to July 22nd, 2007; the website informs us that the event, hosted by the eight 

state-recognized Virginia tribes, also included invited tribes from all over the country.  

The event, attended by over 18,000 people, featured storytelling, vendors with Native 

foods and jewelry, and “dances and cultural demonstrations, highlighting the similarities 

and differences among American Indian nations.”  Virginia Indian Advisory Council 

chair Reggie Stewart, when interviewed for an article in the 400th Anniversary 
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Jamestown publication, said of the festival, which at that time had not yet occurred, “This 

is an event that Virginia Indians are going to own.  We will be able to tell the story we 

want to tell.  This is important because it is the Virginia Indians who are telling the Indian 

story” (qtd. in Tuppance 108). 

It is fortunate that the Powhatans were able to tell their story at the Cultural 

Festival, because, as noted above, they were thoroughly underrepresented at the 

Jamestown 400th Anniversary Celebration broadcast on C-SPAN.  The ceremony featured 

several speeches made by both Virginia and United States politicians, and many white 

men in suits sitting on a stage, with a band and a huge American flag behind them.  Only 

one Native American, a man, was on the stage.  Occasional references were made about 

indigenous peoples in the speeches.  In lieu of a focus on Native peoples’ issues, a 

significant amount of time was devoted to NASA, and drawing a connection between 

space exploration and the colonization of America.  This analogy is more than a little 

problematic, however, because there were no people already inhabiting the moon when 

we landed there.  NASA administrator Michael Griffin quite possibly forgot there were 

people here as well; in his speech, he praised Jamestown as “the true beginning of the 

American nation.”  

Another speaker, former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, also 

praised Jamestown because it, “gave us our start in representative democracy.  It caused 

us to be an English speaking nation.  It brought to our shores our first venture capitalists.  

They came to try to make money … and most important to me, those settlers brought 

with them the rule of law.  They brought the common law of Great Britain.”  Several 
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problematic assumptions are embedded in O’Connor’s speech.  There is the notion that 

all ventures propelled by the promise of financial gain are automatically good and 

praiseworthy.  There is the celebration of the U.S. as an “English speaking nation,” a 

politically loaded declaration during a time in our country’s history when Latinos are 

routinely discriminated against, often by “English-only” proponents.  And, last but 

absolutely not least, there is the complete dismissal of this country’s first representative 

democracy, the Iroquois Confederacy, and their influence on the drafters of the 

Constitution.  Not surprisingly, President George W. Bush, who spoke directly after 

O’Connor, harbored similar misconceptions.  Bush stated, “The colonists also planted the 

seeds of American democracy.  On their first night at Jamestown six of the leading 

colonists held the first presidential election in American history.  And you might be 

surprised to know that the winner was not named George.  A matter of fact, his name was 

Edward Wingfield.  I call him Eddie W.”   

Although President Bush is possibly accurate in aligning himself with Edward 

Wingfield, (the first president of Jamestown who, accused of hoarding food while other 

colonists grew hungry and sick, was eventually removed from office by the other council 

members), Bush’s history is not accurate.  There was no democratic election when the 

colonists arrived at Jamestown.  Rather, as instructed, they opened a sealed box given 

them by the Virginia Company that named the seven councilors who would govern the 

colony, chosen by stockholders in London.  Although the councilors were charged with 

electing a President immediately, they did not do so until three and a half weeks later.  

And when they did choose Wingfield, it could hardly be deemed representative 
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government, since the councilors themselves were predetermined by the Virginia 

Company (Price 49-51; 30-36). 

Furthermore, Jamestown was not a democracy; it was more like a dictatorship.  

People who disobeyed the president were whipped, beaten, or sometimes executed.  Yet 

these details held no sway on Bush’s speech.  Rather, he echoed O’Connor’s unchecked 

praise of capitalism and the 2007 Jamestown Expo catch-phrases regarding “rule of law” 

and “representative government.”  Continuing his story of Jamestown, Bush stated, 

“From these humble beginnings the pillars of a free society began to take hold.  Private 

property rights encouraged ownership and free enterprise.  The rule of law helped secure 

the rights of individuals.  The creation of America’s first representative assembly ensured 

the consent of the people and gave Virginians a voice in their government.”  The Bush 

speech, which eventually degenerated into a pro-Iraq War call for “freedom,” nonetheless 

made its point: America is about capitalism and land acquisition. 

 

Three Pocahontas Biographies 

 

Although Pocahontas was significantly underrepresented in the actual Jamestown 

celebration, the 400-year anniversary of East Coast colonization brought with it a 

resurgence of media focus on her, including a variety of television programs such as 

A&E’s Biography.  However, there was a new and important element to the roster of 

biographical data: the voice of Native Americans.  In 2004, Paula Gunn Allen’s book 

Pocahontas: Medicine Woman, Spy, Entrepreneur, Diplomat was published, and, in 2007, 
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The True Story of Pocahontas: The Other Side of History, which is based on the sacred 

oral history of the Mattaponi tribe, was published.  These Native American biographers 

offer a refreshing departure from Eurocentric biographies such as A&E’s in that the 

Native biographers not only resist the cliché-ridden aspects of the Pocahontas myth, but 

also they endow Pocahontas with an agency that is strangely absent from the more 

“mainstream” biographies.   

1995’s A&E documentary Pocahontas: Ambassador of the New World limits 

potential narratives of Pocahontas’s life, painting a disturbing picture of her as the 

ultimate self-sacrificing princess, and backing up this Euroamerican version of her life 

with sound and images.  Although the documentary speaks positively of Powhatan as an 

intelligent leader, and features commentary from Mattaponi tribal member Shirley “Little 

Dove” Custalow-McGowan, it is a one-sided presentation in many other ways, heavily 

favoring Gleach’s theory that the “saving” was an adoption ritual, and not considering 

Rountree's theory (and, more importantly, Mattaponi assertion) that Smith made the story 

up.  Furthermore, although some work is done to dispel offensive stereotypes, the 

good/bad Indian dichotomy is often quite present within the documentary.  Most 

problematically, with the exception of Custalow’s discussion of her, Pocahontas is 

thoroughly depicted as an Indian princess, going against her people to save white men, 

revealing her inner nobility in London, and ultimately gracefully and politely dying.  

Furthermore, to validate this Euroamerican version of her life, in several key scenes a 

woman speaks in the voice of Pocahontas as we are treated to an image of Pocahontas, 

usually as an Anglicized adult woman.  Images of a white, adult Pocahontas 
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(intermittently crosscut with images of a regal statue of Pocahontas) are also displayed 

throughout the documentary when the narrator discusses her heroic sacrifice. 

The documentary begins with a dramatic reenactment of Pocahontas saving John 

Smith.  The recreation is accompanied by narration asking whether Pocahontas actually 

saved Smith’s life, or if it was part of a Powhatan adoption ritual.  The question is a false 

dichotomy that doesn’t allow for the option that Smith made it up.  Later in the 

documentary, the “saving” story is addressed once again, and once again the argument is 

heavily slanted toward the adoption ceremony.  William Rasmussen of the Virginia 

Historical Society states that Smith was a “pretty reliable reporter” and that if they had 

intended to kill him, they wouldn’t have feasted him for two weeks.  Throughout the 

documentary, Smith is cast as a heroic individual.   

Pocahontas is endowed with little agency in this documentary, save that accorded 

an Indian Princess saving white people.  For example, the narrator states that Pocahontas 

was “kidnapped by the settlers and forced to live as a white woman.”  Not only is she 

passive in the sentence (she was “forced”) but the colonizers are referred to, benignly, as 

“settlers.”  Furthermore, the narrator informs us that Pocahontas was “exploited by both 

her Native American community and the white world.”  The language is offensive, not 

only because it casts Pocahontas as a double-victim, but also because of the assumption 

that outsiders can understand the Powhatan world, even as it existed 400 years ago, and 

that the Powhatan people were somehow complicit in the exploitation of their own 

people.  This disturbing claim is not entirely surprising, given the noble/bloodthirsty 

savage undercurrent running through much of the documentary.  For example, one 
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interviewee explains that Pocahontas offered a “remarkably human face” of a people who 

were depicted by conquistadores as cannibalistic savages – a painting of particularly 

“savage”-looking Native Americans is onscreen as he states this.  By contrast, he says, 

Pocahontas was “caring, intelligent, smart, visionary.”  We are treated to a picture of a 

statue of Pocahontas as her virtues are listed. 

The narrator heaps praise on Pocahontas, as long as she follows the Indian 

Princess path of desiring Englishmen, desiring English ways, and, of course, dying.  Her 

life is summed up in this way: “Pocahontas was a young girl of courage and vision, an 

extraordinary Native American leader who, despite her youth, would become one of her 

father’s most trusted advisors, devoting most of her tragically brief life to promoting 

harmony between her own people and the English settlers.  To achieve her vision, 

Pocahontas would defy her father, marry an Englishman, adopt a new faith, even travel to 

another continent.”  Although this documentary paints Pocahontas as an actor, a hero, in 

the typical Indian princess way, she is only a hero because she betrays (here “defies”) her 

people.  It is a trope of Western culture that the father must be overcome/denied.  All of 

the Disney “princess” narratives contain this subplot.   

Not only is Pocahontas a self-sacrificing Indian princess, but she is a white one at 

that, endowed with features more befitting a Renaissance-era Madonna.  The narrator 

describes Pocahontas thusly: “Later descriptions suggest a petite olive-skinned young 

woman with large, sparkling brown eyes and a sensitive, caring face.  Her vitality and 

brilliance were said to be mesmerizing.”  Not only are these descriptions not critically 

challenged, but throughout this piece of narration is shown a painting of a Pocahontas 
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that looks nothing like the De Passe engraving of her done during her lifetime.  Instead, 

she looks like a European woman.  The narrator does not discuss the well-documented 

Anglicization of Pocahontas's features over time. 

Thankfully, though mysteriously, the documentary briefly veers away from its 

offensive tenor to discuss Powhatan peoples from a Powhatan perspective.  As we see 

sketches of historical non-Anglicized Powhatan women, the narrator tells us that 

Pocahontas was raised in a culture where women had power and sexual equality.  Next, 

Shirley “Little Dove” Custalow-McGowan of the Mattaponi tribe is interviewed.  She 

was the consultant on Disney’s Pocahontas until she left in disgust.  Furthermore, she is 

the sister of Dr. Linwood “Little Bear” Custalow, author of The True Story of 

Pocahontas, discussed below.  Custalow-McGowan states that, “Indian children were 

taught great respect and honor of themselves, other people, and mother Earth” and that, 

because theirs is a matrilineal society, “Girls are trained from a very young age to have a 

say in government.”  This is followed by another interview with the senior curator of 

Jamestown Settlement, who discusses the vast territory Powhatan ruled, and his astute 

political leadership. 

After this brief respite, once again, Native peoples’ voices are submerged, and the 

dominant Euroamerican narrative is reengaged, as the documentary makers test the limits 

of logic to continue their positioning of Pocahontas as a savior for the white race.  First, 

the narrator informs us that Pocahontas was one of Powhatan's closest advisors.  

However, Helen Rountree has disputed this theory, noting both Pocahontas's young age 

and the Powhatan gendered division of labor.  The narrator further states that as 
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Powhatan’s trusted advisor, Pocahontas would have been sent to observe the English 

constructing Jamestown when they arrived.  Even accepting that Pocahontas was a 

“trusted advisor,” which is already a stretch, it is incredibly difficult to believe that 

Powhatan would send an eleven year old girl on such an important reconnaissance 

mission.  Perhaps this information is easier to believe because the image accompanying 

the narration is a painting of her as an older white woman. 

In keeping with the characterization of Pocahontas as the supreme Indian 

Princess, John Smith, is, once again, cast as the great white hero.  The documentary does 

not go so far as to say they had a romance, but it is disturbingly (given that she was a 

child) hinted at.  When discussion turns to Pocahontas’s “first glimpse” of John Smith, 

the music shifts to romantic violins and the rather unattractive Smith is referred to as “a 

small but sturdy young man.”  The narrator informs us that, “she would have thought it 

remarkable that Smith could bid her good day in her own language.  But John Smith was 

a remarkable man, one who was destined to surprise Pocahontas with his talents and 

abilities on more than one occasion in the months ahead.”  We are given a retrospective 

of Smith as a remarkable adventure/soldier and a hardworking commoner who angered 

the noblemen by necessarily asserting power.  As we see yet another Anglicized painting 

of Pocahontas as an adult white woman, the narrator says of her reaction to Smith, “The 

perceptive young Pocahontas quickly took a liking to the bold and prideful Englishman.” 

Pocahontas is depicted as an active decision maker because she “saves” the 

English.  The narrator informs us that Powhatan's advisors counseled that they should 

destroy Jamestown while the colonists, starving from famine and disease, were in a 
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weakened condition.  However, Pocahontas advised them to live in peace with their 

colonizers, and persuaded Powhatan that she was right.  Here, once again, we are 

supposed to believe that an eleven year old girl set policy for a powerful chiefdom.  And, 

once again, we are treated to a visual to help validate this narrative.  As we see a statue of 

Pocahontas looking very noble, the narrator states, “She passionately believed that her 

people had much to learn from the whites and through persuasive appeals finally 

convinced her father.  Instead of destroying Jamestown, Powhatan sent his daughter to 

the beleaguered settlers with gifts of food.”   

The statue of a dignified Pocahontas, looking every bit the Indian princess, serves 

to validate the narrative of the noble savage saving and protecting the white man 

storyline, which runs throughout most of the A&E biography.  The statue appears again 

as the narrator states that Pocahontas’s “growing regard for John Smith would cause her 

to develop her own policy toward the settlers: one that would test her loyalty to her 

people and bring her into deep conflict with her father.”  No explanation is given for why 

Pocahontas would forsake her own people for a stranger.  However inexplicable, the 

story echoes a host of Indian princess films and is in direct conflict with Rountree, as 

well as the Allen and Custalow biographies. 

In keeping with noble savage mythology, the documentary argues that 

Pocahontas’s inner princessness grants her the bounty of English respect.  Discussing her 

life with the English after Pocahontas was kidnapped, the narrator states, “Impressed with 

her dignity and composure, Pocahontas’ captors treated her with great respect.”   The 

message here is that she was accorded respect only because she possessed “dignity.”  
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This begs the question, how would she have been treated if she were deemed a “squaw”?  

Pocahontas’ princess status is further validated in the section depicting her in London, 

where we learn that amongst the English nobility she was a “stunning success,” given her 

“regal bearing and superb manners.”   

Even in her death, A&E’s Pocahontas retains her manners, politely and self-

sacrificingly slipping away.  As the camera focuses on a painting of a kneeling white 

woman dressed in a flowing white gown (apparently, yes, Pocahontas), the narrator 

states, “with a remarkably dignified acceptance of her fate, she reportedly told her grief 

stricken husband…” At this point, with the kneeling white woman still on the screen, the 

narration cut to the voice of “Pocahontas,” who states, “All must die.  It is enough that 

the child lives.  Hold me.”  These are the exact lines, taken from a letter written by John 

Rolfe describing his wife's death, that Monique Mojica parodies in her play Princess 

Pocahontas and the Blue Spots, as discussed below.  The quote exemplifies the Indian 

princess extraordinaire: dignified, selfless and dying.  To be certain that we fully 

understand her legacy, the documentary ends with the reminder that without her, 

Jamestown would have failed and we would probably not be speaking English. 

In her biography of Pocahontas, Pocahontas: Medicine Woman, Spy, 

Entrepreneur, Diplomat, Paula Gunn Allen paints a picture of a complex woman, no 

longer passively submerged in a Euroamerican discourse of domination, but rather an 

intelligent, active decision maker.  Allen’s main thesis is, as the title implies, that 

Pocahontas was an agent, or spy for the.“Dream-Vision,” or “Powa-manitowini” — the 

manifestation of spiritual force (132-133).  The “Dream-Vision” alludes to the name 
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Powhatan, which means literally “people of the dream.” Allen theorizes both that 

Pocahontas had her own dream-vision, and that the Dream-Vision itself implies the 

spiritual compact between the Powhatan people and the whole of existence, since in the 

Powhatan world the individual does not exist independently from the community and 

from nature (172).  In the Powhatan belief system, dreams indicate another, spiritual 

reality, which Allen refers to as manito aki.  She ponders the metaphysics of such a world 

view, different from the reality studied by modern science.  She describes the Powhatan 

view of time as “timelessness” and space as “multi-dimensionality,” meaning that for 

them the mundane reality of the senses was only a small slice of all that exists (29).  

Being a spy for the Dream-Vision, therefore, implies that Pocahontas was acting on 

behalf of this spiritual reality, fulfilling age-old prophesy. All events post-1607, including 

the “saving,” the second “saving” of 1609, and Pocahontas’ kidnapping in 1612, were 

part of Pocahontas’ preordained fulfillment of the Dream-Vision (111, 125-126).   

According to Allen, Pocahontas, like other Powhatans, read natural events as a 

“text,” on which to base their actions, since the Powhatans saw the boundary between the 

natural and the supernatural as porous.  Pocahontas was part of a medicine lodge, or 

religious order, and of different status than other Powhatan women.  She was not a 

princess in the European sense, but a priestess and seer.  Allen writes that, looking past 

the English bias of early accounts, it is “impossible to say that Pocahontas was 

Powhatan’s daughter,” and that in fact she was special because of her spiritual gifts (75). 

Allen contends that the materialistic (modern) world-view did not completely take hold in 

Europe, and therefore there was a very commonplace belief in a magical world, called 
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“Faerie,” that was parallel to this one (20-21).  Furthermore, she extrapolates, this belief 

was commonplace in the Powhatan world as well, this magical reality being called 

manito aki in Algonquian.  Pocahontas, Allen argues, was therefore gathering spiritual 

intelligence, bridging the worlds of manito aki and Faerie while in England (since the 

separation of spirituality and politics did not exist for either the Powhatans or the English 

of the time) (81, 304).  

 Allen singles out John Smith as the exception to this world of spiritual intrigue, 

as he represented the emerging materialistic and capitalistic worldview – he was an 

opportunist who believed that one should be judged solely by one’s merits, and therefore 

he used the story of his saving by Pocahontas to his advantage.  Allen explains that the 

“saving” did happen, in the sense that Pocahontas was enacting her priestly role in 

choosing to adopt Smith as a Powhatan, but Smith completely misunderstood it, and used 

the event for publicity in the Generall Historie.  Through this ritual, Pocahontas became 

godmother of Smith — she was in charge of him, and he was part of her responsibility to 

act out her role according to the Dream-Vision.  Allen’s assessment of John Smith is that 

he was a true modern whose only mission in life was to make a name for himself — he 

privileged glory above honor.  She speculates that he was chastised by Pocahontas for 

going back on his word, when they met by chance in England, because per the terms of 

the adoption, he was to conduct himself as part of tsenocommacah, or the Powhatan 

community.  Allen does not cite any sources to support this; instead, she argues that this 

interpretation is consistent with Pocahontas’ role as medicine woman, and runs counter to 
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the Anglo-American interpretation of this event as a chance meeting between former 

lovers (90). 

Another central argument in Allen’s book is that the Powhatans were not simply 

victims, but resisted the colonizers and helped shape the modern American landscape (86, 

93-96).  Tobacco, as a spiritual plant for the Native Americans, played a major part in 

transforming and modernizing Europe and the Americas.  Rolfe’s perfecting of a 

smoother blend of pissimore (pipe tobacco), under Pocahontas’ guidance, eventually 

established England as a major economic power, displacing Spain as Europe’s tobacco 

producer/importer (213).  Allen considers the subversive effects of tobacco on 

EuroAmerican culture, as its use ran counter to Puritanical and modern-scientific mores, 

because of its ritual use by Native Americans, its popularity amongst marginalized 

members of English society (those in the theater, intellectuals, gays), and its health risks 

(245).  Allen goes out on a limb and takes her thesis further, theorizing that tobacco’s 

effect on the western world was an extension of Pocahontas’ mission as a spiritual spy, to 

transform the world through the influence of an indigenous plant. 

Furthermore, Allen suggests that Pocahontas might have been murdered.  She 

writes, “She…and even Thomas, her son, may have been poisoned…[A] judicious 

poisoner could, given the knowledge possessed by most practicing alchemists of the time, 

administer doses so as to cause slow but eventually lethal decline” (297).  Allen reasons 

that as a spiritual spy, Pocahontas networked with the intelligentsia and other powerful 

people at the time; Allen cites a personal conversation with Professor Jack D. Forbes of 

UCLA, who theorizes that Pocahontas was assassinated because she knew too much, and 
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she was going to relay back to Wahunsenacawh all she had learned in England (299).  

Allen also cites the absence of medical reports, which she argues should have been in 

abundance for a person of Pocahontas’s station.  Allen points to Rolfe himself as a good 

candidate as the murder suspect, since he decided to leave for Virginia while Pocahontas’ 

health was declining; Allen notes that if he were truly concerned for her life, he should 

have stayed (300).  Allen also finds it suspicious that Thomas was quickly given to Sir 

Robert Stuckley, not known for being particularly altruistic, while Rolfe made his way 

back to his plantation (297).  As an end-note, Allen states that, via the progeny of 

Thomas, who returned to Virginia as an adult, Pocahontas’ and Rolfe’s descendents 

currently number about 3 million, and she ends her book with the cryptic sentence, “It is 

hoped that some of them dream” (305). 

Paula Gunn Allen’s biography of Pocahontas contradicts the dominant 

Euroamerican narrative of racial superiority and of property ownership by men.  

Furthermore, Allen’s Pocahontas is not betraying her people for the love of a white man; 

rather, she is acting on their behalf.  However, Allen’s narrative enacts a simplistic, 

dichotomous argument that is best exemplified by Leo Marx’s Machine in the Garden – 

that American history is the story of an enchanted, pastoral world destroyed by 

capitalism, technology and science.  The argument closely parallels the notion of an Eden 

lost, which enacts the script of the Vanishing American.  Furthermore, Paula Gunn Allen 

was of the Laguna people.  It is unclear how she would know what happened 400 years 

ago amongst the Powhatan peoples, a completely different culture from her own.  

Additionally, even though historiography is often rife with conjecture, Allen’s 
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suppositions are highly problematic in that she has no sources correlating much of her 

speculation. 

By contrast, The True Story of Pocahontas: The Other Side of History is grounded 

in cultural specificity.  In this 2007 text, Dr. Linwood “Little Bear” Custalow, oral 

historian for the Mattaponi tribe, teams with Angela L. Daniel, official anthropologist for 

the Mattaponi, to share the Mattaponi oral history of Pocahontas, a history that has been 

passed down for centuries, with the general public for the first time.  The Mattaponi tribe 

was part of the original Powhatan Confederacy, and is one of only eight state-recognized 

tribes in modern-day Virginia.  They and the Pamunkey are the only tribes to have kept 

reservation land in Virginia.  Furthermore, the Mattaponi “have also maintained an 

unbroken peace treaty with the Commonwealth of Virginia since 1646” (Custalow xiv).  

Dr. Custalow himself is brother to both Shirley “Little Dove” Custalow, (the former 

Disney’s Pocahontas consultant and interviewee for the A&E Biography of Pocahontas) 

and the Mattaponi current chief, Carl “Lone Eagle” Custalow.  The authors draw on the 

Mattaponi oral tradition to counteract the official Euroamerican discourse about 

Pocahontas, providing instead a fuller interpretation of Pocahontas's life that not only 

complicates the cliché-ridden picture of her as simply a helper of white men, but also, 

ironically, on some level, is corroborated by the colonists’ writings, even as it contradicts 

the Euroamerican official story about her. 

The Mattaponi knowledge of their own culture and Powhatan societal structure 

helps Custalow and Davis to refute both Smith's claims that Pocahontas saved him on 

more than one occasion and Gleach's adoption ritual theory.  The authors state that the 
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traditional balance of political power in Powhatan society was held between the 

Werowances, or secular chiefs, and the Quiakros, the Powhatan priests (13).  They 

further state that Powhatan (Wahunsenaca) liked John Smith very much and made him a 

werowance.  This claim is consistent with Smith's 1609 description in A True Relation of 

the feast Powhatan bestowed upon him – a description that, as Rountree pointed out, is 

inconsistent with Smith's claim in 1624's A Generall Historie that Pocahontas saved him 

from being killed after the feast.  The authors argue (as did Rountree) that Powhatan 

wouldn’t have tried to kill him while making him a werowance.  They further argue that 

Pocahontas could not have symbolically “saved” Smith in an adoption ritual 

misunderstood by Smith because Pocahontas wouldn’t have been there to save him.  The 

Quiakros wouldn’t have allowed a child at the ceremony making him a werowance. 

Custalow and Daniel also use cultural knowledge to refute Smith's claim that 

Pocahontas saved him a second time by sneaking out in the middle of the night and 

warning him of her father’s plot to kill him.  They state, “Powhatan children were 

watched closely and learned discipline early in life” (31).  Because of this, they argue, 

Pocahontas wouldn’t have been running around in the icy cold in the middle of the night.  

They further reason that she would have been watched more closely because she was, 

according to their oral tradition, her father’s favorite daughter.  As to why Smith would 

make these claims, the authors arrive at a similar conclusion to Rountree, theorizing, “It 

is possible that Smith’s 1624 publication was motivated by the political climate of the 

day” (32-33).  
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 The authors also provide many details that are glossed over in the Euroamerican 

Indian Princess narrative of Pocahontas, that typically does not concern itself with her 

mother, her upbringing, her life after Smith and before Rolfe, or the details of her 

kidnapping.  By contrast, Custalow and Daniel tell us that Pocahontas’ mother was the 

first wife of Powhatan, his wife of choice, and that others who followed were strategic 

wives.  They further state that Pocahontas’s mother died during childbirth and 

Pocahontas was raised in her father’s village as his favorite, cared for by her elder sister 

Mattachanna (62).  The authors tell us that when she was approximately thirteen years 

old, Pocahontas was married to Kocoum, a warrior and Werowocomoco guard.  She had 

a child with him, and some of their descendents live today.  This claim is consistent with 

an account written by colonist William Strachey in 1612 that Pocahontas was married to 

a man named Kocoum.  Other than Strachey’s brief mention of him as Pocahontas’ 

husband, nothing is known about Kocoum from English writings; Mattaponi oral history 

tells us that Kocoum was killed by the English when they kidnapped Pocahontas.  And of 

course, Disney resurrected Kocoum as the stoic savage Pocahontas rejects in favor of 

John Smith.  

A brutal corrective to the romanticized image of Pocahontas and her relationship 

with English suitors is provided by the authors who tell us that Pocahontas was raped by 

an Englishman and that she was pregnant when she was kidnapped.  Contrasting the 

English with the Powhatans, Custalow and Davis state, “Rape in Powhatan society was 

virtually unheard of because the punishment for such actions was so severe” (62).  Here, 

the Mattaponi oral history also provides an important contrast to the trope of English 
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gentlemen saving Native women from savage Native men.  The idea that Pocahontas 

could have been raped and that information could have been covertly omitted in the 

official Euroamerican history of her life is not far-fetched when thought of in the context 

of colonization.  Andrea Smith, who states that, “the issues of colonial, race, and gender 

oppression cannot be separated” (8), argues that colonizers used sexual violence as a 

primary tool of genocide, marking native people as inherently “rapable.”  Smith further 

argues that because native bodies were conceived of as “dirty,” they were considered 

sexually violable, and that the rape of bodies that are inherently impure doesn’t count.   

The authors further state that while Pocahontas was pregnant, she was moved to 

Henrico (a town established by the English after Jamestown) in order to hide her 

pregnancy.  During this time, the authors claim, “the reason that Powhatan did not 

attempt to rescue Pocahontas was due to Wahunsenaca’s fear of Pocahontas being hurt if 

such an attempt were made” (63).  Fear of injuring Pocahontas during her pregnancy 

offers a motivation for Powhatan’s (Wahunsenaca’s) reticence to rescue Pocahontas that 

hereto went unanswered in the traditional Euroamerican narrative.  The authors are 

uncertain whether Pocahontas loved Rolfe (they are “doubtful”), but of one thing they are 

sure: “Mattaponi oral history is adamant that Thomas was born out of wedlock, prior to 

the marriage ceremony between Pocahontas and Rolfe” (64).  Furthermore, the authors 

reason that Rolfe probably left Thomas in the care of another Englishman when Rolfe 

returned to Virginia after Pocahontas’ death because Thomas was not his own son.  

Regarding the father of Pocahontas’s baby, the authors state, “It is not known who 

Thomas’s father was, but one likely candidate appears to be Sir Thomas Dale” (64).  
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Early colonial records corroborate that there was a great deal of interaction between 

Pocahontas and Dale, Jamestown’s governor.  Rasmussen and Tilton remind us that Dale, 

“the figure with whom she is most closely linked after her kidnapping,” (23) considered 

himself responsible for Pocahontas’ conversion; in fact, he wrote, “Powhatans daughter I 

caused to be carefull instructed in Christian Religion” (qtd. in Rasmussen and Tilton 24).  

Furthermore, Dale was apparently interested in having a sexual relationship with young 

Powhatan women.  After Pocahontas married Rolfe, “Dale asked Powhatan for his 

current favorite daughter as a ‘bride’ for himself although he had an English wife back 

home in England” (Rountree “Pocahontas” 24). 

Lastly, as Allen did, the authors state that Pocahontas did not die of illness on the 

way back to America: she was murdered.  According to Mattaponi oral tradition, after 

dining with Rolfe and Captain Samuel Argall on the ship bearing them back to America, 

Pocahontas became ill and vomited.  She told her sister Mattachanna, who had 

accompanied Pocahontas to England, that “the English must have put something in her 

food” (83).  Mattachanna ran to get Rolfe, and when they returned, Pocahontas was dead.   

The authors believe the motivation behind murdering Pocahontas was the Englishmen’s 

fear that, upon returning to her homeland, she would tell her father that she was being 

used as a way to advertise the Virginia Company, that the English had lied to her when 

they told her that her father didn’t love her and didn’t care to pay her ransom, and that the 

English intended to steal Powhatan’s land, despite the fact that Smith had promised his 

allegiance when Powhatan made him a werowance (80-81).  As to who specifically was 

responsible for her murder, the oral history does not say.  However, the authors 
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conjecture it was a preconceived plot between Rolfe, Governor Dale, and a man named 

Whitaker who “maintained Pocahontas’s house arrest” (85) after she was kidnapped.  But 

whatever the circumstances of her untimely death, it is clear that the Mattaponi oral 

tradition tells us she did not die the selfless martyr of the Euroamerican fantasy. 

 

Pocahontas and the World White Web: imdb.com and amazon.com 

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Pocahontas of Malick’s The New World 

is a Euroamerican fantasy: the peaceful, noble Indian Princess.  Unfortunately, several 

respondents writing about The New World on its amazon.com DVD webpage seem to 

accept the film’s systems of representations unquestioningly.  Furthermore, the language 

they use is markedly similar to the language used by the filmmakers, cast and crew in the 

Making The New World documentary.  For example, a respondent from the webpage 

writes:  

The love story between John Smith and Pocahontas is dream-like, a world not 
unlike Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. 
 

This comment reflects the “Edenic pristine Natives” trope present not only in the earliest 

colonizers’ writings but also in The New World and articulated by filmmakers in the 

Making the New World documentary.  Unfortunately, as with any Eden, there is an 

inevitable Fall, as articulated by another webpage respondent:  

There is no doubt that the peaceful, though wary and intelligent Natives as 
presented here: regal, civilized are superior to the intruders.  We are in Paradise 
here, Paradise before the fall: the fall is inevitable, of course and there is no doubt 
on whose doorstep the fault can be laid. 
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Once again, Eden is summoned, and the Noble Savages are in full bloom: they are 

peaceful, regal, superior… and, most importantly, they are civilized.  However, just as 

with the Vanishing Americans slipping away in The Last of the Mohicans, and The New 

World, and Making the New World, the Powhatans must fall, must die.  Their civility 

does not save them; it only allows us to mourn them properly. 

 Many fans of Disney’s Pocahontas have internalized the mindset and language of 

its makers as well.  Recalling Disney’s Making of Pocahontas documentary, the 

filmmakers and actors glossed over historical inaccuracies by claiming they had accessed 

Pocahontas’s spirit, a truer source of representation.  Several respondents from the 

imdb.com Pocahontas comments page echo this theme.  One respondent states, “It's not a 

film intended to be for a research history project, it's meant to be a tale of the spirit of 

who she was.”  The notion that somehow Pocahontas’s spirit is an entity that can be 

known, and that can exist outside of time and place, reifies the notion that all Native 

Americans are the same, that individual Native American peoples’ identities exist outside 

of any cultural moorings, and that, therefore, non-Native people can (and should) access 

their “spirits,” be it for spiritual enlightenment or perhaps financial gain.3 Interestingly, 

another respondent believes in Disney’s ability to channel Pocahontas’s spirit as well, but 

does not set this ability in conflict with historical research.  Rather, being able to “know” 

Pocahontas’ spirit allows us to “know” Pocahontas as a historical figure.  The respondent 

writes that she loves the Disney film because it “captured the amazing spirit that the real 
                                                 
3 Victor Masayesva’s documentary Imagining Indians includes a running skit that parodies white 
misconceptions about Native peoples.  One character, a white male dentist, claims identification with Kevin 
Costner’s character in Dances With Wolves.  After stating that he wants to take a sweat with a medicine 
man, the dentist reveals that he is opening up a “Higher conciousness resort” with some New Age 
associates, where they will hold, “sort of Indian spiritual seminars” that will be “lucrative.” 
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Pocahontas must have had” and because, “It was this movie that made me aware of the 

real person, and that time in history.”  Regardless of the respondents’ respective views 

concerning Pocahontas, historical “truth,” and “spirit,” both of these comments 

demonstrate how effectively Disney carried out their task of selling the concept of 

Pocahontas’ spirit, and their ability to capture it. 

 

Mad Magazine’s Hokeyhontas 

 

Dick DeBartolo and Walt F. Rosenberg, the writer and illustrator, respectively, of 

the Mad magazine satire Hokeyhontas certainly don’t simplistically ingest Disney’s 

rhetoric about Pocahontas; in fact they use humor to deflate much of it.  However, the 

satire is frustratingly uneven; on the one hand, by pushing clichés to the extreme, 

Hokeyhontas highlights many of the racist and sexist assumptions embedded in Disney’s 

Pocahontas.  On the other hand, the humor is sometimes offensive, and serves to 

replicate racist language and stereotypical assumptions about Native Americans.  Within 

the satire, Meeko the raccoon and Flit the hummingbird, Disney’s Pocahontas’s constant 

companions in the film, exist outside the John Smith/Pocahontas storyline, and therefore 

level the most biting satire at Disney’s film.   

The satire opens with a famous image from the film: Pocahontas (here, 

Hokeyhontas) standing on a ledge looking out toward the ocean at the colonizers’ ships.  

Hokeyhontas states, “I must look really hot with the sun highlighting my skintight dress! 

Even if I must say so myself, I’m well-developed for my age!”  Meeko stands next to her 
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holding a history book.  His thought bubble reads, “She ain’t kidding! Check your history 

book – when the English landed, Hokeyhontas was only 12 years old!”  Flit flutters next 

to Meeko.  His thought bubble reads, “The Disney people make sure their animation is 

perfect, but they don’t care much about reality!”  Here, quite obviously, the writer pokes 

fun not only at Disney’s historical inaccuracies, but also at the overtly sexual way that 

Pocahontas was represented.  This is an important point; many critics noted that 

Pocahontas was the most sexualized of any of the Disney heroines.  Disney’s Pocahontas 

reinscribed an offensive trope from the first days of contact: the hypersexual indigenous 

woman awaiting her conqueror.   

However, as Hokeyhontas continues, the language of Euroamerican conquest 

quickly appears.  Powhatan, standing next to Flit, says, “Hmmmmm, I have a feeling the 

white man will try to do to my daughter what he always tries to do to the red man!” 

While it is certainly accurate that Native Americans were screwed over by the colonizers, 

the use of the term “red man” replicates offensive descriptions of Native Americans as 

well as clichés about Native American speaking patterns.  Furthermore, on the same page 

we have our first image of John Smith, stating, “I hope there are some pretty birds in this 

new land! My pickup lines have worn thin in London, but here they’ll sound fresh!”  

While it is amusing to paint Smith as a lecher, and of course this portrait brings to mind 

the aforementioned sexualization of Native women by English colonizers, the satire is 

undercut by the fact that Smith is holding a book entitled How to Pick up Squaws.  

Although this bit of humor does paint Smith as a sexist, racist fool, the word “squaw” is 
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loaded with negative connotations; I would argue that its casual use is irresponsible in 

that it evokes the language of patriarchal colonialism. 

The satire veers back to Hollywood as its creators take on both clichéd 

Hollywood Native American speaking patterns and Disney’s attempt to convey Native 

American spirituality.  When Powhatan urges Hokeyhontas to marry the dull warrior 

Hokum, Hokeyhontas replies, “my dream takes me down a different path!”  Powhatan 

replies, “You feel that way now, but I see the wild mountain stream joining the steady 

river!” Hokeyhontas counters, “But I see the winds of a thousand hurricanes blowing me 

in a different direction!”  An exasperated Powhatan replies, “And I see an aching butt if 

you don’t obey me and I have to put you over my knee!” Here, by disrupting the talk of 

wind and streams, and having Powhatan utter something a million parents have said 

before, the satire works to remind us how contrived the language in Pocahontas is.  The 

section is amusing, but also does political work.  Hollywood’s contrivance of Native 

American speaking patterns is a distancing mechanism, serving to sustain the 

romanticized image of the Vanished American. 

Meeko and Flit’s running commentaries are present on the final page as well, 

delivering the same mixed messages that run throughout the satire.  First the 

commentaries expose the absurdity of Disney’s Pocahontas’s instant trust of Smith, and 

“knowledge” that the European encroachers (save Ratliffe) mean no harm to the 

Powhatan peoples.  Mad’s Powhatan declares, “You have convinced me, Hokeyhontas! 

From this day on we will trust the white man!”  Flit, hovering next to Powhatan, thinks, 

“He is making one big mistake!” Meeko replies with his thought bubble, “A big mistake? 
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Forget it – try a humongous mistake!”  However, after highlighting the political naiveté 

inherent in the Disney’s Pocahontas mindset, DeBartolo and Rosenberg replicate that 

same naiveté in the very next frame. Flit’s thought bubble reads, “The white man stole all 

the land from the Indians, and the Indians got nothing in return for it!” to which Meeko 

retorts, “Not exactly! They did get gambling rights!”  

This last remark privileges the Euroamerican values of capitalism and property 

ownership by reinforcing the perception that Native American casino building somehow 

indicates that Native Americans are on the government dole.  People who propagate the 

stereotype forget that individual tribes are sovereign nations; they are not being “given” 

anything by the United States government.  The stereotype is all the more damaging 

considering how often the United States government has reneged on treaties.  

Furthermore, reservation populations have some of the highest poverty rates in the 

country.  Income from gaming has provided many tribes with employment, funds for 

economic development, tribal colleges, tribal police, expansion of utilities, and a host of 

other necessary projects.  Ultimately, the Hokeyhontas creators disappoint and do 

potential damage with their replication of capitalist values, heteronormativity, and racial 

superiority.   

 

Native American Responses to Disney’s Pocahontas 

 

Native American response to Disney’s Pocahontas has been multilayered and 

complex, a marked difference from academia’s virtually unilateral condemnation and the 
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popular press’s tendency toward uncritical acceptance.  A website containing responses 

to Pocahontas from Native Americans of various tribes demonstrates this complexity.  

The dominant Euroamerican Pocahontas narrative has been imbued with the tropes of 

capitalism, patriarchy and property ownership.  On this website, Native Americans do 

ideological work, trying to unhinge Pocahontas from the aforementioned tropes.  

Throughout their discourse, the correspondents repeatedly invoke “history.”  Here, 

history is to be understood differently than, say, a Euroamerican concept of history that 

has been used to oppress women and people of color for centuries through a variety of 

vehicles such as textbooks, anthropological documents and film.  Rather, the Native 

correspondents invoke “history” to speak back to Euroamerican historical narratives 

about Pocahontas.  These narratives must be spoken back to because, as Joanne Barker 

has argued, “such inventions render her insignificant outside her heterosexualized 

relationships to men and erase her affiliation as a Powhatan.  Dispossessing Pocahontas 

of her sovereign identity, culture, and history – and thus political concerns and agendas 

other than those serving U.S. colonial men and interests – makes it impossible to consider 

that she might have spoken for or to other issues” (317).   

As Nancy J. Peterson has argued in her discussion of the dilemma indigenous 

peoples face when juggling identity politics and postmodern representation, “a historical 

position in postmodern culture necessitates the recognition that history is a text composed 

of competing and conflicting representations and meanings,” (984) yet, “writing history 

… has thus become one way for marginalized peoples to counter their invisibility” (983). 
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For the Native peoples from this listserve, I argue, “history” is a form of empowerment, 

and is intertwined with the notion of tribal specificity and a respect for the integrity of 

tribal knowledge.  Further, it is a strategy for critiquing and counteracting the political 

agenda of Euroamerican tropes. 

The Pocahontas responses were originally from a private e-mail list for Native 

Americans; they were compiled and posted to the web site, with the writers’ permissions, 

by Paula Giese.  The Native American list contributors demonstrate a mixture of 

awareness of the problematic nature of Pocahontas and unwillingness to condemn the 

film outright.  This duality springs from a desire to be open-minded, fair and honest about 

their responses to Pocahontas because the respondents are Native peoples who must live 

in a world in which, because Pocahontas functions metonymically as a stand-in for all 

Native peoples, Disney’s ideological work impacts their immediate lives.  However, in 

the correspondents’ aforementioned desire to claim Pocahontas from the Euroamerican 

tropes of capitalism, property ownership and patriarchy, they critique Disney’s invocation 

of Pocahontas as an Indian Princess and discuss the Disney Company’s blatant 

synergistic practices involving licensing deals and cross-promotional products.  As with 

the film itself, correspondents display a variety of multilayered responses to Russell 

Means’ and Irene Bedard’s participation in and promotion of Pocahontas; they do not 

ignore the problematic nature of the film and Native American participation, nor do they 

condemn wholesale the aforementioned film and actors.   

Disney used former AIM activist Russell Means to contain potential criticism of 

Pocahontas.  The criticism, as anticipated, focused on Disney’s reliance on the 
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Euroamerican princess narrative, thus painting a narrowed potential biography of 

Pocahontas by disallowing all other narratives.  Disney’s use of Means displays a subtle 

comprehension by Disney of the connection between tribal knowledge and historical 

specificity.  Pocahontas the film veers wildly from the little that we know about 

Pocahontas as well as what we know of Powhatan peoples today, and what Powhatan 

peoples say about Pocahontas.  Therefore, when the correspondents discuss the film’s 

historical inaccuracies, they are talking about the way the Disney film devalues the 

indigenous knowledge of Powhatan peoples and disempowers Native peoples by casting 

Pocahontas as, once again, an Indian Princess who saves white men.  Means was 

Disney’s way of injecting Native empowerment back into their narrative as they 

simultaneously disavowed indigenous knowledge.   However, the correspondents aren’t 

falling for it, as evidenced by the comments below.  One writer states: 

     … one person was making a comment about it being historically accurate… (That  
     being Russell Means)…and for some reason, I doubt that it says anywhere that she  
     was accompanied by a hummingbird and a raccoon  (1). 
 
In this post, the correspondent makes it clear that Russell Means’ opinions will not  
 
influence his evaluation of Pocahontas.  Another correspondent responds to the critique  
 
of the film not being “historically accurate”: 
 
     And as far as the raccoon business goes, this is a cartoon, after all, not a historical  
     record, and a musical to boot – taking it to task for those things is unfair, I think  (2). 
 
Here, the correspondent does not take Disney to task for its disavowal of indigenous 

narratives because the film is a cartoon and a musical.  Because both of these forms 

connote a removal from “reality,” the correspondent seems to be working from the 
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assumption that Disney’s version of Pocahontas will not affect indigenous people’s actual 

lives and that Disney is not dishonoring Native peoples.    

Another correspondent, who states she took her children to Pocahontas and they 

enjoyed it, nonetheless has concerns with Disney’s “historical accuracy”:  

 
     questions: why did pocahontas’s best girl friend sport a pueblo hairdo…. we all  
     wondered how Pocahontas could suddenly speak english… the power of love? …  
     historical accuracy is hard to judge … the indian village had incredibly straight rows  
     of corn … and the cleanest buckskin clothing ever … no dust allowed  (3). 
 
Here, the correspondent is connecting “historical accuracy” to her knowledge of tribal 

practices.  A Powhatan girl would not “sport a pueblo hairdo.”  Furthermore, the 

correspondent remarks on the “straight rows of corn.”  Most indigenous tribes 

encountered by colonizers used multicrop farming techniques; in fact, these techniques 

were critiqued by the colonizers and utilized to justify land theft by implication that 

Native peoples were not making proper use of their land because their crops were so, in 

the opinion of the colonizers, unorganized.  Ironically, indigenous peoples’ practice of 

planting bean, corn, pumpkin and squash together was a highly efficient use of land: the 

bean stalks could be draped across the corn so as to grow straighter and higher.  

Furthermore, the native practice of multicropping was a way to avoid soil depletion.  

Euroamerican practices of monocropping have both rendered much farmland infertile and 

contributed to environmental destruction because of soil erosion.  Although the 

correspondent does not go into any of these details, an awareness of Indian farming 

practice contains within it a critique of the Euromerican tendency to view the land as an 

object to tame.   
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Another correspondent also relies on knowledge of tribal specificity to critique 

the misrepresentations of native peoples in Pocahontas: 

Pocahontas is beautiful and looks more like a Lakota than a Powhatan.  She has a  
      silly, one shoulder-strap dress that’s too short.  But Irene makes her Indian  (4). 
 
This correspondent, Jimmy Fall, who voiced the character of Kocoum in Pocahontas, is 

critical of the film because the filmmakers did not concern themselves with portraying 

the Powhatan peoples accurately: Pocahontas looks Lakota and because her dress is too 

short.  However, his criticism is mediated by his approval of Bedard’s participation in the 

film.  The importance of Native American participation in Pocahontas is further 

reinforced in another of his posts: 

     Irene, Russell, Michelle and I all suggested line changes – and they were almost  
     always changed the way we wanted  (4). 
 
The correspondent’s criticism of historical inaccuracies is further mediated by his belief  
 
that Pocahontas delivers a positive message: 
 
     I don’t think Indian people are going to love this movie, but, other than not sticking to  
     history, there’s not a lot to criticize.  Instead of trying to tell the historical story of  
     Pocahontas, it tells a story about respecting other cultures and people who are  
     “different” from yourself  (4). 
 

Undoubtedly the correspondent’s perspective on Pocahontas was shaped in part by his  

experience working on the film; however, working for Disney has not obliterated his  

ability to criticize Pocahontas or Disney.  His post reveals how “history” is bound up 

with a notion of cultural integrity.  Even though Disney is guilty of “not sticking to 

history,” because of the filmmakers’ use of Native actors and because the film, in his 

estimation, “tells a story about respecting other cultures,” he states, “there’s not a lot to 
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criticize.”  However, his criticism is vehement when he addresses Disney’s marketing 

strategies:         

     The marketing of this thing is really disgusting – we all get pretty upset about it.  The   
     merchandising etc. is handled by a different department – and they obviously did not   
     acquire the degree of sensitivity that the creative team on the movie reached  (4).  
 
Here again the critique is mitigated.  The correspondent’s anger is directed toward  
 
another department within the Disney Company, and he makes it clear that he still views  
 
the people working on the production of Pocahontas in a positive light.   
   
 The above correspondent is not alone in his anger about Disney’s marketing  
 
strategies.  In fact, the correspondents’ harshest criticism is leveled at Disney’s  
 
synergistic practices.  One correspondent writes: 
 
     Disney’s exploitation makes me sick.  Once they have the mighty dollar sign in their    
     eyes they will prostitute anything to death.  Are they teaching racial harmony with all  
     the toys and trinkets?  (5). 
 
This correspondent, unlike the man who worked on the film, does not separate Disney’s 

marketing department from the production of Pocahontas.  However, his post converges 

with the other posts in its display of intense anger about Disney corporate strategy.  This 

anger is echoed by another correspondent:   

     I am smart enough to know Disney’s first concern is going to be making money, and   
     the fact that they have marketed everything that they can think of off of this movie is  
     really disgusting  (6).  
 
Importantly, the harshest language utilized in these Native American correspondences is 

directed at the Disney profit imperative.  Even though correspondents are annoyed by       

the blatant historical inaccuracies within the film, they do not utilize words such as “sick”  
 
and “disgusting” when chronicling these inaccuracies.  A critique of historical inaccuracy  
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and of Disney marketing strategies converges in a post from another contributor:  
 
     … the Disney Store is selling a polyester fake-velour type material version of the off- 
     the-shoulder dress that Pocahontas wears in the Disney film  (7).  
 
The animated version of this dress is described in an earlier post as being “silly” and “too 

short” – however, the offense is immediately qualified by the correspondent’s statement 

“but Irene makes her Indian.”  Yet when the above correspondent describes the  

dress-as-product being sold in the Disney Store, no such qualifying statement is present.   

As with other posts, anger over Pocahontas products eclipses anger over Pocahontas the  

film.  Implicit within the Native peoples’ critique is a condemnation of Euroamerican 

capitalist ideology and its commodification of Native peoples in general, and Pocahontas 

specifically.      

 

Pocahontas, the Metonymical Princess 

 

Native American women are largely absent from mainstream cinema and 

television, rendered subaltern within the pervasive discourses of these two media.  

Furthermore, in the absence of Native American women’s voices in mainstream media, 

Pocahontas, to some degree, has continued to represent all Native American women.  

Although Pocahontas cannot speak, she can and should be spoken of and spoken for.  The 

necessity of this project becomes all the more apparent when one considers the many 

problematic ways Pocahontas has already been spoken of and spoken for, and the ways in 

which representations of Pocahontas impact perceptions of Native American women in 

general, which is partially explained by the aforementioned subaltern status of Native 
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American women in mainstream United States’ cinema and television.  Native American 

women struggle to have their voices heard in the medium of literature, which affords 

more opportunities for speaking than do cinema and television.  Although certainly 

women and people of color have traditionally had less access to media than white males, 

to treat the ability to speak in the United States as the exclusive privilege of members of 

the hegemonic elite, the wealthy, white patriarchy, is a dangerous and depoliticizing 

stance. For example, when Gayatri Spivak argues that the subaltern cannot now speak, 

she is not claiming that the subaltern can never speak.  If this were the case, why write 

the essay? Clearly, Native American women will never be white men.   

Rather than focusing on the oppressive white patriarchy as a voice-crushing 

monolith, it is infinitely more productive to interrogate what, specifically, is required in 

Spivakian terms to speak.  Two sentences from her work help to solve this dilemma.  

Spivak writes, “There is no space from which the sexed subaltern subject can speak” 

(307) and, “The subaltern as female cannot be heard or read” (308).  Spivak’s speaking 

subject needs both a listener and a critical space from which to speak.  Keeping these 

prerequisites in mind, Spivak demonstrates how colonial and patriarchal discourses have 

colluded to prevent Asian Indian women from speaking.  Furthermore, as S. Elizabeth 

Bird demonstrates, within mainstream United States cinema and television Native 

Americans have not spoken, although they have clearly been “spoken for and spoken of.”  

But this does not mean that the subaltern can never speak.  

The subaltern condition of Native Americans within the context of mainstream 

cinema and television leads many Americans to assume that the Native peoples of this 
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country have indeed vanished.  The misperception is reinforced by the overwhelming 

tendency of Hollywood to set all Native Americans in an oft-romanticized past.  The 

immensely popular film Dances With Wolves concludes with a both literal and 

metaphorical sad wave goodbye to the Lakota, who will, as is the way of the Native 

American, disappear, vanish— die.  Through consistent cinematic reinforcement, an 

implicit component of the definition of Native American becomes, “one who lived in the 

past.”  Therefore, by definition, all “real” Native Americans are dead.   

However, all Native Americans are not dead, and herein lies the fundamental 

importance of critiquing representations that are limited by dominant Euroamerican 

narratives: they affect the lives of the living.  When Lucy Lippard writes that her project 

is to demythologize old photographs of Native Americans, her concern is not only to 

honor the dead—although that alone is a worthy concern.  Lippard also considers this 

project to be a political act, grounded in the present.  Lippard writes, “As Indian people 

struggle at all social levels to be recognized as active subjects rather than passive objects 

in the ongoing history of this country, photographs play a significant role” (15).  One of 

the “significant roles” played by photography and other forms of media is that in the 

absence of direct contact with a group of people, notions about that aforementioned group 

are often largely informed by media.  bell hooks makes this point forcefully while 

highlighting the libratory potential for people of color whose notions of whiteness are 

informed by mainstream hegemonic media.  hooks writes that she began to develop her 

oppositional gaze in the pre-segregation South, where, in the absence of interacting with 

whites, she, “learned to look at white people by staring at them across the screen” (117).   
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Given film and television’s overwhelming depiction of Native Americans existing 

in the past, and the dearth of Native American women’s voices in both media, it seems 

almost inevitable that Pocahontas, the most famous (arguably the only truly famous) 

Native American woman, would retain her status in the popular consciousness as a 

metonym for all Native American women.  In tracing the development of Pocahontas 

mythology, Rayna Green points out that this connection existed well before the advent of 

cinema. Green writes of Pocahontas, “as a model for the national understanding of Indian 

women, her significance is undeniable” (701).  Pocahontas still maintains the function of 

metonym, as evidenced by the words of Irene Bedard.  In her defense of Disney’s 

Pocahontas, Bedard, who voiced the title role, states, “I’m not saying the film is accurate, 

but it is a start.  I grew up being called Pocahontas as a derogatory term.  They hissed that 

name at me, as if it was something dirty.  Now, with this film, Pocahontas can reach a 

larger culture as a heroine” (qtd. in Vincent E5).  Clearly, Bedard’s personal account 

reveals that she has experienced the Pocahontas connection first-hand.  Furthermore, 

Bedard’s statements contain an argument: how Pocahontas is perceived by the dominant 

culture affects how Native American women are perceived and treated by the dominant 

culture.    

Thus, when Pocahontas makes a 1995 cinematic reappearance in Disney’s 

Pocahontas, her appearance affects not only the history and mythology surrounding her, 

but also Native American women in general.  This makes it all the more disturbing that 

she is in love with colonizer John Smith, and that her animated features are modeled after 

Christy Turlington, a white supermodel (Edgerton 96).  Although, as Bedard reminds us, 
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this Pocahontas is a heroine, the white, male filmmakers’ decision to elaborate on 

Pocahontas mythology and thoroughly ignore history has rendered both the character of 

Pocahontas and the film in general intensely problematic.  In fact, Powhatan educator 

Shirley “Little Dove” Custalow-McGowan, hired by the Disney Company to act as the 

film’s consultant, quit this position, stating, “History is history.  You’re not honoring a 

nation of people when you change their history” (qtd. in Kilpatrick 154).  Clearly, 

Pocahontas the mythic figure, set in the timelessness of an Edenic past, metonymically 

setting all Native American women in a timeless past, needs to be reclaimed, to be 

spoken into place and time.  Pocahontas, who died 380 years ago, who left no writings 

behind, subaltern within the English culture, who could not, in Spivakian terms, speak 

then, certainly cannot speak now.  However, Native American women can and should 

speak for Pocahontas; they are the people who have the most at stake in her 

representation.   

 

Pocahontas Reclaimed 

 

S. Elizabeth Bird thoroughly demonstrates that Native American women’s voices 

have been systematically silenced in mainstream film and television.  However, some 

Native American women have found a tentative space to speak in literature, although that 

space, as Joy Harjo and Gloria Bird, coeditors of Reinventing the Enemy’s Language, 

make clear, is far from being solidly established.  Gloria Bird states that Native American 

women writers, “work within a system that mimics a larger publication industry where 
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our words are edited and legitimized still by an overwhelmingly male majority who are 

perceived as the authorities,” and, in reference to the aforementioned text, “That this is a 

native women’s anthology edited by native women is a remarkable step” (22).  Harjo and 

Bird make clear that the construction of this anthology was both a celebration of 

collective native women’s voices, and a political project.  They emphasize the importance 

of reinventing the colonizers’ language that was forced upon native peoples, eliminating 

its offensive stereotypes and incessant literary references to Native Americans as “lost” 

and “dying.”  Furthermore, the writers stress that to reinvent language is to politicize it, to 

use language as a tool for decolonization.  

  Paula Gunn Allen utilizes her voice for political purposes as well.  Allen 

“reinvents” (or more accurately, deromanticizes) Pocahontas by speaking for her through 

poetry.  “Pocahontas to Her English Husband, John Rolfe” appears in the beginning 

pages of Allen’s Life is a Fatal Disease: Collected Poems 1962-1995, in a subsection 

entitled, “Part I: THE WARNING.”  As evidenced by the title, the poem is written in the 

first person, with Pocahontas speaking directly to her colonizer/husband.  Most 

importantly, the poem attributes an intelligence and wisdom to Pocahontas that Rolfe 

does not possess, and implies that his lack of wisdom will be downfall of the colonizer’s 

race.   

Allen condemns the English colonizers’ patriarchal Christianity in her assessment 

of Pocahontas’ husband John Rolfe, a “foolish child… chattering nonsense about a God/ 

you had not wit to name” (6).  Allen’s Pocahontas is not an active speaker; however, hers 

is a strategic silence, as evidenced by her reminder to Rolfe: “I spoke little, you said./ 
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And you listened less” (7).  Furthermore, this Pocahontas is quite active in a multitude of 

other ways, as revealed by Allen’s reworking of the Eurocentric Pocahontas story: her 

saving of John Smith.  Allen’s Pocahontas repeatedly saves and protects Rolfe, the whole 

time fully aware that Rolfe is a fool plagued by greed, and that his judgment is clouded 

because he is merely a servant to his king, deluded by his aforementioned Christianity.  

By extension, we can assume that Pocahontas was aware of the same flaws in John 

Smith—thus, Allen cleverly reworks the infamous story of saving without directly 

mentioning it.  Pocahontas reveals her wisdom in lines to Rolfe such as, “I saw you well.  

I/ understood your ploys and still/ protected you” (7), and this wisdom is contrasted 

repeatedly with Rolfe’s foolhardiness.   

With Pocahontas’ wisdom as the guiding theme throughout the poem, Allen takes 

historical information about Pocahontas, casts it in a new light, and attributes the 

perception to Pocahontas herself.  For example, Pocahontas taught tobacco grower Rolfe 

better techniques for planting tobacco.  In this poem, Pocahontas says to Rolfe, 

“Tobacco./ It is not without irony that by this crop/ your descendants die, for other/ 

powers than you know/ take part in this as in all things” (6).  Behind this statement is a 

subtle inference that Rolfe’s descendants will die out because of their lack of knowledge 

of “other powers.”  In this poem, Allen is not only reclaiming Pocahontas by speaking for 

her, she is also issuing a warning that indigenous peoples will reclaim the land stolen 

from them—that the children of the colonizers can only understand the land in terms of 

their own acquisitiveness, and that this will ultimately be their undoing.   
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Monique Mojica reclaims and speaks for Pocahontas as well, strategically 

utilizing humor to interrogate and ultimately deflate long-held stereotypes about the 

woman whose representations impact all Native women.  Mojica’s play Princess 

Pocahontas and the Blue Spots begins with a Miss North American Beauty Pageant, 

whose host introduces Princess Buttered-On-Both-Sides.  The Princess enters, repeating, 

“Corn…Corn…Corn…Corn.”  The audience receives a humorous aural reminder of the 

multitude of cinematic and advertising stereotypes that have been associated with Native 

American women via the music, which is described in the stage directions as “a mixture 

of Hollywood tom-toms, the ‘Indian Love Call,’ ‘The Good, the Bad and the Ugly,’ and 

the ‘Mazola’ commercial” (139).  Mojica continues to take aim at Hollywood and pop 

culture; further stage directions call for the Princess to toss “cornnuts to the four 

directions” and to stand in “a classic ‘spiritual’ Hollywood Indian pose” (139). 

However, Mojica does much more than poke fun at past representations of Native 

women.  Rather, the theme of her entire work is transformations.  As Wendy S. Walters 

notes, “Princess Pocahontas and the Blue Spots is a performance of history that 

chronicles the evolution of tragic princesses who die – culturally, spiritually, or 

physically – into women who live” (240).  Mojica translates the various names given to 

Pocahontas into actual characters, representing various incarnations of her life and myth: 

Storybook Pocahontas, Lady Rebecca, and Matoaka.  Princess Buttered-On-Both-Sides 

introduces Pocahontas’s mythical saga with, appropriately, a country and western song 

sung to “Captain Whiteman”: 

Captain Whiteman for you, I will convert, 
Captain Whiteman, all my pagan gods are dirt.   
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If I’m savage don’t despise me, 
‘cause I’ll let you civilize me. 
Oh Captain Whiteman, I’m your buckskin-clad dessert.      (146)  
 

Here Mojica’s humor does serious work once again.  The song’s painfully forced rhyme 

and pop song clichés tell a story of the Europeans’ attempt at cultural genocide (“all my 

pagan gods are dirt”), thus highlighting the absurdity of the development of Pocahontas 

mythology into a simplistic romance between her and John Smith.  Princess Buttered-On-

Both-Sides caps off her song with a monologue, concluding, “I have many names.  My 

first name was Matoaka.  Some people call me Lady Rebecca, but everyone knows the 

little Indian Princess, Pocahontas, who saved the life of John Smith” (147). 

 Taking the stage next is Storybook Pocahontas, who, as her name would imply, 

continues to articulate the simplistic Smith/Pocahontas storyline.  Dropping to her knees 

and raising her hands as though pantomiming the saving story, she shouts, “NO! He’s so 

brave his eyes are so blue, his hair is so blond and I like the way he walks” (147).  The 

childish language and singsong delivery of words denoting a schoolgirl crush (which, 

according to the myth, occurred in the midst of a colonial invasion) underlines the 

foolishness of assigning romantic love as a motivation for Pocahontas to allegedly betray 

her people and save Smith.  When Lady Rebecca speaks, she uses the Queen’s English to 

convey the “official” Pocahontas story, including quotes attributed to her and events that 

allegedly took place.  Some of this material, discussed previously in this dissertation, is 

taken from John Smith’s journals; some sounds as though it could come from a history 

book.  Yet Mojica argues back to history books wordlessly, making certain the audience 

knows this is an ill-fitting, painful, and unwanted transformation.  The stage directions 
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read, “LADY REBECCA fitting neck and wrists into collar and cuffs with much 

resistance as if being put into stocks and pillory” (149). 

 Matoaka, the character personifying Pocahontas’s childhood name, represents the 

true transformative focus of Mojica’s play, as Pocahontas is reborn again, before the 

English invaders kidnapped her and turned her life into a myth for their fantasy, back to 

her original source of strength: her family, her clan, and her tribe.  Unlike the shackled 

Lady Rebecca, Matoaka springs actively onto the stage and immediately climbs a tree.  

She announces herself boldly, stating, “I belong to the deer clan.”  She talks about her 

immediate family as well, calling her father by his rightful name, Wahunsonacawh.  

Furthermore, unlike with the other Pocahontas incarnations, Matoaka’s mother is present 

in her narrative, advising her on how to prepare for her first deer dance.  No longer 

shackled by the Euroamerican versions of her, Matoaka speaks openly about the English: 

“They don’t raise crops, they are not good hunters.  Why do they come to starve on our 

land?” (150)   

 Through Matoaka, Mojica breathes life back into Pocahontas, saddled for 

centuries with stifling representations.  As Matoaka prepares to leave the stage, she 

speaks of herself and other Native women in active, poetic language: “strong, fast, free 

woman/child/ strong legs, brown skin” (152).  Empowered by her indigenous name, 

Matoaka tells her story, connecting her story to the lives of all indigenous women, and 

reminding us that the English are on her land.   

This same theme is strikingly present in the writings of Leslie Marmon Silko, who 

unequivocally states, “It is only a matter of time before the indigenous people of the 
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Americas retake their land from the invaders” (185).  Gloria Anzaldua believes 

indigenous peoples will reclaim the land as well.  Anzaldua ends her essay section of 

Borderlands/La Frontera with these words: “This land was Mexican once/ was Indian 

always/ and is./ And will be again” (91).  Anzaldua, Mojica and Allen reinscribe mythic 

indigenous women, writing them into time and ascribing to them the complexity that they 

certainly possessed.  Harjo, Bird and Silko exemplify this complexity, demonstrating in 

their writing the absurdity of reducing Native American women, past or present, to 

stereotypical representations.  Collectively, these writers explode the myth of the 

Vanishing American—their works sing with life, from the voices of those who refuse to 

be silenced, who have found a place from which to speak.    
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AFTERWORD  

 

As I was nearing the conclusion of my fourth chapter, a friend asked me why I 

had decided to write about Pocahontas.  Several memories immediately came to mind – 

memories I had never connected, which is surprising because I’ve been working on my 

dissertation for a very long time.  I thought of my first year in school, back in Oklahoma.  

It was close to Thanksgiving, and our class was told a story.  It was a very sweet story 

about the “Indians” giving corn to the Pilgrims so that they wouldn’t starve.  We never 

heard anything else about the Indians, or their motivation for feeding the Pilgrims.  

Perhaps we didn’t need to know more.  The white people needed saving – of course the 

Indians saved them.  At home I heard a different story.  At home I saw my mother 

making pots, and learning Cherokee – the language her father wasn’t taught because his 

parents were afraid he’d be taken away to boarding school.  No happy Pilgrims were part 

of our narrative.  That was my first lesson that history was a construct – although at age 

six I could not have voiced it as such.  

My second memory is of the following year, during my school’s Thanksgiving 

play.  I had decided I wanted to be an actress, so I was very excited at the prospect of 

exercising my creativity.  I lobbied for one of the bigger speaking roles – which were, of 

course, the Pilgrim roles.  Not only did I not land one of these coveted roles, but I was 

made to be an Indian.  This upset me, because the Indians didn’t have speaking parts in 

the play.  Only years later would I wonder why I had to play an Indian. Did they know 

my mom was Indian? Or was it because I was one of the darker kids in the class? Maybe 
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I just wasn’t a good actor.  More importantly, the Indians didn’t have speaking parts.  

And no one questioned that. 

A third memory: When I was a teenager, my aunt sent me a rather large document 

laying out details of our family tree, and I couldn’t have been less interested, much to my 

mother’s chagrin.  We hadn’t lived by my mother’s family in Oklahoma for years – we 

moved frequently because of my father’s job.  I remember feeling guilty because I 

thought being Indian was boring.  I didn’t want to read my mother’s books about the 

Trail of Tears.  I hated Westerns.  If I went to a Powwow, it was only for the fry bread.  

Now I realize how much television and film influenced my notion of Indianness as dull.  

Movie and TV Indians were stoic and monosyllabic.  Maybe the Indians I knew in real 

life weren’t like that, but I think I assumed we were the exceptions, and that somewhere 

out there was a large, dull group of generic “Indians” – and I didn’t want to know them.  

My final memory is of a day in 1995, the year I graduated with my MFA in 

Creative Writing, and the year Disney’s Pocahontas was released.  I was sitting on a 

porch with some other grad school buddies.  A few of them had small children.  I was 

very upset with Disney’s rendition of Pocahontas, and I was trying to articulate why, but 

I didn’t have the language.  I didn’t even know there was such a thing as Disney Studies.  

No one on the porch understood what was upsetting me.  They talked about how much 

their children loved Disney.  One person even talked about how important The Lion King 

was because it taught black men how to be good fathers.  I distinctly remember half of 

me thought maybe I was crazy, and the other half thought, “I need to get some new 
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friends.”  The following year, I applied to an interdisciplinary PhD program so that I 

could study American Indian Studies and film. 

I have a Pocahontas Pez dispenser on my desk, and I have to admit that for all of 

its offensive idiocy, I love it.  But more than my beloved Pez dispenser, I love a picture I 

have of the engraving done during Pocahontas’s lifetime, in 1616.  Unlike later 

renditions, in the engraving she looks Indian.  Also, she looks smart, and strong.  Her 

eyes are sharp, like she knew what she was doing.  But she is not the all-wise Earth 

mother of future Pocahontas incarnations. This is Pocahontas before she was given light 

skin, curly hair and a Botticellian figure.  However, even the engraving is an 

interpretation of her – and a 400 year old one at that.  It might show us what she looked 

like, or rather what Simon Van de Passe thought she looked like, but it doesn’t tell us 

what she was thinking.  I don’t want to guess what she was thinking; I don’t want to 

engage in further romanticization of Pocahontas.   

Rather, I am interested in the ideological work being done by narratives about her.  

That interest fueled the work of this dissertation, because those narratives affect people 

today.  When we are told what to think about Pocahontas, we are told how to read all 

Native women.  If she was wise and good because she desired white men and desired to 

save white men and turned her back on her culture, then it follows that it is wise and good 

for all women to sacrifice for men, and for all indigenous people to understand the 

importance of Euroamerican survival – even at the expense of Native people’s survival.  

Conversely, when Native women speak for Pocahontas, they know there is something 

more at stake than writing an interesting poem or play or biography.  They are taking her 
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back, because in many ways her story is their story.  To return to my friend’s question, 

this is why I write about Pocahontas. 
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